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MEET YOUR BROADCAST FAVORITES

EG.

DISTA N CE f-+LONG
TRAO E MARK REG.
The complete Zenith line ranges in
price from $100 to $475.
With either Zenith 3R or Zenith 4R, satisfactory reception over distances of
miles is readily accomplished, using any ordinary load

2,000 to 3,000

Super -Zenith IXthe ideal radio set
for the fine home

speaker. Models 3R and 4R licensed under Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1,113,149.
They are NON -RADIATING.
Zenith 4R - Zenith 3R - The new Super- Zenith is a six-tube set
with a new, unique. and really different
patented circuit, controlled exclusively
by the Zenith Radio Corporation. It is
NOT regenerative.
SUPER -ZENITH VII-Six tubes -2
stages tuned frequency amplification
detector and 3 stages audio frequency
amplification. Installed in a beautifully
finished cabinet of solid mahogany
44r/a inches long, 1631' inches wide, 10lí
inches high. Compartments at either
end for dry batteries. Price (exclusive of tubes and batteries)
SUPER. ZENITH VIII -Same as VII except- console type. Price (exclusive of tubes and batteries)
SUPER - ZENITH IX Console model
with additional compartments containingbuilt -in Zenith loud speaker and generous storage battery space. Price (exclusive of tubes and batteries) . . . . . . . . . .
SUPERZENITH X- Contains built -in,
patented,Supe r-Zenith Duo -Load Speakers (harmonically synchronized train
speakers and horns), designed to reproduce both bigb and low pitch tones
otherwise impossible with single -unit
speakers. Price(exclusiveof
tubes and batteries)
.J
All Prices F. O. B. Factory.

$100
$175

-

-

$240

-

Every Night Is `Distance Night"

With Zenith

IN Chicago twelve powerful broadcasting stations are

on the
air every night of the week except Monday. The wave -span
ranges from WBCN (266 meters) to KYW (536 meters). No
testing ground in radio reception offers the difficulties experienced
in this location.
But whether it's Monday night or any other night, Zenith
receiving sets in Chicago bring in dozens of distant stations
clearly and without the slightest hum of interference
and
this in the very storm center of Chicago's broadcasting area,
the near North Side.
Power to reach out and bring in distance -clarity of tone- selectivity -these are the factors which have made Zenith supreme
in the field of radio reception, and in proof of that supremacy
Zenith invites and welcomes side -by-side tests, in any location
you may name. Its standing challenge: More stations in a given
length of time, clearly and with volume, than can be brought in
by any other receiving set on the market.

$260

$355

-

....

Zenith is handled only by selected dealers who give you service. We give
the Zenith agency franchise only to dealers who will give you service AFTER
THE RADIO IS SOLD. When you buy a ZENITH, we are not through.
Our exclusive dealer's service man will call once a week or oftener if you
want him. This costs you nothing. In other words, Zenith dealers have
done your shopping for you.
Write us for the name of your nearest exclusive Zenith dealer

SuperZenith X
Dept. C-4
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION,
332 S. 3lichigan Ave., Chicago. Ill.
Gentlemen: Please send me literature describing Zenith
radio sels.
Name

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

ZENITH -the exclusive choice of MacMillan for his North Polar Expedition

* Tested and Approved

by RADIO AGE
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I tun averaging anywhere from
$75 to $150
month more than I
was making before enrolling with
$10.000
you.
Too m Ich fordths coons
A. N. LANG,
(signed)
Greensburg, Pa.

Before I
olled with you I was
making $15
on a farm.
Now I earn from 82.080 to $4.420
a year. And the work is a hundred
limes easier than before. Since
graduating a tittle over a year ago.
I have earned almost $4,000 and
I
believe the course w01 be worth at
least 5100.000 to me
(signed)
(leo. A. Adams,
Tamaoua, Pa.

Nos
r had I received my disbuck private) than I
chargeo(as
opened a radio shop of my o
I earned over $3,500 in 1 year. I
wouldn't have missed the N. R. I.
course for a million dollars.

I can very wwity make double the
amount of money now than before
I enrolled with you. Your cop

aeek

.

approximately
benefited
$3.000 oover and e above what 1
would have earned bad I not taken

bas

it.

John P. Zimio,
Corona, L I.

T. Winder.
Grand Junction, Col

Prepare Yourself For Radio
--the New Profession
Many N.R.I. Graduates Now Earning From

$5000 to $20022 a Week

THE biggest, best -paying field thusiastic about this

open to ambitious men today.
Thousands needed at once for
pleasant, interesting jobs. High
Pay-Short Hours. No experience
required. Learn in your spare time
at home.
Here is work that is fascinating, new

and easy-an industry which is growing
more rapidly than any other in the world
today-an industry that offers you the
chance of a lifetime to "get in on the
ground floor" and make big money.
Right now, thousands of trained men are
needed in all branches of the business.
Radio operators, radio engineers, salesmen, mechanics and Radio executives
are scarce and receive wonderful pay.
Are you going to shut your eyes to this
golden opportunity when there is a
quick, easy way to get one of these
splendid positions?
You can train for this "big money"
field right in your own home -in your
spare time. No matter how little you
know about electricity or Radio, the
National Radio Institute -the largest
and best school of its kind in the world
will guarantee to give you a thorough
Radio training in a few short months.

-

Salaries Doubled and
Tripled

wonderful Course.

E. W. Barnes, Norfolk, bra., writes:

"During my spare time, I make about
as much repairing radio sets and building them as my regular salary."
In a letter from Arthur Ruse of
Toronto we read that he has doubled his
income since mastering Radio and that
he earns from S50 to $100 a month in
his spare time.
This page contains only a few of the
thousands of letters we receive from successful graduates. Hardly a week goes
by without our receiving urgent calls for

our graduates.

"We need the services of a competent Radio Engineer."
" \Ve want men
with
executive
ability in addition
to radio knowledge to become
our local managers." "\Ve require
the services of
resident
several
.

demonstrators"
-these are just a
few small indications of the great
variety of opportunities open to

our graduates.
'This is an abSince the National Radio Institute
was founded in 1914 over 15,000 men solutely complete
and young men have taken this short- Radio Course
cut to Success in Radio. They are en- now being offered

which qualifies you for a Government
First Class Commerci al License and really
gets you the bigger pa ying jobs in Radio.

Send Today for Free Book and
Special Short-time Offer

Don't rely on this announcement for a
true picture of the opportunities in Radio.
Simply mail the coupon and we will send
you a big free book, "Rich Rewards in
Radio," which will show you actual proof
of the big money being made by our graduates today. It will describe the course
in full detall, it will tell you just how much
you can earn in this fascinating profession. Best of all, you will get the details
of our Special Reduced
rate which is being offered for a short time.
Study In Your Spare Time
So, mail the coupon
At Home
now! Make this your
lucky day!
This is the time to go into radio. Big
opportunities are now open in every
The National
branch of the work, and salaries were
never so high. The thing to do is to
Radio
begin studying at once, in whatever
Dept. 53 FB,
Washington, D.C.
time you can spare,

Institute

that you will be
able to qualify for
the position you
want when the time
Comes.
Only an
hour or so every
evening will quickly
prepare you for
radio
profession
you cannot fail to
so

-a

find fascinating and

pleasant.

Don't
handicap yourself;
start at once and
advance with the
others.

The National Radio Institute,
Dept. 53FB, Washington, D: C.
I am interested in radio as a profession. You
may send me, free and without obligation, your
interesting book, "Rich Rewards in Radio,"
all information about your spare time, home study plan and about your free employment
service. Also. the details of your Special Offer.
Name
Street._.

City..- --

Age
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enters its fourth year of service
to the radio public. We are
no longer a "new" magazine. There
are only four other radio publications
in the United States that can claim
longer life than RADIO"AGE. We
would hesitate to try to count those
which have come into the field since
we first filled up our desk inkwell in
March, 1922. Many of those publications have budded, burgeoned for a
brief season,and suffered sudden blight.
We greet our new and old readers
with a word of appreciation for their
continued interest in our efforts and
for their many letters of encouragement and approval. We have made
some enemies in the past three years
and are proud of it.
The Radio Corporation of America
is trying to wrest from us the name of
our magazine and our lawyers are
resisting that astonishing attack. The
Radio Corporation wants to seize our
name and give it to the magazine
which it owns and controls.
Our counsel demanded proof of the
Corporation's contention that our
use of our name injures the business
of the Corporation's own organ,
\\Tireless Age. The Corporation thereupon asked for thirty days additional
time to answer our questions. The
answer of the ' CCrporation must be
filed at the U. S. Patent Office on or
before March 21st.
On March 18 the corporation also
must appear before the Federal Trade
Commission with a defense to the
Government's charge that the Corporation is involved in a trust conspiracy. Busy week for the radio
patriots, we'll say.
It is possible that radio fans who
buy sets and parts and who stand for
fair play and sportsmanship will love
us all the more for the enemies we
have acquired.

Final Advertising forms close on the 20th of the 2nd month
preceding date of issue
Issued monthly. Vol. 4. No. 4. Subscription price $2.50 a year.
Entered as second -class matter at post office at Mount Morris. Illinois. under the
Act of March 3, 1879.
Ce99ei.As. 1925. E,r RADIO ACE, In.
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Satisfaction
Reliability

EVEREADY HOUR

EVERY TUESDAY AT 9 P.M.
(Eastern Standard Vats)

Economy

For real radio enjoyment, tune in the
Eveready Group." Broadcast through
stations
W EA F
W J A R
W E El

New cork
Providence
Boston

W F

I

W

R

W C A E
G

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Buffalo

You need three things in radio "B" Batteries

-

satisfaction, reliability and economy. You get
them all in Eveready "B" Batteries. Satisfaction, because they produce all the current needed
by your tubes, giving you the maximum results
of which your set is capable. Reliability, because
you can depend on them to work at full power.

Economy, because they long maintain their
strength, and because they are low in price.
Advances in the art of battery manufacture
make Evereadys last longer than ever. You
actually get much longer service for your money.
There is an Eveready Radio Battery for every
radio use.
Buy Eveready Batteries.
Manufactured and guaranteed iy

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
San Francisco

New York

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

i
No. 771
434-volt

,.C

Battery
improves

quality,
saves

Batteries
Price 60r

* Tested and Approved

by RADIO AGE
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THERE are many recent evidences that the art

and business of radio are approaching a position
of stabilization. Radio artists are forming an
organization. Radio announcers in the East have
organized an association. The object in both instances
is to improve the daily product of the microphone.
It is estimated there are fully 10,000 entertainers
who go on the air each day in the more than 500
broadcasting stations now in operation in the United
States. While there are said to be 10,000,000 regular
daily listeners, it is estimated that almost 25,000,000
were in the audience that heard the inaugural ceremonies at Washington on March 4. This was accomplished by the interconnection of stations across the
country.
Many millions are hearing the Victor and Brunswick
hours of music at regular intervals. This access to
millions of homes is achieved also by inter -connection
of stations in various districts of the country.
While the tendency toward organization is a healthy
sign, and while it carries with it a promise of greater
and more uniform excellence of entertainment, there
is a danger lest too extensive a degree of consolidation
may bring us nearer to a monopoly of the air. This is
a contingency heartily feared by thinking radio fans
and earnestly desired by big radio interests which
have dreamed of monopoly since KDKA electrified
the country with its first broadcasting.
The American Telephone and Telegraph company,
sometimes alluded to as one of the Four Horsemen of
Radio, appears to have control of telephone line
connections whereby trans -continental re- broadcasts
are made possible. While the A. T. and T. professes
that the service of supplying wire connections with its
New York station, WEAF, is rendered impartially and
at a reasonable cost to those independent stations
which desire to join the group broadcasting, the writer
is in possession of figures which show that the charge
for this service is by no means a nominal one.
Although the purpose of the Victor hours of music
is to advertise the records of the Victor Talking
Machine Company and thereby promote sales of those
records, the independent stations which re- broadcast
these excellent musical features pay a good price for
the privilege. So, it seems, radio is still importantly
dependent upon the telephone combine.

The Magazine of the Hour

have stimulated sales. California has many broadcasting stations of premier excellence. The great West
has talent in abundance. One of the most significant
phases of radio is that it eliminated sectional lines and
brings North, South, East and West into closer relationship.
HAVE you observed that it is now possible to buy
tubes at a price far below the figures of a year
ago? Also, have you noticed that several independent
manufacturers have entered the field with good tubes
at reasonable prices? Good omens! We have suspected
recently that a great deal of the current chatter about
boot -leg tubes was the result of propaganda instigated
by the pocket book interests associated with a big
corporation which wanted the public to buy its tubes
and no others. Tube prices were ridiculously high
for three years. Forcing the fans to pay exorbitant
prices for tubes was not calculated to boost the popularity of radio. But competition has now stepped in
and the set -builder can buy tubes that are made by
independents and are good tubes in the bargain. Our
own technical men have tested several kinds of these
tubes and found them to be excellent in performance

and durability.

4 RECENT

decision by a Delaware federal court
granted an injunction restraining the Radio Corporation of America from selling tubes made by the
Westinghouse Lamp Company, a subsidiary of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
It appears that the corporation which has been suing
manufacturers on all sorte of claims of patent infringements was itself accused in dealing in tubes
which were alleged to be infringements on the right of
the DeForest Company. The final decision in this
tube suit should interest the radio public. It has its
amusing aspects. Read some of the facts about the
court's decision in this issue of RADIO AGE.

THE United States Government has called upon
the great army of radio fans to co-operate in what
is destined to be the first real test of radio broadcasting in this country. The Government asks that the
fans be patient while the super -power tests are being conducted and to await results with an open mind.
With the first announcement that "super" or inIT IS worth the while of broadcasting interests creased
power was to be tried out, there was some
in
mind
that
any
to
bear
country
the
throughout
on the part of fans living near the proposed
grumbling
arrangement which makes any one, or even several
locations. They complained they would
super
-power
eastern cities, the chief source of radio entertainment
hear anything once the strong stations
to
be
able
not
in
the
long
nor
run
arrangement
the
best
is neither
will it be found the most popular one. This is a country got on the air. They looked upon the super -stations
of great distances and diversified interests and taste. as a just cause to junk their receiving sets.
The Government does not take this stand. If the
It is to be regretted that the Chicago Civic Opera
Association could not have found it possible to have super -stations make it impossible for fans to hear
permitted the broadcasting of solos by its great artists anything else, it has been explained, they will not be
during the past season. It is questionable whether the licensed permanently. The thing to be remembered
broadcasting of complete operas is always practicable at this time is that present super -power operations
and desirable but millions of music lovers could have are purely experimental and not definite. The minute
enjoyed songs from the Auditorium stage. This would the Government finds these stations are detrimental to
certainly not have resulted in a decrease in the sale of the welfare of radio, they will be abolished. This isa promtickets at the box office. On the contrary, it might ise; and our country usually lives up to its promises.
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ALL-AMERIC

N

Guaranteed
Radio Products
Standard Audio Tran dormers
3 to 1 Ratio, type R- 12
$4.50
4.75
S to 1 Ratio, type R -21
4.75
10 to 1 Ratio, type R -13

Power Amplifying Transformers
(Push -Pull)
$6.00
Input type R -30
Output type R -31
6.00
Rauland -Lyric
laboratory grade audio
transformer for music
lovers. R -500
$9.00

r

A

Universal Coupler
Antenna coupler or tuned r. f.
$4.00
transformer. R -140
Self -Tuned
R. F. Transformer

Wound to suit the
tube. R- 199$5.00. R- 201A$5.00
Long Wave Transformer
Intermediate Frequency)

(15-75 kc.) R -110

$6.00

10,000Meter(30kc.)
Transformer
Tuned type (filter or
input). R-120.. $6.00

Now You Can Afford

Radio Frequency Coupler
(Oscillator Coupler). R -130 $5.00

a modern precision made
set which "cuts through"

Tuned radio frequency for distance and selectivity, reflex
for economy, the unequaled loudspeaker tone quality and
volume which comes with ALL -AMERICAN precision manufacture -all are present in this non- radiating three -tube
receiver. (« And, owing to the economy of "wiring it yourself," ALL -AMAX SENIOR costs less than a finished one tube set of equally high quality. (« Take it home today from
your favorite radio store; wire it this evening, and "tour
the country" before you retire for the night! Price $42.
IT

The RADIO KEY BOOK has, concentrated in its 48 pages, the answers to those questions you have been wondering about. It is a radio
education in itself. Send ten cents, coin or stamps, for your copy.

Super -Fine Parts
Consisting of
three R -110's
one R -120 and
one R- 130 $26.00

-

ALL-AMAX
Seta

This shows how
they come to
you- mounted

complete on

panel end baseboard, with full
0
photographic
wiring instructions, blueprints, and a 48-page
instruction book.
zeii,r41t'-Á

All Amax Junior
A one -tube reflex set
that brings in the locals
ontheloudspeaker,with
wonderfully clear tone
quality. or tunes them
out and gets real distance.Non -Radiatin g.
Price $22

ALL - AMERICAN RADIO CORPORATION
PIONEERS IN THE INDUSTRY
2680 Coyne Street
Chicago

LLAMERICAN
Largest Selling Transformers
World
in the

Tested and Approved by RADIO AGE
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Silver}farshall
RADIO
EQUIPMENT
Silver

Coast

Supers
Approved

to

Coast

by the

with Speaker

"Who's Who"
of Radio

Volume
on a Loop
DESCRIBED LAST MONTH IN RADIO AGE AS

A RECEIVER THAT WILL SERVE FOR YEARS

SILVER SUPERS

Embody the Latest In Radio

THE FACTS
the

logical
selection of the man who wishes to build the
best. Briefly enumerated these facts are: The universal endorsement of the leading authorities in
Radio -the unsurpassed reception records set by
Silver Supers -S -M Two -Ten and Two -Eleven
matched, tested and charted Transformers-the
admitted correctness of the principles embodied
in the design -simplicity of construction and the
low cost. For the man who wants to build his own
Receiver, and who wants to build the best for years
of use, there is just one set. . . . the SILVER

aminer, American Radio Journal, Citizens Radio
Call Book, On the Air Magazine, and the cautious
Christian Science Monitor and WTAS Broadcasting
Station
then you will know that Silver Supers
have been approved by the "WHO'S WHO" of Radio.
easy -GET THESE PARTS
.

SUPER.

BUILD YOUR OWN-it's
Each

....

2 Silver 0005 Low Loss Condensers No. 301
..
2 4 in. Moulded Dials-Tapered Knobs
1 U. S. L. 7 Ohm Rheostat
7
1

$4.50
I 00
1.10
1.50
.05

U. S. L. 240 Ohm Potentiometer

Insulated Top Binding
Carter 102A Jack

Posts....

.80
.70
8.00
8.00
2.50

I Carter 101 Jack
2 210 Transformers
1 211 Transformer.

7

.

.

Price

LABORATORY MODEL

1

ED

A P P R O V

THE LIST of those who have endorsed Silver Supers
very nearly constitutes the "WHO'S WHO" of
Radio. Approval is thunderous when it includes
these experts: Arthur H. Lynch of Radio Broadcast,
Capt. John Irwin of Radio Broadcast's "Covered
Wagon," Gerald M. Best, Technical Advisor of Radio
Magazine, M. B. Sleeper of Radio Engineering,
Frank D. Pearne of Radio Age, Iverson C. Wells of
Everybody's Radio, and R. E. Hughes through his
six Newspapers. Add the Chicago Herald and Ex-

BASIC FACTS make Silver Supers

TSilver Oscillator Coupler No. 101 ..
Benjamin Spring Sockets (199 or 201:1)1

100

Price
Each

LABORATORY MODEL, (Cont.)
2
1

3

2

Thordarson 3 1 -2:1 Audio Transformer
On-off Switch.
.5 MFD By -pass Condensers
.00025 Mica Condensers with Leak Clips
.002 Mica Condensers
.000045 Balancing Condensers
5 Meg Ohm Grid Leak
1 Meg Ohm Grid Leak.
7x24x3 -16 in. Bakelite Panel. Drilled,Grained and Engraved
(Specify with or without meter hole.)
7x23x1 -2 in Oak Base Board, Bus -Bar. Spaghetti, Screws
Nuts. Solder, Lugs

4.00

.60
.90
.45
40
1.50
.50

7.00
1.50

Complete Parts for the Silver Super -Laboratory Model, $63.60
Laboratory Model Blue Prints, 50c
McMurdo Silver's Book, "THE PORTABLE SUPER -HETERODYNE, 50c
S-M TWO TENS and TWO ELEVENS
Long Wave Transformers supplied in
sets of two or three Two Tens (iron core interstage) and one Two Eleven
(filter for input or output) with identical peaks and separate curves.
Curves plotted in our own Laboratory
and recorded directly on the transformer's tag. Both peak at 5000 meters and pass an 11 Kilocycle sideband

without distortion.

Price of either type each

$8.00

S -M

DISTORTIONLESS

AUDIO AMPLIFIER gives

perfect tone quality on all
vocal and orchestral music,
and that with greater volume. The cost is no more
than that of ordinary transformer coupled amplifiers.
Price each
$17.95

GUARANTEE -Every S -M Product is sold on
Satisfaction or your money-back basis.

S -M

LOW LOSS CONDENSER

Type 301, straight line, low loss,
grounded rotor condenser of the
most approved and advanced
design. For maximum efficiency, the Silver Low Loss Con denser should be used in the
4-Tube Knockout, and all sets
where extreme efficiency is desired. Cap. .0005 Mfd.
Price each ..
$4.50

4 -TUBE

KNOCKOUT on a

70-foot antenna will equal
the startling performance

of the Silver Supers. Send
for McMurdo Silver's own
description of this, his latest
circuit. It contains a wealth
of information and complete assembly instructions.

Price....

25c

WRITE for illustrated Literature describing the
latest developments in Radio.

the

Eastern Distributor

TWENTIETH CENTURY
RADIO CORP.,
102

Flatbush Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

RADIO 5ilverI4arska1inc
EQUIPMENT

110 So.

Wabash Ave.

* Tested and Approved

by RADIO AGE
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Something for the Experimenter

Tests in Circuit JUGGLING
By ARMSTRONG PERRY

THERE has been considerable reduction in the prices of radio
receivers, but it may be news to
some fans that it is possible to secure
electron tube sets as low as one dollar per.
It has been done and you can do it.
The examination of a hundred single tube hook-ups shows that many contain
the same or similar parts. Reading a
diagram from left to right, the first thing
encountered is an inductance coil. There
may be two or three. If two, they may
be in a variometer or a variocoupler. If
three, one of them is usually a tickler.
Following the path of the antenna
current toward the grid, we find a grid
condenser shunted by a grid leak. Tracing the course of the output from the
plate, we pass the tickler, if there is one,
the phones, and the "B" battery. In
the filament circuit there is an "A"
battery and a rheostat to regulate its
supply of current to the filament.

25 Hookups Possible
with But a Few Parts

Anyone who will write on a piece of
paper the names of the parts used in one tube receivers will be surprised that they
are so few. The ordinary regenerative
and non -regenerative circuits can be built
with about a dozen pieces of apparatus.
Even the reflexes, with their amplifying
transformers, require no more than fifteen
to twenty. It follows, therefore, that as
many as twenty-five different hook-ups
can be made from the same parts, merely
by arranging them according to different
diagrams. A complete set of parts that
may be assembled into as many as
twenty -five different hook-ups can be
purchased for $25.00. It follows, therefore, that the cost per receiver is but one
dollar. Moreover, the parts can be so
mounted and connected that the connections can be changed in a few moments, giving the operator any one of the
circuits that he has the parts for, so he
actually may have under his hand the
whole twenty-five receivers.
Honeycombs Are Good
ENT ION honeycomb coils and some
.dealers and fans immediately cry
"Obsolete!" Let them shout. They have
failed to follow the example of the busy
little bee, inventor of honeycomb, who
knows enough to stick to a good thing
.

I

overlap. When shunted by a .001 condenser, a 25 -turn coil will cover the
wavelengths used by amateur radio telegraphers, a 50 -turn coil most of the band
used by the broadcasters, a 100 -turn coil
the higher broadcasting wavelengths and
the ship -to-shore traffic. If you want to
go on up to the Army and Navy wavewhen he finds it. Modern business has lengths, or pull in the trans -oceanic
discovered that nothing moves so many traffic from the high -power stations,
goods as fads. Since fads are short -lived, larger coils may be selected. The conit is necessary to create a new one as denser, if connected in series with a coil,
often as possible. Honey -comb coils were will reduce its wavelength. If mounted
once a fad. They work just as well now so that the turn of a switch will change
as they did then; Probably they will the connection from series to parallel, or
work even better, when used with some vice versa, it will have the maximum
new types of apparatus. Government adaptability.
tests proved that on short waves they
The three -coil mounting with from
were not so efficient as on wavelengths three to six coils takes the place of many
above 1,000 meters, but it is possible to pieces of apparatus. The variometers
purchase straight -wound short -wave coils and variocouplers made with a tube for
of the same dimensions and values as a stator and a ball for a rotor have
honeycombs, similarly mounted and in- become so popular that it has been almost
terchangeable.
forgotten that the main thing in such
So if you want to do some experiment- apparatus is the control of the positions
ing that will increase your store of radio of the windings with respect to each
knowledge and afford you some pleasant as other.
When parallel, they give the
well as instructive hours in addition, we maximum inductive effect. When at right
suggest that you get a three -coil mounting angles to each other, they give the
and some coils and use them as the in- minimum inductive effect. A coil swung
ductance in your one -dollar receivers.
on a hinge can form just as many angles,
It is not necessary to buy all sizes of with respect to an adjacent stationery
coils. Secure a catalogue that shows the coil, as one turned on a ball. The tube wavelengths covered by coils of different and-ball variometer and variocoupler
sizes and you will see that the wavebands have one advantage over the hinge type
in that they keep all the windings closer
together at all settings, so experts choose
them when a highly efficient piece of
apparatus is needed to cover a certain
restricted range of wavelengths.
Covers Wide Band
HOWEVER, we cannot expect everything in a dollar outfit, and though
the three -coil mounting may not develop the highest efficiency at every wavelength, it is generous in the width of the
band that it covers. Even if a single -coil
circuit, such as the ultra -audion, is being
used, you can yank out your 25 -turn coil
when the jargon of the hams becomes
unbearable, plug in a 1500-turn coil, and
immediately soothe your irritation by
A front view of one of the experimental listening to the smooth, rhythmic sendmodels built by Mr. Perry. Remarkable
distance and selectivity have been achieved ing of the big commercial stations. Or,
if local broadcasting stations are fighting
with these simple sets.
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of the grid leak and condenser, all played
important parts, as well as the selection
of coils.
Taken by 'and large, an investment of
$25.00 in such an elastic, portable, ex-

perimental outfit, yields the largest
dividends in radio fun and experience of
any I ever made.

Keep Connections Straight
USE flexible wire in making the con-

A back view of one of the $1.00 receivers. Notice the adjustable grid leak and the
three honeycomb coils which efficiently received ship -to-shore traffic when the set was
plugged into an electric light socket in Chicago.

each other for the right of way down your
antenna, a quick shift of coils may rid
you of all but one. A dozen single -coil,
variometer and variocoupler hook -ups
can be tested in a single evening.
Portability, also, is within your reach
with such an outfit. There are condensers,
hard to find but in the market, that have
the capacity of a 43 -plate contraption in
less than one -fourth the space. They are
equally variable and have dials like the
big condensers. Rheostats come in many
sizes and shapes. Small parts like the
grid leak and condenser can be squeezed
in anywhere. A cigar box cover is large
enough to mount the whole outfit. By
judicious selection of two cigar boxes,
you can secure as a panel a cover that
will fit snugly into the other box. When
such an oufit is finished, it should be
plainly marked "Radio" to avoid disappointing one's friends. If a Pittsburgh
stogie box is used, this precaution is unnecessary, for no one would think of
raising the cover anyhow.
There are a few fine points to remember when purchasing parts. If you want
a portable set, you will need a tube that
will operate on dry cells. Each type of
tube has its own characteristics. One
may work very well with a 1- megohm
grid leak and another may work better
with from 3 to 5 megohms. A variable
grid leak will fit any tube, and is even

outfit exhibited a splendid loyalty to the
home talent. It kept KFI at a distance
and did not give WEAF a Chinaman's
chance to interfere. As there was no
local code traffic, it cheerfully brought in
ship -to -shore messages from the Atlantic
seaboard, and the time signals from NAA.

nections, and keep them short and
straight. If you care to, you can use
stranded wire, with clips on the ends.
This will enable you to change over from
one circuit to the other very rapidly.
Of course, the resistance will be quite
high and the results will not be as good.
But for experimental purposes it answers
quite well. Using that system, it is
possible to wire almost any circuit in
about twenty -five minutes.
After you have tried a great many
hookups with your $25 layout you may
wish to tie to one of them, in which
event be sure to solder all connections
carefully, making the leads as short as
possible and you will have no cause to
regret the time or money spent. Care
in the use of soldering paste or flux will
return the usual dividends.
The standard three honey -comb coil
hookup will be found to be the best and
the most selective. Signals from a long
distance and signals from stations whose
wavelengths are about the same can be
separated quite easily.
This method of tuning seems to be
forgotten in the present days of "dynes"
and "supers," but nevertheless, it is very
efficient.
Consider the number of three circuit
tuners on the market, whose principle is
exactly the same as the tuning of the
standard three honey-comb coil system.
(Many fans will no doubt try their luck
at building several of the twenty-five hookups
possible with Mr. Perrÿ s unique arrangement of parts. RADIO AGE will print
your hookup from the apparatus specified
if you will send your data to the "Picku ?s
and Hookups" Editor.)

Here is another of the hookups built
with the "$1.00 circuit" by Mr. Perry
This hookup differs fram the one shown
on Page 7 in that only one coil is used.
This arrangement insures excellent long distance broadcast reception.

In New York and Washington whence,
better than a handful of the cheaper leaks because of its lightness and small bulk
of different fixed resistance values.

it was easy to carry it, it quickly forgot
the city of its birth and turned a deaf ear
to WLS and all the rest of the Chicago
stations. However, I have friends with
hundreds of dollars tied up in sets that
operate within the broadcasting waveband only, who cannot get out-of -town
stations without going where they are.
Selectivity? Well, it did not seem to
want to miss anything that was going on
Satisfactory DX
locally. But on a farm or in a town a
hundred miles from the nearest broadHow far can you hear with such an casting station, it would separate cleanly
outfit? That is usually the first thing a stations with wavelengths reasonably far
beginner wants to know. The first hook- apart, if carefully tuned. In tuning, the
up I used was a combination of ultra- separation of the coils, the adjustment of
audion and Colpitts circuits, using a the variable condenser, the fine control
single coil. I was in Chicago and the of filament current, the accurate setting
A

variable grid condenser increases the
elasticity of the set also.
A dozen wires of various lengths, made
up with clips, lugs or other convenient
devices on both ends, will save much
time in changing connections. Small
switches may be installed at points where
many and quick changes may be desired.

Above is the third hookup the experimenter may construct from very few parts.
This employs a primary of the aperiadic
type which increases selectivity to a great
extent. While it does nat achieve phenomenal results in DX work, it is unusually

satisfactory in a big city
number ofbraadcasters.

where there are a
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Include a Portable Set in Your Traveling Equipment
This Summer and Your Joys Will be Unlimited
Have you seen God in His splendors,
Heard the text that nature renders?
(You'll never hear it in the family pew.,
The simple things, the true things,
The silent men who do things

- -

Then listen to the Wild
It's calling you.

(Service)

yOU, among the rest of us, no doubt,
are getting restless and looking
forward to summer and the annual
two 'weeks. A sort of dreamy feeling
creeps over you and work seems out of
the question.
The fishing tackle is
looked over; the golf clubs, perhaps, or
the camping outfit are also inspected.
An increasing demand for time tables
and road maps. All are symptoms of
that disease, that contagious malady of
April and May- "Spring Fever."
Have you stopped long enough to
think what an added pleasure it would
be to take the radio along this time?
Remember the evenings around the old
camp fire, telling the fish stories and
reciting the day's' adventures? Or maybe
it is at the sea -shore, those long remembered hours that seem like minutes when
you live them over again. How nice it
all was, and how much more you would
have enjoyed it if you had had the old
winter's stand-by, your radio, along to
furnish music to sing to, to dance to or
just to listen to.
A Real Companion
LET us include a radio this time and

city, with just the sky, your pal and the
radio. Real music, the news of the day,
and for the business man, the market
reports, all at your finger tips. Don't
you think it would be worth a trial?
I took mine last year and that will be
my first thought this time and all of those
to follow. I am going to describe the
set I used so you too can take one this
year to give you as much pleasure as
mine gave me.
The first thing to look for in a set
such as this is simplicity, compactness
and weight.- It must be simple to operate, simple to build, compact and portable, and as light as can be, requiring as
small an antenna as possible and be as
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sturdy as it can be to withstand all of
the knocks and abuse it will get in moving
from place to place. Not an elaborate
set; just a moderate -priced, good, substantial receiver with batteries and loud
speaker self contained.
The next step will be to secure h good
strong grip such as used for school books,
the inside measurements should be at
least eighteen inches long, twelve inches
high and five inches deep. This should
be given a few coats of waterproof
varnish and allowed to dry thoroughly
to make it as moist -proof as possible,
to prevent warping.
When the grip is prepared, the panel
can then be laid out and the various
brackets and straps made, and put aside
until the set has been built and is ready
to mount.
The most difficult task in the construction of this set wilt be to properly arrange
the parts to conserve space. The diagram shown in figure two will greatly
lessen this task, as it can be followed for
almost any size case over that described.
Same may want to place the parts in a
different manner; if so, care should be
taken to see that the tuning element is
as far away from the audio transformers
as possible, and that the tubes are so
placed that they can be removed easily,
as it is a good plan to take them out
and carry them in their original boxes
while transporting the set from place
to place, as a tube can be very easily
damaged by sharp jolts and rough
handling when in a rigid fixture, such as

Above is shown the method of making
see how different it will all seem,
to be out iii the great open spaces, far the brackets for the 3-tube portable set a socket.
from the rush and din of the hot, dusty, described in this article.
The next step will be to make the two
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SECTIONAL

¿VO- 12

NOTE BThe sectional view shows the method of mounting
the panel in the case and the placing of the wood
straps to form the Battery Compartments and the
straps fer fastening the Batteries in place.

TOP

VIEW

SEE NOTE

A

/764/RE 2

edges of this coil will then be given a
good coat of collodium to prevent the
wires- from coming loose or it may be
sewed with silk thread.
The second coil will be built up in
the same way and the two coils will
then be securely fastened together as
shown in the picture of the tuning unit
on page 10. This may be done Aith
collodium, also, or they may be sewed
together or even glued. The completed
coil unit will then be mounted on the
condenser and connected. One side
of the secondary coil will connect to the

rotor plates of the condenser and the
other side to the stator, or stationary
plates and the tuning element is completed and ready to mount on the panel.
The bracket shown in figure three, as
detail one, will be used to mount the

coil and should first be covered with

friction tape or other good insulator.
The panel will now be prepared.
The instruments should be placed around
until they are satisfactorily arranged,
their mounting holes marked and the
panel drilled. A hole about one -half inch
in diameter should be drilled for the
shaft of the tuning element and three
holes to pass the shells of the tube sockets.
These sockets will be mounted on the
under side of the panel with the shell
projecting through to the top. A three
gang socket may be used if desired, as it
is more suitable for this type of mounting.
All of the equipment will be mounted
on the back of the panel, as there is not
sufficient room for a shelf. This will
(Turn to page 67)
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shows the connections for the "A"
"B" Batteries and the method of fastening them
in place. The Loud Speaker is shown mounted in
the panel Eut may be omitted if desired.
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The top view

A rear view of the tuner for Mr. Hopkins'
portable set, showing the method of mounting the coils on the back of the condenser.

spider -web coils. This is about one of
the most simple and fool -proof coils
for the fan to build. There is less chance
to go wrong and less mechanical skill
is required. It is also one of the most
efficient of low loss coils. The only
thing necessary to wind this coil is a
spider frame having about fifteen spokes.
This may be purchased at a cost of about
twenty -five cents at any reliable dealer.
Winding the Coils
THESE coils should be wound in a
clockwise direction, leaving about
sic inches of free end for each connection.
They will be wound over two spokes
and under two spokes as described in
the article on the De Luxe receiver
published in the February issue of
RADIO AGE. One of the coils will be
wound with eighteen turns of number
twenty -four B and S gauge, double silk
covered, copper magnet wire, the other
coil will consist of sixty -eight turns of
the same wire. When one coil is finished,
it should be treated with a good solution
of collodium and allowed to dry thoroughly and the spokes removed. The
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Getting "B" Voltage with an

A. G.

RECTIFYI \G System

fi,

BY BRAI NARD FOOTE

The photograph shows the main parts
of a simple A. C. rectifier. The transformer is one of the ordinary audio frequency type. The tungar bulb is one of the
five ampere type.
NON- TECHNICAL men who have
been interested in radio have

often asked just why it was that
the necessary voltage for the plate
c rcuits of our amplifying tubes could
not be secured from the unchanging and
reliable source-the lamp socket. Of
course, in those few city locations where
the lighting circuits are furnished with
direct current, this is a comparatively
simple matter, but inasmuch as the vast
majority of us have A. C. instead, the
problem isn't quite so easy.
Naturally, the alternating voltage will
not do of itself, since the reversals of
polarity, taking place 120 times every

second, cause what is called a "60 cycle"
hum, so loud as to utterly ruin broadcast
music or voice. It therefore becomes
necessary to convert or change this
alternating voltage into a steady voltage
change the alternating current into
direct current.
To perform this feat a "rectifier" is
employed. The rectifier is any device
which permits current to pass in one
direction more readily than in the other,
thus leaving a "balance" of voltage which
is always in the same direction. The
more nearly perfect the rectifier, the
more -nearly does it exclude all current
in the reverse direction. The familiar
crystal detector is a rectifier, but hasn't
the current carrying power or the approach to perfection that is necessary
for "B" rectification. A good rectifier
may be formed of a collection of jars
containing a lead electrode and an aluminum electrode, dipping into a solution of
borax. This, while feasible, is messy
and too much of a nuisance for general
satisfaction.

-to

The Vacuum Tube

A Plate Unit for An
A. C. Lamp Socket
illustrated. At the top we have a connection to a 110 volt alternating current
source, and at the bottom the output
terminals for the direct current. One
terminal of the A. C. runs straight over
to the D. C. side, while the other lead is
interrupted by the rectifier. This is a
tube containing a filament and a plate.
The filament is lighted by a battery and
its temperature regulated by a rheostat.
Electrons are then given off by the filament as soon as the direct current posts
are closed through some circuit where the
voltage is to be used, and the plate is
then charged positively. The dotted
arrows show the direction of electronic
flow, whereas the full arrows show the
assumed direction of current flow.
Thus the vacuum tube points out that
the old assumption of current flowing

/io

VOLTS

4C

-\

THE most perfect rectifier known is
the vacuum tube itself. Although
O/12EC
not looked on exactly in this light, there
are tubes used as rectifiers -as witness
the tungar battery charger that uses a
Fig. 1. The simplest rectifier, using a
large tube containing a filament and a vacuum tube. Dotted arrows point out
plate for the rectifying work. In Fig. 1 electron flow. Full arrows show current
we find the principle of a tube rectifier flow as assumed before the advent of tubes.

T

from positive to negative is in reality incorrect, though it does no harm to consider that the current of electricity does
go in that direction so long as we understand which way the electrons actually
proceed. In such a rectifier circuit, it is
eásy to remember in case of doubt that

the positive lead always comes from the
rectifier filament circuit and the negative
from the remaining side of the A. C.
supply line.
Now, getting our rectifier down to
workable proportions, we at once run up
against the question of the tube. The
UV 201A or the C301A tube will answer
with perfect satisfaction, even though it
has an extra element which doesn't
seem essential. The grid, being nearer
to the filament, does more of the rectifying than the plate, so that the grid is in
truth the "plate' of the rectifier. However, to slightly increase the electronic
stream and thus make it possible to
obtain more voltage on the D. C. side,
both grid and plate are connected together as the _"plate" of the rectifier
t ube.

Transformers

IS not. convenient to illuminate the
rectifier by means of a battery, so a
simple bell ringing transformer is adopted
instead. These are used in house wiring
I T

for supplying power to doorbells and
buzzers and are very cheap little instruments (Si to S2) and have a 6 or 8 volt
output. Now, while a straight connection to the 110 volt line will function, it is
preferable for several reasons to interpose a transformer between the rectifier
unit and the line. In the first place, the
A. C. "hum" doesn't get through quite
so easily that way, and then it is impossible to short -circuit the line and blow
fuses through errors in connections when

transformer is inserted.
The ordinary audio frequency amplifying transformer is just the thing for the
purpose. It must be a good strong one,
with its parts securely clamped or bolted
together at several points. An insecurely
assembled transformer may do for audio
a
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Fig. 2. A one tube "B" voltage rectifier, suitable for sets using no more than three receiving tubes.

amplification, but with 110 volts A. C.
on its primary, the laminations of the
core will start to vibrate with a 60 cycle
Referring to Fig. 2, we
frequency.
observe that the primary of the A. F.
transformer is connected across the A. C.
line, as is the primary of the bell ringing
transformer.
The secondary of the bell transformer
is connected to the filament posts of
the tube socket through a rheostat R -1
of about 15 ohms resistance. The plate
and grid posts are connected together
and to one of the secondary posts of the
makes no differaudio transformer
ence which. In order to smooth out the
remaining irregularities and ripples in
the rectified current, it is necessary
to provide a "filter" circuit. This is
composed of two coils of wire wound on
an iron core and two large fixed condensers. The condensers absorb electrical energy when the voltage increases
and they give it out again when the
voltage drops, thereby having the effect
of steadying the voltage. They are
merely reservoirs which maintain the
voltage constant. The "choke" coils
act like flywheels on a gasoline engine.
Without the flywheel, the motion of the
engine would naturally be uncontrollably
jerky, but with it the energy is stored in
the heavy wheel and "smoothed out"
through its inertia. The coils oppose
any sudden change in voltage or current
strength. Thus, with condensers to
equalize the voltage and with coils to
oppose any change in the voltage, the

-it

pulses of direct current released via the
tube are "ironed out" into a continuous
and unruffled uni- directional current.
The choke coils are conveniently
suited in their requirements to two
windings of another audio frequency
transformer, this being any non -descript
make of transformer, since it neither
carries a heavy current nor is subject to
alternating voltage. The output binding
posts, "B" plus and "B" minus, are
connected to the amplifier terminals
of the set. For the detector, unless it's
a soft tube, a variable resistance having
a resistance variable between about
10,000 and 75,000 ohms, is inserted in
series with the detector plus "8" post.
This resistance is shown at R -2. Except
with the ultra -audion circuit, it is necessary to provide a by-pass condenser in
the plate circuit of the detector, as from
"DET." "B" to minus "B."
Limits of the Rectifier
AS shown in Fig. 2, "B" voltage may
be supplied to a three tube set,
detector and two stages of audio or any
other combination using three tubes or
less. It is essential that the rectifier
tube be a good one, new if possible, for an
exhausted tube -one that does work
passably in the audio socket-won't do
for rectification. The detector may be
supplied with voltage from the unit,
although if it is a soft tube calling for an
exact plate voltage of from 20 to 25
volts,'it is pretty hard to regulate it with
sufficient accuracy with the resistance

G

In such cases it is best to employ
separate 22 1 -2 volt "B" battery for
the detector. In that case, a four tube
set might be used with the unit, supplying
actual voltage to only three tubes, howR -2.

a

ever.
One very fine feature of the rectifier
is its fool-proof quality.
You may
short -circuit the D. C. posts as often and
as long as you please without harming a
thing. You may even place the filaments
of your most precious tube across the
"8" posts without burning it out! This
safety feature is due to the sudden drop
to zero in the output voltage when more
than about 15 milliamperes of current
are called for. The old story of tubes
going "west" from an erroneous application of "B" voltage can't be repeated.
A few words as to the condensers C -1
and C -2. In case the loud speaker only
is to be used, these may be two micro farads each without noticeable hum from
the A. C. line. However, for headphone
use it is better to increase these to four
mfds. each by using two 2 mfds. condensers in parallel on either side of the choke
coils. Suitable condensers are made by
many electrical firms for telephone
purposes, and are merely long strips of
tin -foil separated by thin waxed paper,
sealed tightly within tin containers.
They should be of good quality, or internal vibration due to loose sheets and
leakage through inferior insulation may
detract from the good operation of the

unit.

(Turn

to page 61)
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Fig. 3. For larger sets using up to five tubes, the rectifier is made
heavier by using two tubes whereby both "sides" of the A.C. are rectified.
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(J A Hookup for Those

A Set
for True
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who "Roll Their Own"

ABOVE is a view of the 3-circuit tuner
partially wired. The resistance coupled amplifier at the left will give maximum
alume with the least distortion.

Tone Quality

Quiet

DX aBig
Advantage

Adding a Good Amplifier to
the 3- Circuit Tuner
OUT of the hundreds of home -made
receiving sets a large number are
designed with some type of three

circuit tuner. This hookup has proven
of great value to every radio fan who
"rolls his own," and without a doubt it
is the most sensitive and selective type of
circuit so far known. One might call it
a "poor man's radio," because it is so
very easy to construct and so simple to
operate, to say nothing of the small cost
of parts. As a general rule, the present
day radio fan is not content with earphone
reception and he most always plans his
receiving set with loud speaker operation
in view.
Although very little has been done to
add radio frequency amplification to the
three circuit tuner, at least two stages
of audio amplification are generally included in the outfit. Low loss parts such
as coils and condensers play an important
part in the makeup of an efficient receiver.
A well designed layout of the parts should
also be kept in mind with special effort
put upon the tuning parts of the circuit,
which should be wired with care.

Perfect Tone Desired
an effort to improve upon the ordinary three circuit tuner with its usual
two stages of transformer coupled amplification, the writér set out to design a
receiving set which would give as near to
perfect reproduction of voice and music
as possible. Having an ear for musical
tones, audio amplifications with transformers did not always satisfy the
writer.
W

By ALBERT E. SONN
Having in mind the standard form of
resistance coupled amplification, which
is recognized as the most successful
system of amplifying for quality reproduction, the standard three circuit set
was put together so as to include this
form of amplification. This takes the
place of the ordinary transformer -coupled
job, thereby doing away with the choice
of transformers. "Turn- ratios" or "amplification constants," "C" batteries and
so forth were all forgotten for the time
being, as the resistance coupled amplifier
is far simpler to install and operate.
Other advantages are, that it saves upon
B battery, consuming a great deal less
current than the ordinary two step
amplifier with transformers.
Actual
measurements have proven this to the
writer.
The circuit constructed was put to

THE

3- circuit tuner is one of the
most popular sets among the home
builders.

It is easy to construct and furnishes clear music. Particularly is
it efficient for the fan who wants loud
speaker operation without going to great
expense in buying parts. This article
by Mr. Sonn, a well known Eastern
radio engineer, tells how to make this
4-tube set so that it will give a true
reproduction of broadcast reception.

several tests, not only by the builder
himself, but a number of others who tried
it for their own satisfaction. Everyone
gave a very favorable report upon its
remarkable operation. Believing that
the circuit is well worth consideration, the
writer is passing along the information
to his fellow readers.
Selection of Parts
MUCH printers' ink has been used in
instructing radio fans how to select
good parts in which the electrical losses
are very low. It is felt that every radio
fan has been warned against cheap and
inferior parts. There are a few really
good variable condensers on the market.
There are a lot called "low loss type,"
which are of poor construction, although
their makers claim all sorts of things for
them. Select a good condenser of .0005
mfds. capacity (approx. 23 plates). This
condenser tunes the secondary coil of the
vario- coupler. With a good condenser
and a poor coupler we do not gain much.
Choose a good condenser to match a low
loss coupler. The type shown in the
photograph was picked out by the
writer as it has proven in other sets to be
of the ideal type. It tunes sharp in this
circuit and has ability to pick up and
hold a great many stations not heard at
all in other couplers.
It has an adjustable primary, which is
very important. This consists of about
8 turns of No. 16 DCC wire wound on a
three inch tube. The secondary is
wound in basket weave style and contains about 45 turns of wire. The plated
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coil contains 18 turns of No. 18 wire
wound on a tube similar to the primary.
The secondary is about 3g inches in
diameter. The three coils are mounted
on a special aluminum stand for panel

mounting.
The antenna and ground are connected
to the ends of the aerial coil of 8 turns.
Flexible leads are provided for this
purpose.
The secondary is connected across the
.0005 variable condenser and the ends
go to the "grid" and "Fil." connections
in the circuit. The tickler winding is
in the plate circuit, one side going to the
plate terminal of the detector tube and
the other to the input posts of the resistance coupled amplifier circuit. Care
should be taken to follow the drawing
closely. The input circuit also connects
to the positive B battery at about 45
volts.
The input" is also shunted with a .002
micadon fixed condenser. The latter
condenser is important, as the set will
not work without it.

Amplifier Unit Employed
HAVING been through the "mill"

with various forms of resistance
coupled amplifiers using either variable
or fixed resistances, experience taught the
writer to be extremely careful in the
selection of a unit to go with this regenerative receiver. Accuracy of leak resistances and permanencyare very important.
Fixed condensers of the right value also
play an important part in this circuit.
Leaks which change in resistance value
every time the weather changes are to
be avoided. The latter are usually
found in cheap forms of grid leak resistances. It is difficult for the set builder
to tell if he has an inaccurate resistance
in the circuit. He must take the maker's
word for the resistance value, although
it may have changed several points in a
week's time.
The unit selected was just the right
size to fit on the base board, and as it has

Above is the wiring diagram

all of the resistance units and condensers
already in circuit, the chance of going
wrong in its use was hardly possible.
The sockets and mounts for the leaks and
condensers were all mounted in a block
of bakelite with binding posts arranged
on the side for all connections. This
saved a good deal of space that otherwise
would be occupied by sockets, mountings

and condensers.
The "input" terminals were also
located in a convenient place so that the
detector tube circuit could be coupled
up with very short leads. As can be seen
from the drawing, one of the "input"
wires connects to the detector B battery,
while the other connects to the plate wire
from the tickler coil. The bakelite base
contains all the necessary connections
for "A" and "B" battery.
A small fixed resistance was connected
to the negative side of the filament circuit
from the storage battery. This did away
with an extra resistance on the panel.
The amplifier tubes do not require a
critical adjustment and a fixed resistance
will do at this point. A 20 ohm rheostat
was provided on the panel to control the
detector voltage.
The convenient form in which the
resistance coupled amplifier is laid out,
makes it unnecessary to wire up this part
of the circuit. Following specified instructions, a .002 fixed condenser was placed
across the "input" terminals.
A "B" battery of 90 volts will work this
amplifier, although 135 volts or three 45
volt "B" battery blocks are required for
better volume. It is suggested that 90
volts be tried out first, and if the volume
is not enough, it is very easy to add
another battery. The tubes required are
of the 201 -A or C 301 -A type. Attempts
to use dry cell types of tubes only prove
fruitless. It is well to "swop" tubes
around in their sockets until a good
combination is found. Some tubes work
better than others for amplifiers.
The detector should also be of the
201 -A type.

The Magazine of the Hour
THIS four tube receiver will certainly
satisfy the DX hound, as it will pull

pretty nearly everything in the "air."
It will bring in these stations with a clear
cut tone. There is no distortion unless
the transmitter is distorting.
Excellent on DX
A log run on this set for a period of two
weeks showed that it "brought home the
bacon" on the DX list. One of the
remarkable things about it was that it
did not appear noisy on DX.
In fact, it was the smoothest operating
outfit the writer has tried within the
past year or two. A glance at the photograph also impresses one with the extreme
simplicity of the wiring.
Check up on the wiring carefully and
see that all connections are tight. A
loose connection destroys the usefulness
of many sets. It is a good plan to go
over each piece of apparatus before
mounting it on the baseboard or sub panel and tighten every bolt or nut that
is used for connecting purposes.

Tube sockets and rheostats must be
gone over in this manner, especially
before they are mounted. Connections
on these are rather inaccessible, once
they are fastened to the sub -panel or
baseboard.
Fixed condensers should be tested
before they are fastened in place permanently. Do not solder directly to a
fixed condenser, as this will often cause
the tin -foil to fuse and run together,
thus making the condenser useless.
Use a soldering lug to solder the wire
on the smaller end, and with the aid of a
small nut and bolt fasten the other end
to the fixed condenser.
Mistakes are often made in connecting
the three circuit tuner, preventing it from
giving maximum results. For example,
connecting wires from the secondary and
tickler are often reversed in such a way
that the coils are working in opposition
to one another.
You can rely on this circuit.

for the three circuit tuner with three stages of resistance coupled amplification.
amplifying gires wonderful, clear tone to the incoming signals.

This method of
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The Secret of Successful Reception
Lies in

WIRI \G your
Set PROP KRLY
By C. HAROLD DILLON

AF1ER you

hase purcnased the
various parts that go to make
up a radio set and have had the
panel drilled and engraved, the problem
of wiring the different pieces of apparatus
presents itself. To most of us this is
disregarded to a great extent. By that
I mean that the few fundamental laws
governing such things are not strictly
adhered to. This is one of the reasons
why so many set- builders have so little
success with some of the receiving circuits that they have constructed.
Practically all technical articles advise the builder to make his connections
in a direct manner; that is, from one
terminal to the other. Upon reading
this advice we have visions of wires
connected from place to place, making
the inside of the set resemble a screen.
Comparing that vision with many of
the high grade manufactured sets that
we have seen, whose wires are spaced
evenly and all seem to have a definite
point at which to terminate, we do
not take much stock in the aforementioned advice, "Make connections direct:" and the result is that the finished
set has a wonderful appearance, but
somehow it just won't do what it is
supposed to.
How Not to Proceed
V THE other hand, some of us
who are not very handy with the
soldering iron or the pliers too, for
that matter, have a sneaking suspicion
that so much care is just "space filler,"
and proceeding to the hardware store
they purchase a roll of anunciator wire,
which is draped around the instruments
in the most convenient manner.
Both these systems are wrong, and
a little bit of thought on the part of the
builder will enable him to realize just
what to do to avoid complications of
this nature.
In the first place, when you are advised to make connections direct, it
does not mean that you must sacrifice
appearance. Certain wires must be

Above is a bottom view of a seven -tube super-heterodyne receiver wired according to
the most approved manner. Notice the direct manner in which all the connections are
made. Soft No. 14 wire was used throughout. At the upper left is a photograph showing the new "cable" method of hooking up the set.

connected as directly as possible, while
others can be placed in the most convenient or practical place. For example, grid and plate connections should
be placed as far from one another as
possible, at the same time remembering
to keep them as short as you can.
The filament wires, as a general rule,
The
can be placed as convenient.
positive "B" connections should be
kept free from any of the other wires,
as this lead carries a great deal of the
high frequency current, and for that
reason complications of a most distressing nature will arise if it is placed
in close proximity to other wires in the
circuit.
In the foregoing paragraphs I have
assumed that the builder is using the
Many
ordinary stiff, bus-bar wire.
fans are under the impression that it is
absolutely necessary to use wire of this
kind. This is not the case, however.
Any wire that is of sufficient size to
prevent of high resistance losses being
placed in the circuit will suffice, and
needless to say, it does not have to be
stiff. In fact, better and more direct
connections can be made with softer or
more flexible wire. There has been
placed on the market quite recently
a special Number Fourteen, cambriccovered, soft wire that adapts itself to
radio set wiring very well. Using wire
of this type, the set- builder will save
himself considerable time in making
connections.

COMING back to the question of
appearance, most fans will still
insist that the commercial set will
present a far neater appearance than
the home -made one. This might be
true to a certain extent, but have you
really noticed how this illusion is accomplished? The next time you have the
opportunity of looking at a manufactured set, notice how the sub -panel
or base is placed. Practically all the
wiring is done on the under side, and
what few wires we see on the upper
side are probably those to which I have
referred in a preceding paragraph as
not being necessary to install, in accordance with the theory of short connections; namely, the filament circuit wires.
This practice is becoming a general
one and also a very good one, as it does
make the set look neater, excludes
dust and dirt to a large extent, and
last but not least, permits of extremely
short connections.
For R. F. Wiring
The above advice holds good on any
circuit and particularly on circuits of
the regenerative type. In wiring circuits of the radio frequency kind It is
possible to use another method that
greatly facilitates rapid and efficient
wiring. This method is quite new, and
a large number of commercial companies
are rapidly discarding the old bus-bar
method for it. It is referred to as the
"cable method" and just as the name
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implies, a small cable is used in place of
the usual bus.
When wiring a set by this method,
the advice concerning the grid and
plate wires is adhered to, but the other
wires are formed into a cable with the
aid of some waxed string and a few
The photograph shows this
nails.
method of wiring quite clearly, and its
advantage is of course simplicity. To
connect the various instruments in
this manner, first decide the most convenient place in which to locate the
cable, bring all wires to this point and
wrap them together with the waxed
string. The nail is used to make bends
in the wire. If a sub -panel is not used,
but a wooden baseboard is employed,
then the nails can be driven into it,
(the baseboard) a short distance, and
the wires brought around them to be
held in place till you are ready to
bind them together with the waxed
string.
It is best to use the waxed string
in an endless fashion, using a series of
half hitches about an inch apart to
bind the wire. The illustration in
another part of this article shows you
how to bind the wires together.
As before stated, this method of
wiring can be used to best advantage
in circuits that are strictly radio frequency ones. It would be impossible
to use it with any degree of success in
reflex or regenerative. circuits.
Some of us are a little skeptical about
using soldering lugs in making connections to binding posts. We simply
bend the wire around the bolt, screw
down the nut and let it go at that.
In about seventy-five per cent of the
sets that I have been called to service
in the past year, poor results could be
traced to this fault. It is bad practice
to even use the binding posts at all.
Connections should be soldered directly

the

The drawing of the wire with the looped
end at the left
picture shows the
proper method of making connections to
binding posts.
he one on the right hand
side is incorrect. A little extra time on
these things and you build a better set.

to them, but many of the set builders
do not like to do this, especially those
who have never learned to solder properly. For occasionally a drop of solder
will fall on a coil or work its way between
the plates of a condenser, causing no
end of trouble.

While discussing solder, it might be
well to warn the builder against some
of the pastes and soldering compounds
on the market. They are all right for

the tin -smith or sheet metal worker,
but are absolutely useless for the radio
constructor. There are several pastes
manufactured especially for radio work,
and guaranteed by the manufacturer
which will not corrode. Consult the
advertising columns of the radio magazines and select one.

The above cut shows the proper method
of soldering two wires together. This method
is more efficient than the ordinary method of

making "butt" joints.

THERE

have been recently placed

on the market several special kinds

of pliers and attachments for the ordinary plier that will enable one to bend
the end of the wire in a perfect loop.
One of these implements should be
acquired by the experimenter who does
not like to solder. He will find himself repaid a thousand times for the
small amount he will have to invest for
this useful article.
Great care must be exercised in

making sure that the binding posts
nuts are fastened tight, whether a
soldering lug or the bent end of wire is
used. When bending wire, do not be
satisfied with merely bending a small
hook on the end to be placed under the
binding post. flake the hook a full,
round shape and fasten it securely.
Then you will be sure of good results.
Sets that are not soldered together should
be gone over at frequent intervals and
all nuts and bolts tightened up. This
may seem like foolish advice, but if your
set is one of the kind that is not soldered,
try it and see. You'll be surprised.
Another thing that sometimes causes
untold trouble is the soldering of fixed
condensers in a circuit. Occasionally
the builder will hold the hot soldering
iron on the fixed condenser for too
long a time, and the result is that the
lead -foil of which the condenser is made
will fuse and melt, short circuiting the
condenser, whose value in the circuit
will be absolutely nil. For this reason
it is advisable to use a short bolt and
nut for fastening these condensers in
place. However, if one uses a little
care, soldering them in place is much
more effective.
If the joints to be soldered are clean
and a good flux (non- corrosive) is used,
it will only take a touch of the iron to
complete the joint. Most experimenters
it seems, do not keep the iron hot
enough. Keeping it hot is the real
secret of successful soldering.
Another thing that often will cause
trouble in the soldered connections is
butt end joints. It is far better to
wind the wire around the one that you
are going to solder onto, rather than to
simply bend one end "L" shape and
connect with solder.

Use a Metal as Protector
CARE should be taken to see that
a small, thin piece of metal is
placed in such a manner under the
joint to be soldered that none of the
excess solder will run to places where
it should not be. This is especially
true when soldering to coils of wire that
have silk insulation. Many coils are
practically ruined in this manner. Care
should also be taken to be "sure that
none of the solder leaks through joints
made on variable condensers. This
may strike you as being rather odd,
but it happens a great many times
with disastrous results. On one occasion
it caused a short circuit that ruined
eight tubes before the fault was detected. A final caution regarding soldering is to keep the iron well tinned.
A sharp file and a piece of salimoniac
will enable you to do this.
Never use wire smaller than Number
Twelve. In fact, it is well to standardize
on Number Fourteen, for in this manner
you will eliminate all difficulties from
high resistance in the cireuit.
Never use wire that is stranded. By
that is meant the kind that is usually
referred to as "Litz" wire. There was a
time when it was thought that this
would prove to be the ideal kind of wire
for radio purposes, but experiments
have proved that this wire is of no

The above illustration shows the method
of binding the wires in the cable together.

As you know, this wire.
is composed of several strands of very
fine wire which is easily cracked and
broken. When it reaches this state, the
old "jinx," high resistance, is with us
once more and our results are anything
but the best. From the foregoing it is
obvious that substantial wire having
the largest surface possible is the ideal.

practical use.
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Regulating FILAMK\T Energy
All Sets
Function Best

Voltage
Control in the

When the Tube
Ern i es ion is
Constant

Super Helps to
Prolong Life
of Tubes

WITH the increasing use of mul-

which is the activating agent, is "boiled
tiple tube sets, the radio fan's
off" at an abnormal rate and when it is
troubles are likely to increase
gone the tube is very, very dead.
unless strict control is had of all the
There is sufficient thoria in the filavarious factors in the circuit. This
ment for hundredsof hours of operation
is especially true of circuits in which
at normal temperature, but even a
local oscillating energy is used, such
slight increase in filament temperature
as in the super -heterodynes.
rapidly ages the filament; it lives fast
The above picture shows a voltmeter
It goes without saying that any
and furiously and dies young.
arranged to enable one ,to read the filament
set using vacuum tubes will work betSo in the interest of economy, if
voltage on three separate groups of tubes.
ter if the filaments are kept at a fairly
nothing else, we should run our tube
This is accomplished by means of the small
constant temperature so that the
filaments at the proper potential.
switch located at the bottom of the meter.
emission will remain constant, and
In connection with the control of
this readily is done if a simple voltmetthe intermediate frequency tubes
er is connected across the filament termimentioned above, it is an excellent idea
By
nals of the tubes. With the modern
to place a milliammeter, say of 50 millitendency to group several tubes on one
amperes full scale value, in the negative
rheostat, this means that one voltmeter
The above considerations are purely "B" battery lead to measure total "B"
will take care of each group of tubes.
with regard to the operation of the set. battery current. The instrument should
Moreover, if several groups are used, The thoriated filaments in common use be placed in this negative lead so as to
there can be had voltmeters equipped today are sensitive to overloading, and measure the total current, and it will be
with switching arrangements so that the operating for only a short time at an found that very marked variations in
voltage across any one of several groups abnormal filament voltage, will reduce this current will be had with variations
of tubes may be read. Such an instru- the efficiency of the tube very noticeably. in filament voltage or with intermediate
ment arranged for three separate groups
Tubes rated at five volts should be frequency control of either the potentiois shown with the filament wiring to three operated with at least no excess voltage. meter or the rheostat type.
A high resistance rheostat of 10,000 or
single tubes.
Usually they may be run at 4.8 volts and
The most common grouping, of course, no difference in volume can be noticed, 15,000 ohms may be placed in the "B"
consists of placing all of the intermediate although their life is materially length- battery lead to the intermediate frequency
of
frequency amplifiers on one rheostat and ened. Operating at lower voltage will amplifiers for controlling the stability
seem
while
it
does
not
to
the
circuit,
and
we
say
reduce
the
signal,
so
may
the rest of the tubes on the other. If a usually
further split is desired, the oscillator is a tube should be operated on from 95% to be satisfactory in some circuits, in others
usually handled by a st,... ..ate rheostat 100% of its rated filament voltage. This it works fully as well as any other means
applies to the lower voltage type as well. of control. The usual potentiometer
and perhaps the first detector.
method of stabilizing the tubes simply
How Thoria Boils Off
consists of making the grids of the interRheostat Conserves Energy
BUT if the filament is overheated by mediate amplifiers more positive, which
THE great advantage of controlling the
applying an overvoltage of even a increases the plate current drawn from
intermediate frequency amplifying few per cent, the thoria in the filament, the "B" battery. This increased current
tubes lies in the fact that by lowering
causes increased losses in the tubes as
their filament voltage the volume of the
well as in the associated transformers,
set may be regulated in a somewhat
damping out the oscillations.
similar fashion to that obtained by the
But instead of increasing the current
use of a potentiometer, changing their
draw at a fixed voltage to keep the tubes
grid bias, but with the result that the
from oscillating, we can lower the effecrheostat tends to conserve energy, whereas
tive voltage across the tubes by a variable
the potentiometer scheme tends to waste
series resistance. As stated above, someit by increasing the "B" battery current.
times it works and sometimes it is difficult
Thus, with the use of voltage control
to find the proper type of variable resistacross the filaments, the detectors and
ance for best results. The scheme is
audio frequency tubes can be worked at
decidedly worth while, however, and the
normal brilliancy, the intermediate fremilliammeter in the negative "B" battery
quency tubes can be run below normal for
lead will show a materially reduced currelatively loud signals, as indicated by the
rent draw, perhaps a saving of 50 per
filament voltmeter, and if a rheostat concent. With "B" battery energy costing
trol is placed on the filament of the oscillaaround $30.00 a kilowatt hour, we might
Picture of a voltmeter that will enable the as well reduce the battery and pocketbook
tor, it will be found very useful in reducing
the amount of oscillating energy produced, set owner to keep an accurate check on the drain by efficiency methods.
allowing weak signals to come through voltage of both the filament and plate
With better methods of control, we
with much better volume and clarity.
batteries.
(Turn to page 54)

JOHN MILLER
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Tried and True
Radio Axioms
By ROSCOE BUND Y

After answering more

than 4,000 letters from
radio fans, the author of
this article compiled these
Radio Axioms. Save them.

-

ALL radio circuits have their adtantages and limitations. There is no
single circuit which embodies perfection in distance, selectivity, signal
strength or clarity of tone. The best all
around circuit is one in which intelligent
compromises have been made between
the conflicting factors that go to make up
radio. If we desire distance reception
above all else, then we must be prepared
to stand for squeals and other noises. If
we desire clarity of tone and selectivity,
then we must sacrifice our DX ambitions.
It is written in "THE BOOK."
After trying out over 1,200 hookups in
my own laboratory and reading the results of other experiments until the total
of letters answered ran well over 4,000, I
have come to the conclusions which led
to the following table of "Radio Axioms."
If you experiment long enough and study
long enough, you will appreciate the truth
of these statements.
1. Selectivity is attained at the expense
of signal strength.
2. Conversely, signal strength is attained at the expense of selectivity.
3. No detector tube is a good audio

amplifier.
4. No good amplifier tube is an ideal
detector.
5. The hookup is almost a negligible
factor when compared with the materials
used, the workmanship and the location
or local conditions.
6. A regenerative circuit is more dependent upon the proper proportions of
the units used than upon the hookup. If
conditions in the circuit are properly
maintained it does not matter whether
regeneration is obtained by a variometer,
coupler, tuned impedance or by capacity.
7. Selectivity is more dependent upon
the hookup than distance or signal
strength. A hookup in a large measure
determines the selectivity.

Regenerative Hookups

ase at a smaller rate than the number
23. Squealing and howling circuits are
tubes employed. Ten tubes will not generally indicative of range or distance
give you five times the range or volume getting qualities.
given by two tubes.
24. Radio frequency amplifiers are not
10. Selectivity is rougnly proportional at their greatest efficiency when comto the number of tubes because of the pletely neutralized. There must be some
greater losses introduced by the greater tendency toward free oscillation.
number of tubes.
25. Radio frequency circuits are at
11. Tone quality diminishes with am- their best when the detector is made
plification and the number of tubes in a regenerative.
given type of circuit.
26. A detector in a perfectly neutral12. Tone quality decreases as signal ized circuit can be made regenerative
strength increases.
only with difficulty. See (25).
13. For every circuit there is a single
27. All circuits must be at least slightly
optimum wavelength at which the best regenerative to obtain maximum disvolume is obtained.
tance and volume.
14. For every circuit there is a single
28. The full amplifying efficiency of the
optimum wavelength at which the best tubes is never realized in a reflex circuit.
distance is obtained, Sand this does not
29. The "best hookup" found by the
necessarily correspond to (13).
amateur experimenter usually earns this
15. Selectivity is only attained by reputation from the fact that better prointroducing losses into the circuit; losses portioned units were used with this circuit
sufficient to render the undesired station than with the other hookups tried out.
inaudible when the circuit is brought
Combinations Vital
into a condition of resonance with the
desired station.
30. Commercial apparatus of the present day is inaccurate in regard to the
Cause of Weak Signals
rated capacity, inductance, etc.; hence
16. Amplification is largely dependent certain combinations of apparatus will
upon the filament emission of the tubes. give better results than others when used
Weak filament emission-weak signals.
in different hookups. This is of more
17. Transformer turn ratios do not importance than the hookups themselves.
necessarily determine amplification either
31. Local conditions are of the greatest
at radio or audio frequencies.
importance. With the same receiver, bet18. Within limits amplification in- ter reception will be had in one neighborcreases with the plate voltage. This is a hood than in another.
corollary of (16).
32. A poor aerial and ground are
19. Dielectric losses are not of great im- responsible for more trouble than all of
portance at high radio frequencies or short the other items put together.
wavelengths. They are of more import33. Reception in the open country is
ance on long waves or at audio frequency. generally much better than in a city,
20. Skin resistance and eddy current providing that the country installation
losses in conductors are of more impor- is not shielded by trees.
tance at short wavelengths and high
34. A large tree full of sap, and a steel
frequencies than the dielectric losses.
building are about equal in cutting down
Both ground the waves.
21. The size of wire is not of great reception.
importance so far as the conductivity of Maples are the worst, with cottonwoods
radio frequency currents is concerned. a close second.
A large wire is more likely to cause R.F.
35. Weakening of signals and shortenlosses than a small one as indicated at (20). ing of range in Summer begins with the
22. A resonant circuit is a resonant first appearance of foliage, and ends when
circuit regardless of the apparatus used the leaves have been shed in the fall.
Li

of

regenerative hookups are practically the same in regard to signal
strength if properly proportioned units
are used.
9. Distance and signal strength in- to bring about this condition.
8. All

(Turn

to page 58)
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Letters from a Self-N/lade
Radio Fan to
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In Which Beginners,
Young and Old, Are
Given Advice, More
or Less Amusing and;
Instructive
a

'imp

By EDMUND
-H. EITEL

Chicago, III., March

OSCAR

1,

1925.

Davenport,

Yale%ard College,
New Raven, Conn.

Dear Oscar:
Your weekly note with its usual request for funds is here, and I take my
lobster- colored pen in hand to make out
a check and reply to you.
There is one unusual feature of this
last note of yours, and I commend you
for it heartily. This is your request
for an extra twenty -five dollars because
you have become interested in radio and
want to buy the parts to make a receiving set.
Accordingly, I take you at your word
and advise you to confine all your bootleg purchases in the future to bootleg
tubes. Son, I never took much stock
in that last invitation of yours to send
you seventy -five dollars to get "Doc"
Eliot's five -foot shelf of champion books
in Morocco, because it did not sound
sincere. But radio is different. There
you strike me where I live, as your radiowidowed mother will inform you.

The Greatest Teacher
TO SPEAK seriously, I hope and
believe you will plunge into radio
like the old swimmin' hole. Why? First,

-it

rest of your life. By all means, get
your hands into radio. The way to learn
a lot is to build sets. Build one. Then
try to make a better one. Try the different systems. You will get a college
education out of it, believe me.
Here are a few of the things building
radio sets will teach you:
How to think for yourself (And you
certainly need it).
How to buy goods intelligently.
The electrician's trade.
Electrical engineering principles.
The profound electrical secrets of
matter and energy.
Insight into the future of this marvelous scientific era.
And besides all this, it will tra=n you
in patience and resourcefulness, and wi.l
keep you indoors nights! It appears to
me that radio has college licked in every
way. It does all this for a fellow because the first principle of getting educated is getting vitally interested. I've
often told you how quickly we all, old
or young, learned soldiering, engineering,
aviation and what -not during the war,
in the various army schools. When a
man knew his life might depend on some
bit of information, he seized that information for keeps. One fellow was able
to recall some classroom data only once
mentioned, several months later, simply
because he was so vitally interested in
it at the time.
So "please find enclosed" a check for
thirty--five instead of twenty -five, and
mind you, spend it all on radio. Your
mother is sending you her love and a
pair of mittens which I told her would
go well with that big fur coat you college

is
because you can't help yourself
the most interesting thing in the world.
And next, because it is this world's
greatest teacher, "Doc" Eliot himself
not omitted.
Radio can teach you more about the
mysteries of nature in one month than
you'll get out of that five -foot shelf by
working it fifteen minutes a day for the fellahs wear.

Your affectionate

father's side.

parent

on your
DAD.

Chicago, Ill., March 5, 1925.
Dear Os:
Your enthusiastic response to my
letter and check touched me deeply.
No, I would not build a super- heterodyne first. For this reason and another
one, I am not sending the money for that
particulrr kit which you say you are so
crazy to acquire.
I like your suggestion that I write a
few letters of advice, because I certainly
ought to be able to give that. If a radio
manufacturer himself, with all the experience he gets competing with a couple
of hundred other set- makers, isn't full
of advice, then he must be full of prunes
and dead from his O'Sullivans to his
Stetson.

Dad's Experience Helps
ICAN tell you more diseases possessed
by such simple things as jacks and
rheostats than a professor of therapeutics
in Johns Hopkins' Medical School could
name for humanity. Our factory has to
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will one day be reduced to the painful
necessity of earning what you spend by
the sweat of your own brow.
Good- night, old man, I must now
close, as I have a radio engagement with

Fig. 2.

1.

in laying down this first principle, which
after all is a sort of ideal and will take

many months to attain.
For a while you can't hope to know as
much as the clerk who waits on you,
and you'll have to take his word for several things. There are clerks and clerks,
and when you find a good one, you have
made a real friend; so go to a reliable
dealer, since he backs up his clerks. The
word reliable means dependable. You
can return apparatus which does not
work to an honest, sincere merchant.
If our company makes it a' rule to deal
only with firms of reputation, it must
be a good rule for the individual to follow,
even though he buys no more than a
single- circuit jack.
The next point is to buy goods of
reputation. If I say, "with good will"
you will approve at once, but if I say
"consistently advertised" you may not
follow me. In our factory we have expensive testing instruments and can
afford to buy anywhere, and yet we do
not. We buy only goods of the best
name because that is the only way to
keep out of pecks of trouble.
So don't spend my money on unadvertised goods, but learn to discriminate
in reading advertisements. Where there's
a lot of smoke there's some fire. This
is principle number one: but don't
follow it too religiously. If you see the
article consistently advertised, then read

!3

BATTER/ES

can save a couple of dollars on a condenser and make a set which can't reach
cut over five hundred miles. Do you
know that our factory does not try to
buy goods at the lowest possible price?
We find that in the long run we get
what we pay for and as we want to make
the best, we have to pay the price, and
so will you.
This is radio lesson number one, a
lesson in business, a lesson in buying.
This is surely an important lessen, for
you are spending a lot of my money and

give a lot of attention to buying radio
and I am going to tell you about it as
reflected from our experience.
The first thing you ought to know is
exactly what you want and then exactly
why_ you want it. I said a mouthful

Fig.

A

the claims made for it and compare
them with other claims. This is the test
of reason.
the Kansas City Night -hawks and the
You can furthermore make the test of wee -small hours are here.
sincerity. If a firm claims for example
Affectionately,
that its receiver is the best, gets the
"Dad."
longest distance, the greatest volume,
the purest tone, and still is the simplest
Chicago, Ill., JIarch 10, 1925.
to operate, you can be sure that the Dear Old Son:
advertising agency of Ananias & MunchYou know how I rest my electric
hausen have written that ad. Judge
an advertisement exactly as you would
any man or boy you meet. It won't
take you long to discriminate between
sincerity and boasting.
.

Fig. 4.
soldering iron on the little old upright
ash -tray and smoke while I work at
radio! Well, I %ad just laid down my
Fig. 3.
cigar when your Mother handed me this
last letter of yours, and it got me so
"Something for Nothing"
excited that I picked up the hot soldering
NE more point about buying -don't iron afterward instead of my cigar. So
waste my money, son, by trying if you have trouble reading this, you'll
to get something for nothing. You know why.
can't do it. Cheap goods are usually
What got me "jumpy" when I read
cheap performers. You can buy a cheap your letter was the way that clerk
jack and save fifteen cents and when handed you that old junk inductance
its insulation fails you can burn out of the year 1923. So far as efficient
(Turn to page 59)
fifteen dollars worth of tubes! Or you
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How to Get Rid of SQUEALS and
Interference
Simple Nave
Trap Cuts Out the
Strong Locals; Fixed
Condenser Helps
Clarity
Its the seeming trifles in radio construction that usually cause the most trouble
when you start to wonder why the outfit
doesn't work as well as it was advertised
to do. The chances are that the fault is
with the layout or the construction, if the
parts are home-made; so if you're inclined
to condemn the originator of the circuit,
just ask yourself whether you overlooked
something that usually is taken for granted.
The accompanying photos point out some
of the "trifling" details of set operation and
construction.
To make an efficient and simple wave trap which will reduce interference and eliminate that troublesome local station near you, a honeycomb coil and a condenser will be
all the materials that are required. A 75 -turn honeycomb coil connected in parallel with
twenty -three 3 -plate condenser, will make a very efficient wave trap. After the coil and
the condenser have been connected as shown above, the trap should be connected in series
with your antenna. If the set fails to cover the higher wavelengths with the trap connected,
a coil with a larger number of turns cart be substituted.

If you're annoyed

by squeals in your

set, maybe it's the fault of your amplifier.
If so, here's a sure cure. If the second
step of your audio amplifier causes a
high pitched squeal that doesn't seem
logical, eliminate it by placing a .00025
fixed condenser across the secondary of
the transformer.
This should not, only
eliminate the squeal, but should improve
the quality of your reception as well.
The photo shows how to place the condenser
on the A. F. transformer.
MHadel &

Herbert Pbobn,

The tips at the ends of your phone and loud speaker cords are not any too strong, and
they come off quite easily when they are jerked out of the jacks by the coeds by many
radio fans. That extra string between the cords was placed there for a purpose, but only
a few fans know why. As a result they cut it off to get it "out of the way." The photo
shows how this extra string can be and should be put to use. Tie it to the phone plug as
shown, so that all the pull will be on the string when the plug is being jerked out of the

jack.
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The Sleuths of
Honeymoon Camp
The Radio Honeymooners Thought
Their Burglar Snare was Complete,
But the Two Burglars Laughed Last
By FRANK HONEYWELL
as Billy closed the switch, three more
shots in succession. Then a few moments of silence, followed by anothe shot.
"Ha, ha, ha, ha!" laughed Billy with
"all his lungs," with hand still working
(Continued from March Radio Age);
the switch, of course. "Oh, but those
THEN he shut off the transmitter bullets tasted good.
Load up again and
in order that he might catch the fire some more. Oh, what an appetite
effect of his order on the burglars. I have for steel -jacketed bullets! They
A confusion of utterances was distinctly taste just like Boston
baked beans, with
audible. All the campers now listened lots of red pepper added,
I can't
with the eagerness of an audience at a get a mouthful from those only
pea- shooters
comic melodrama.
of yours. Haven't you got a blunder"Now, quiet," Billy continued. "I'm buss or a cannon ?"
going to give 'em some more."
"They'll hit the loud speaker there
Over went the switch again, and the in its 'throat' next, and then your game'l
next instant he was pouring more "terror" be up," whispered Jerry in Billy's
ear.

"This is Billy Rumford in camp,
Charley," the honeymooner announced.
"Tune down to 150. 1 want to talk to
you."

into the burglar-infested room:
"Drop all that silverware and jewelry,
or I'll shoot you dead in your tracks.
I'm concealed where you can't find me,
with an automatic in my hand. I'll
count one, two and three, and if you
haven't gone by that time without taking
anything with you, I'll shoot."
Back went the switch once more ir.
time to catch several coarse utterances
through the loud speaker. Then
two- three-muf!íed explosions were
heard, like pistol shots in a sealed room,
heard on the outside through aheavy door.
Alice uttered a sharp little scream,
and every face in camp became a shade
or two paler in the head -light illumination.
"What do you suppose that was?"
asked Marie, with a shiver.
"They shot at me," Billy replied with
the cool nerve of "radio distance." "What
shall I do -give a death groan for their
benefit into the microphone ?"
"No, laugh at them," said Carl. "Tell
them you have a charmed life and they
can't kill you. Make fun of them."
"Oh, Carl!" exclaimed his wife, laughing hysterically.
"The very idea," complimented Billy.
"I'll have 'em going mad for a bughouse." Then into the microphone he
called:
"Ha! ha! ha! Those bullets tasted
good. I catfght every one of them in my
mouth. Shoot again. I'll eat all you
can send. I won't shoot till you've
emptied your pistols. Fire away."
"Bang! bang! bang!" came the answer.

-one-

-

It's somebody talkin' in the radio. See
I got my flashlight on it now. That's
where the voice comes
There was silence
followed by indistinct
drift of which seemed

from."

a few moments,
conversation, the
to be that "Bimbo's" explanation of the mystery was
satisfactory to both.
"We better hustle out o' here," one of
them said. "Somebody may 'ave heard
those shots."
"Not much danger," the other replied.
"The nearest house is half a block from
here, and every house within a block is
dark-nobody home. Let's hunt around
and see what more we can find."
"I'm going to see if I can get Charley
Patterson on the wireless," said Billy,
Terror Reigns
addressing the "honeymoon campers."
AS THE switch went back for receiv"Let's see; he usually sends at about
ing, a wild scream greeted the 160. I'll try that first, both sending and
receiving."
His effort was rewarded with success.
happened to be listening in on
Charley
Gone Before
an amateur wavelength slightly below
THREE newly married couples
that to which Alice's brothers' outfit was
Billy and Helen Rumford:
(Turn to page 6 ?)
Jerry and Alice Anderson, and
Carl and ,Marie Frisbee-take a
motor trip fifty miles from home and
establish a ' Honeymoon Camp."
They have a radio telephone, the
generator of which is operated with
an automobile engine. While listen ing- in on the first evening of the
honeymoon, they hear voices, seemingly belonging to two burglars
making an inventory of silverware
they have found in the home of Alice
Rumford's father. This conversation takes place before the microphone of the radiophone of Alice's
brother, who has perfected a burglar
alarm and automatic switch for
sending and receiving and connected
it with his outfit. Billy attempts to
scare the burglars by' calling into his
microphone: "Hands up, or I'll

What's

-

shoot! '

Now read the Story
campers from the horn, followed by a
voice toned with panic:
right," answered Charley. "Down
"Come on, Bimbo; I'm going to get we "All
go." A few moments later they were
out of here. This is too much fer me." conversing on a wavelength that could not
"Oh, come back, Sam," was the other's be received by Alice's brother's superreply. "Can't you guess what it is? heterodyne.
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Pboio by Drake Studio

CHARMING THE MULTITUDES
Miss Yukona Cameron, shown above in a bewitching pose, has
recently come into favor among the fans who listen nightly to WQJ,
the Calumet - Rainbo station at Chicago. Miss Cameron often favors
her audience with old -time selections, but she receives the most
requests when she presents a popular ditty. She's a regular attraction at WQJ now.
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What the

Broadcasters
are doing
"Roxy" Decides Not to
Fight Radio
NEW YORK: -Roxy, the smart
showman, hasn't any grudge against
radio, for it is rapidly making him one
of the most famous men of the country.
Other moving picture impresarios and
theater managers are setting up a hullabaloo about the possibility of radio's
ruining their business, but Roxy, with
foresight, has succeeded in harnessing it
to the business office in the most amazing
manner.
Instead of advocating that performers
keep off the air, he not only takes the
opportunity of putting his performers on
the air, but actually gives free of charge
twice as long a musical program as may
be heard in the theater by those attending the performance.
At that, such multitudes seek admission
to the moving picture theater, which, by
the way, is located in New York and is
said to be the largest in the world, that
thousands are turned away nightly and
enormous lines of standees are the rule.
Roxy's concerts are simultaneously
broadcast each Sunday night through
stations WEAF, New York City; WCAP,
Washington, D. C.; \VJAR, Providence,
R. I.; \VEEI, Boston, Mass.; and \VDBH,
Worcester, Mass. Also at times through
\VGR, Buffalo, N. Y.; \VFI, Philadelphia, Pa.; and WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Cavallera Rusticana" on
Air From WGBS
a

AN EVENT without precedent in the
field of radio took place Sunday

night, February 8th, when Mascagni's
famous opera, "Cavallera Rusticana, "was
broadcast from Station \VGBS, New
York, with a full cast of distinguished
new dramatic soprano operatic voices and a complete professAPOPULAR
has made her advent at Station ional operatic chorus, accompanied by
WSOE, operated by the School of Engin- an operatic orchestra.
eering at Milwaukee, \Vis., on a waveThe broadcasting of this opera, which
length of 246 meters.
is in the nature of an experiment and
She is Miss Nathalie Unke, and her will be followed by other of the best
picture is shown in the inset above. known operas with even more prominent
Miss Unke has appeared from \VSOE singers, was arranged by Corrien D'
only a few times recently, but her singing America, the leading Italian newspaper
of old -time popular numbers as well as published in this country, and in particular
operas has made her a favorite.
by Luigi Barzini, its editor. It was a radio
treatment of the opera that was heard,
especially planned for the listeners -in,
and the entire musical score was given
together with a libretto and scenic synopsis particularly devised for this unique
presentation. This is the first time in
the history of radio that an opera has
been broadcast in such manner, with such
a cast singing the various roles.
Gieseppe Reschiglian, celebrated Italian singer, had the tenor role of Turridu.
Oaterina Gobbi, soprano, well known in
Europe in concert and operatic fields, sang
the role of Sanluzza. Silvio Sideli,
famous concert baritone, who has just
come to this country after considerable
success in London, sang Alfio. Maria
\\Trape, contralto in the role of Sola, and
Lavinia Puglioli, mezzo -soprano, the role
of Mamma Lucia. The Conductor was
Antonio Dell' Orefice and the opera was
given under supervision of Philip F.
Ienni, Manager of Puccini Grand Opera

New Dramatic Soprano
at WSOE

A NIght in Roxy's Studio
The musical part of the theater program
is put on the air, but when the feature
picture conies the program is shifted to
the large studio upstairs and here Roxy
may be seen at his best.
It is an unusually large room with
black walls and heavy gray absorbing
draperies hung around, much the same
as draperies in a photograph gallery. In
addition to the microphone in the corner,
there are several other microphones in
the ceiling to absorb the volume of sound
from the orchestra.
Immaculately attired, Roxy is as he
would be if he were actually appearing
before his audience, but amid the odd
surroundings some of the performers are
in evening dress, others in stage costumes
and make-up, with a fringe of favored
listeners who watch the strange broadMovie fans were recently given the chance to
casting with bated breath, for silence is
"hear" the actual making of a motion picture.
the predominating note everywhere.
Portions of the "audible' scenes of "The Mad
To the listeners on the air the perform- Dancer," in which Vincent Lopez, orchestra imand Ann Pennington, Follies Dancer, are
ance runs with an almost monotonous presario
playing the leads, were broadcast recently from
WJZ.
The
not only hear what the actors are
continuity at times. However, the nerv- saying, but fans
directors' and technical staffs' inous strain in the studio in putting on one structions asthe
well, thus giving a real insight into
making. The photo shows Ann Pennington
of these performances of "Roxy and His movie
dancing atop a piano in one of the scenes.
Gang" is terrific.
(Kadel and Herbert Photo.)

Co.

Zuigi Barzini, responsible for the
arrangements, declared that the broadcasting of "Cavallera Rusticana" was
planned purely as an educational measure.
"Statistics show that in New York there
are scarcely 8,000 people who are habitual
opera -goers," Mr. Barzini said. "And out
of all the inhabitants of this huge metropolis there are about 60,000 who see an
opera ocasionally. And figures indicating
nation -wide attendance are just as low.
There are hardly 500,000 of the entire
population of the United States, roughly
estimated, that have any knowledge
whatsoever of opera.
"All the rest of our people do not know
what opera is. They keep away, the
rest of them, because they are afraid they
will not understand it. They don't
know opera because they don't go."
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The Interesting Story of Thé
Way Station KGW, at
Portland, Oregon,

Is "Screeching"
The Glories of
The West to

Radioland

Keep
Growing

wISF;R
with the

"HOOT
OWLS"

The "Degree
Team" of the
Famous Order
of "Hoot Owls:"
Top, Charles F.
.^"
Berg, grand screech;
clockwise: Frank J. Sardam, grand scream; Ashley C. Dixon, grand scratch;
Henry W. Metzger, grand slam:
Dean Collins, grand sonnet; Dick
Haller, holder of the grand goat; Witham Robinson Boone, grand skipano; Barnett H. Goldstein, grand schmoos; "Tige" Reynolds, grand sketch; Steve Johasz, grand slumber.

By

"DICK" HALLER
Director, Station
KGW
HOOT!" Out in Portland,
Oregon, where Station KGW, of
the Portland Oregonian is Lord of
the Ether, the foregoing Owl's exclamat ion
is the signal for all the fans to settle down
in the old easy chair for the evening and
stay awake till the milkman's wagon
clatters up the street.
And Friday night, from 10:30 o'clock
until the Lord knows when, the "Hoot
Owls" climb into their tower in the
Oregonian building and broadcast a bit
of nonsense that has never been duplicated for its originality, cheerfulness and
carefree abandon.
Of course, in the East and Middle
West the fans have their "Nighthawks,"
"Insomnia Clubs" and "Mythical Dirigible" organizations, but they are rarely
heard out where the West holds sway.
In fact, the fans are so absorbed in what
the "Hoot Owls" are going to do next
that they have little interest in what's
HOOT!

going on in the remainder of the broadcasting world outside of Portland.

Pacific Pioneer
KGW was one of the pioneer radio
stations on the Pacific Coast, and
now, with KFI, KGO and one or two
others, it holds undisputed Pacific Coast
leadership for the variety of its programs
and the quality of their arrangement.
KGW is now operating on a wavelength
of 385 meters, which is pretty convenient
for the fans in that section of the country.
The idea of the "Hoot Owls" was conceived early in KGW's history, when it
became evident that some kind of human
interest feature would have to be established to keep the listeners bound
together in one, big amiable family. As
a result a staff of "Owls" was organized,
and today it is known up and down the
Pacific coast and even in the East for
the efficient and business -like way in
A

which it deals out tom- :oo.ery. Charles
F. Berg of the Oregonian was appointed
"Grand Screech" of the Keep Growing
Wiser Order of Hoot Owls, and under
him is a galaxy of newspapermen and
radio experts who fill the more or less
comical roles of Grand Scream; Grand

Scratch; Grand Slam; Grand Skipano;
Grand Schmoos; Grand Sketch, Grand
Slumber and countless others equally
crazy.
Every time a new KGW listener is
initiated into the "Hoot Owls" club,
he must suffer an ethereal bombardment at the hands of the "officials"
named above. And what the "Grand
boys" devise to create a tingle in the
"candidate's" veins can be appreciated
only by actually listening in. Needless
to say, a radio fan goes around bragging
for a week after being duly initiated via
the air route.
(Turn to page 65)
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sTATION

The Original Night-Hawks

distinction in
introducing an
orchestra as a

Garner Some Votes

KYW and
Conthe
gress Hotel claim

and a better

opportunity for
enjoyment of
early morning
broadcasting.
Between the
dance numbers,

favorite for the
current monthly
contest. During
the hectic period
from December
16 to January
15, when for the
first time in four
months there
came a readjustment of the three
leaders, Coon and
Sanders' Original
Nighthawks not
only scored the
greatest vote for
the month but
found a berth in
third place of
the major contest.
The original

By Harry Aldine

perhaps the best

The serious -visaged young men above compose Coon and Sanders' Original Nighthawk
Orchestra, who now contribute largely to the success of the "Insomnia Club" from 1 to
Z a. m. daily at Station KYW, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

the

Room

KY \V, acts asannouncer. Joe L.
Sanders, director
of the orchestra,

and Carleton

Coon, the original "Professor"
of the Kansas

City Nighthawks, together
with the announcer manage
to pull quite a
bit of impromptu

entertainment
for the benefit of

were hooked up with the Congress Hotel
Studio of KYW, and soon their entrancing music was once more on the air for
the multitude of fans who "Wondered
what had become of the Nighthawks."
The Nighthawks went Sally one better
and told everybody where they had been.

Radio Club

AFTER several months of broadcasting from the Congress Studio of
KYW, Coon and Sanders have intro-

their invisible
audience.
Indicative of
the popularity of
the "Insomnia Club" among fans from
coast to coast, is the fact that during the
hour each night when it is in session,
every dance selection played in
15 nearly
to
the Balloon Room is at the request of
some one of the radio listeners.
Especially heavy response from the
duced a new feature similar to the Night \Vest Coast has been noted, with a good
hawk frolic which they originated at sprinkling of Canadians and residents
WDAF a few years ago. It is fast gain- of the East Coast.
ing in favor among the fans and brings
All aboard for the next Insomnia
to Chicago its first "Radio Club" such Special-no Pullmans.
as the "Hoot Owls" of Portland, Ore.,
THE WINNER FOR FEBRUARY
the "Red Apple Club" of \\'C\ and the Coon-Sanders'
Orchestra, Entertainers_.._ -.
Dirgible"
Club
of
\
\'CAE.
"Mythical
KYW, Chicago
KY\V's matutinal feature of an hour
WINNERS OF PRECEDING MONTHS
of dance music and fun from the Balloon
_.._.....Bill Hay, KFKX
Room of the Congress Hotel in Chicago August ...- _._.__.__
Karl Bonawitz, WIP
is already an established success judging September.cards
telegrams
and
from the letters,
November_u_._._..__._.._.___-Bert Davis, WQJ
which have begun to pour in at the December .._. -.._._._.__.._._.Jack Nelson, WJJD
KYW
Congress Hotel.
STANDING TO FEBRUARY 15
This past midnight stunt, originally
Where Heard
and Classification
known as the "Midnight Sons," has Name
Karl Bonawite. Organist.._._WIP, Philadelphia
KFKX, Hastings
been changed to the "Insomnia Club" Bill Hay, Announcer
Nighthawks, Orchestra---.
since the latter name is more in keeping Coon-Sanders'
_KYW, Chicago
with Coon -Sanders' Original Nighthawks' H. W. Arlin, Announcer. -_.- _.KDKA, Pittsburgh
- -. --. -.WQJ, Chicago
Entertainer-_--..
Davis,
Bert
music from one to two o'clock in the Harry M. Snodgrass. Entertainer-------- ag o
son City
morning, every morning, except Monday
Jack Nelson, Announcer__._WJJD, Mooseheart
and Tuesday.
Art Linick, Entertainer._...__..._..... KYW, Chicago
Heretofore KYW used to pick Coon - Duncan Sisters, Entertainers_..__...KYW, Chicago
and Glenn, Entertainers- --- __WLS, Chicago
Sanders' orchestra at Ford
WSB, Atlanta
Lambdin Kay, Announcer
odd times, playing John S. Dagget, Announcer-- . -KHJ, Los Angeles

Radio. Age Contest
Close on June

POPULARITY CONTEST COUPON
Harry Aldine. Contest Editor
RADIO AGE, 500 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
I wish to cast my vote for:
Name of

.

favorite__.._.._--

Classification

Station
Name [optional]

the Con-

A.
Hill of the engineering staff of

country. As their
name implies, they started their spurt to
fame with the famous Kansas City Night hawks Club from Station WDAF, of the
Kansas City Star. After several months
with that aggregation, the Coon and
Sanders' boys decided to branch out for
themselves as the "Original Nighthawks."
Under that banner they headed Chicago -ward and capitalized on the reputation earned by radio at several of Chicago's best known cabarets, theaters
and other entertainment places. Finally,
their name firmly established in that
city, they joined the Congress Hotel as
the sole furnishers of syncopation in the
famous "Balloon Room" of the well known hostelry.
Almost immediately the "Nighthawks"

A New

Balloon

gress, Fred

"Nighthawks"
form what is

known radio orchestra in the

which of course
are being played
for the guests of

-

,-__ -_

_._._Date Heard__ -.

Address loptionall.-----------------------------. ......._..._._...._____........

Remington Welsch, Organist.---KYW, Chicago
from the Balloon J.
WWJ Detroit
E. L. Tyson, Announcer.._...._._

Room of the Congress, Hired Hand, Announcer..--.._ --WBAP, Fort Worth
Fred Smith, Announeer....... __.WLW, Cincinnati
but the demand for Jerry
Sullivan. Announcer-Entertainer -_._.Y
more of this type of
WQJ. Chicago
........ .......--- - --- °-- °-.
---....._
KFI, Los Angeles
B. Harris. Entertainer
music became so in- Nick
Edward H. Smith. Director -Player.....___ -_
sistent that KY \\' deWGY, Schenectady
Kaney. Announcer__ ........... .KYW, Chicago
cided to put on this "Sen"
Wendell Hall, Entertainer. WDAF, Kansas City
new feature from 1 Howard Milholland, Announcer....__KGO, Oakland
Rite Orchestra,--._.- --___ KGO, Oakland
to 2 a. m. in order Scottish
Banks Kaned-. Entertainer..... _...WEBH, Chicago
to give listeners -in on S. Hastings, Announcer
KFI, Los Angeles
both coasts and else- Robert Boniel, Announcer--WEBS, Chicago
(Turn to Page 66)
where more music
-

- -

-

-.
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How One Ambitious
Girl Became Famous

Hard -Hearted
Forest Ranger
is Stirred to
Tears by Her

Radio's
"Leading
LADY"
18 -Year -Old

27

Realistic

Act

inRadioDrama

r

Rosaline

Greene of W/G Y
Players Reaches

Pinnacle of
Career as America's
Premier`

Here is an attractive
pose of Miss Greene as
she appeared "in costume" for one of WGY's
recent radio productions.

`Radio Theater" Actress
IF

YOU think you have talent and
want a place back of the footlights,
don't invite disappointment and
perhaps starvation by seeking interviews
with a producing manager, casting director, author or agency. Send him a sample
of your voice by radio.
This system may not always work.
There is always the chance that the
manager will not be listening. However,
it was successful with Rosaline Greene,
the eighteen -year -old leading woman
of the WGY Players, the group which is
weekly broadcasting a play from the
eastern station of the General Electric
Company at Schenectady, N. Y.
Early this Fall, Selwyn & Company of the fact that she had never been inside
offered the WGY Players the privilege of the office of the producing manager.
producing "Silence," a crook play by
Her First Real Offer
Max Marcin. The play was then in
THE offer was alluring. It would atrehearsal in New York and the management believed that its production on the
tract any young woman with aspiraair, prior to the premiere on the stage, tions for a career on the stage. However,
would give a fair indication of its enter- Miss Greene has one more year of work
tainment value.
to gain a degree at the New York State
It so happened that Rosaline Greene College for Teachers, at Albany. She
was selected for the leading female role. wants that degree and the wider backMax Marcin, the author, listened to the ground which education will give her.
radio performance and found it good. She declined the offer, assured that she
He was particularly charmed by the will get her chance when she is ready.
voice of the young woman playing the
In her college work, Miss Greene is
lead. A few days later, Miss Greene studying modern languages, including
received an invitation to understudy French, German and Italian. Her work
the lead in the stage production, in spite also includes literature and the history

of the drama.

Each week she nas a new
part to study, for with only one or two
exceptions she has appeared in every
play produced by the WGY Players in
the past year_ Her study of the part
does not mean memorizing the lines, for
the radio player may read his lines. She
does, however, study the part and the
play, and is thus enabled to give an
intelligent interpretation of the character
she is -playing.
Hers is a liquid voice of such distinctive
tone and quality that it can always be
identified. One of the greatest difficulties
in the presentation of the radio drama
is the selection of voices. Each voice
must be distinctly different from every
(Turn to page 64)
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Court I lits Radio Corporation
411Radio Corporation is Re-

By Frederick A.

Smith

strained from Selling
Westinghouse
Tubes

Face Charges
March 18

I

THE February issue of RADIO
AGE it was revealed to the radio
public that the Radio Corporation
of America, in replying to the government's charge that the corporation was
involved in a trust conspiracy, made the
surprising contention that the Radio

Corporation had been pushing its radio
activities from "patriotic" motives.
In that article it was promised that
future issues of this magazine would
relate some of the judicial proceedings
in which the Radio Corporation has
become involved.
It was suggested
that the courts would not be found holding a very serious view of the patriotic
professions of the corporation.
Almost simultaneously with the distribution of the issue of RADIO AGE containing these facts and comments, a
federal court decision in Delaware detivered a blow to the Radio Corporation
which must have rocked that organization like a Dempsey right- hander.
The court upheld the contention of
the DeForest Radio Company that the
Radio Corporation was selling tubes
which were an infringement upon the
patents owned by the DeForest people.
The Radio Corporation was not only
restrained from further sale of such
tubes, but was required to put up a bond
to indemnify the DeForest company for
damages incurred by any future sales.
Corporation's Statement Asked
THE tenth of each month hereafter, the Radio Corporation is
required to file a verified statement with
the district court in Wilmington, Del.,
accounting for all tubes manufactured
by the Westinghouse Lamp Company,
whose tubes the Corporation had been
selling.
Inasmuch as the Radio Corporation
of America has found time to go into
the United States Patent Office at Washington with an objection to the registra-

tion of the title, RADIO AGE, under
which name this magazine is now entering its fourth year, the publishers of
RADIO AGE are taking more than
ordinary interest in the other legal activities of the Corporation.
The Corporation owns and controls
"Wireless Age" and complains to the
Patent Office that the use of the title,
RADIO AGE, by this magazine injures
the business of Wireless Age, the corporation's organ. Our own attorneys
have the matter in hand and we shall
not presume to forecast the result except
to say that we look forward to a long
and pleasant Summer-and cheaper
tubes.
Readers of RADIO AGE have written
hundreds of letters, some of which offer

Big Corporations,
Including R. C., to

1 Seven

Dr. Lee DeForest. whose company scored
its initial victory against the Radio Corporation of America.

to contribute to a fund whereby our
defense against the astonishing conclusions of the Radio Corporation may
be more easily financed. Similar offers
have come from manufacturers. To all
these we have replied gratefully that
fortunately we do not need financial
assistance in fighting the 833,000,000
radio gang. All we ask is that readers
give us their co- operation by continuing
to buy our magazine and that manufacturers show their approval of our
stand by continuing to advertise with
us. Not even the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse could win against such a
combination as that.
Must Meet Trust Charge
A S THIS April issue of RADIO AGE
is going to the news- dealers in the
United States, Canada, Cuba, England,
Australia, Mexico and various other
countries, the Radio Corporation is
preparing to defend itself against the
charge it is a trust.
Hearings open on March 18, in New
York, before the Federal Trade Commission. Seven other corporations, in
addition to the patriotic leader of them
all, will be required to answer the government's accusation that they have banded
together in a CONSPIRACY TO RESTRAIN TRADE.
The circulation of RADIO AGE has
grown so large that it is necessary for
us to put this magazine together weeks
in advance of its distribution date. It
is therefore impossible for us to give
results of the New York proceedings
in this issue. \Ve shall take great pleasure
in supplying generous information in a
later issue. \Ve hope you will read the

report of the proceedings as published
in RADIO AGE, as we have a feeling
that our report is going to be a bit more
complete than those accounts our readers
may encounter in other publications.
Mr. Sarnoff, the able general manager
of the Corporation, always tells the
press, when asked for comment on the
result of the Corporation's amazingly
large number of judicial adventures,
that the Corporation "never discusses
its affairs in the public prints."
We are going to take a load from Mr.
Sarnoff's shoulders and discuss them
for him. While we shall possibly not
be as sympathetic in our treatment of
the subject as Mr. Sarnoff would be,
we assure our readers we shall be as fair
as can be and that we shall not be so
absurd as to venture an untruth that
might give the Corporation cause to
grieve over our moral turpitude.
The Radio Corporation last Summer
wrote us a letter demanding that we
give up the name of our magazine. The
Corporation's communication was so
arrogant that we were reminded of the
famous lettres de cachet by which French
despots sent honest folk to the Bastile.
Truly, we have nothing but respect
for the Federal Trade Commission's
courage in bearding such a lion!

Many Features Planned for May
Radio Age
APROMISING group of technical
and feature articles is now in the
process of preparation for the May
RADIO AGE, which will be on the
news- stands and in the hands of subscribers by the 15th of April.
Among the technical features will be
an article on a practically "squeal-less"
regenerative set by that prominent
experimenter, Arthur B. McCullah. McCullah has been testing this set for
several months.
H. Frank Hopkins has perfected a
unit that any fan can build, and which is
used to test your tubes before you place
them in the set. This device will come
in handy on countless occasions and will
save you the trouble of going to a radio
store every time you think troubles in
your set are caused by tubes.
Frank D. Pearne will have an absolutely new hookup, incorporating a new
circuit he has developed.
Paul Green will be on hand with a
hookup almost as famous as his "Baby
Grand," while Ray G. Piety, inventor
of the low -loss 3- circuit tuner in the Feb..
ruary issue, will be with us again.
C. H. Dillon, Edmund H. Eitel and
Brainard Foote are others who are planning surprises. And as usual there will
be the blueprints by John B. Rathbun.
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By
S. H.
Hawkins

Rate of Delivery
Given Prime
Importance in
Tests by the
Radio Voice
Technique
Committee;

Quality
of Personality
is Left to the
Individuals;
Another
Contest to

Dem i -God
After a

Careful
Research

Decide Who

Resembles

"Ideal"
THE ideal radio announcer has at
last been described and classified.
The findings of the Radio Voice
Technique Committee at the meeting
held in February in the studios of Station WJZ, New York City, have created
a "demi -god" at whose feet the fifteen
hundred or more members of the new
profession of radio announcer may sit
with reverence and awe.
Those to whom the creation of this
perfect being-the Ideal Radio Announcer-may be attributed include
many leading figures of educational,
scientific, journalistic, and dramatic
circles in New York City. Their decision, as incorporated in the Tabulated
Report of the Radio Voice Technique
Committee, is as truly representative
of .the opinion of the Great American
Public as could be desired.
The report, based upon the results of
research conducted by Richard C.
Borden, M. A., Sc. B., and Alvin C.
Busse, M. A., co-directors of the National
Radio Voice Service, bears the names of
Archibald Bouton, Ph. D., Dean of the
College of Arts and Pure Sciences, New
York University; L. E. Bragdon, Radio
Editor, New York Sun; David G.

Casem, Radio Editor, New York Tele -,
gram and Evening Mail; Capt. Stephen
L. Coles, Radio Editor, New York
Herald- Tribune; O. E Dunlap, Jr.,
Radio Editor, New York Times; Dr.
Alfred N. Goldsmith, Broadcast Engineer; Henry C. Hathaway, Director
of Bureau of Radio Broadcasting, New
York University; Reverend A. Edwin
Kiegwin, D. D., of the \Vest End
Presbyterian Church; James E. Lough,
PH. D., Pd. D., Dean of the Extramural
Division, New York University; E.
Wallace McAdam, M. D., Dean, New
York Homeopathic Medical College;
Charles B. Popenoe, Manager of Stations
\VJZ and WJY; Stephen Rathbun,
Dramatic Editor, New York Sun; Paul
F. Sifton, Radio Editor, Sunday World;
and H. F. Wooley, Radio Editor, New
York American.
His Severi Qualities
THE necessary characteristics of the
Ideal Radio Announcer were found to
be seven in number, and the nature of
each was determined by the following
seven tests. (1) Average Rate Test;
(2) Rate Variation Test; (3) Average
Pitch Test; (4) Pitch Variation Test;

(5) Stress Variation Test; (6) Formality

Test; (7) Distinctness Test. The digest
of the decisions of the committee members on each test establishes the nature
of the Ideal Radìo Announcer.
The Ideal Radio Announcer should
speak at an average rate of approximately
175 words per minute.
The Ideal Radio Announcer should
introduce into his announcements marked
changes in rate pace.
The Ideal Radio Announcer should
have a voice of low middle range.
The Ideal Radio Announcer should
introduce into his announcements marked
pitch variations (avoidance of monotone).
The Ideal Radio Announcer should
introduce into his announcements marked
stress variations.
The Ideal Radio Announcer should
speak in a formal, but friendly manner,
adapting his style to the general content
of the program.
The ideal Radio Announcer should
speak with a moderate distinctness.
The committee's decision as to the
relative importance of the various characteristics of the ephemereal announce (Turn to page 52)
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Guarding the Farmer's Money
How Station WLS Does It

A SQUARE
DI-,AL for our

FARMS

QThe attentive

young lady

spoking into

the

microphone is Mrs.
Ellen Rose Dickey,

'Home Adviser.'

of a'LS' Agricultural Foundation
who gives regular
talks front the
Sears -Roebuck Station, In the circle is
Edgar L. Bill Director-in-chief of.. the
station.

By Edgar L.
Bill

the farmers' station at
Chicago, was built by the Sears Roebuck Agricultural Foundation
to help the fariner make more money.
That it has accomplished its purpose
and proved its value in terms of dollars
and cents to the farmer has been shown
time and again during the station's
existence.
Farmers working around the barn lot
in Maine, or loading their hogs for market
in Missouri; farmers in Georgia and
Oregon, have taken tips from \VLS
and saved themselves thousands of
dollars. Farm men turn to their radio
station for aid as well as entertainment,
for WLS is the only strictly agricultural broadcasting station in the world.
The most valuable service given from
day to day lies in the market reports
which are broadcast at regular intervals
from 9 A. M. to 6 P. M. A farmer in
Benton County, O. A. Koopman, tells
a story to illustrate the practical value of
these daily reports, "I went to my son's
farm one morning last fall after receiving
the nine o'clock report from WLS. As
I got there my son and the hog buyer
stood among the hogs, and the butcher
offered him $10.60. I shook my head,
and then the buyer offered a raise if we ',d
be willing to take the drop. We took him
on. I went home, got the truck, hauled
them four miles, unloaded, but the buyer
had no markets yet. Then we heard
WLS,

WLS say 20 cents higher and he then
paid my son S10.80 instead of $10.60."
This letter from Mr. Koopman is typical
of thousands of letters from practical
farmers who have realized financially on
their station.

Radio Affects Prices
MANY farm -minded, and economic minded men are of the opinion that
WLS is helping to stabilize market
prices.
Large numbers of stockmen
living within a 200 mile radius of Chicago

formerly shipped their cars to market
without a knowledge of the current prices.
Now, however, they listen in on the 11
o'clock market reports from WLS, and
estimate receipts for the next day before
they load their cars. If the market looks
good, they ship their stock, but if it indicates heavy receipts, they cancel their

cars and await a more favorable time for
shipment.
Henry Stabler of Bureau County,
Illinois, is one man who had this experience. Last December, his son and some
neighbors with teams were hauling hogs
to a shipping point. Mr. Stabler happened to pass the Farmers' Elevator
office and noted a radio message on the
bulletin board which stated that owing
to a record run on the Chicago market,
the prices had taken a sharp drop front
those of the preceding day. Mr. Stabler
immediately got in touch with his son by
telephone and the wagons with the hogs
were turned home. When Mr. Stabler
sold his hogs a week later, they brought
a dollar a hundred more than he would
have received before. He estimates that
the radio report saved him 3175 on this
particular deal.
Most farmers urge that more radio
hours be spent each day in explaining
Chicago market grades and prices.
"We are interested in grain, butter,
eggs, poultry, hogs and cattle," writes
O. Gulbrandson of Kirley, South Dakota.
Mr. Gulbrandson lives 50 miles from the
railroad and fifteen miles from a telephone, and the WLS Market reports
are therefore more than double the value
for him. Lee Mosher of De Kalb County,
Illinois, believes that the radio market
reports are worth more than $500 a year
to him.
(Turn to page 56)
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Harry Cooper

The Popular Syncopating

"WIZARD of WSB"
By RUSSELL H. HOPK I NS
TLA

\TA:

Down in At- lan-ta,
Geor-gia, where the folks look
upon Radio Station \VSB with
the sane respect accorded cotton and
mint juleps, there are more sleight -ofhand musicians than in any other part
of the world, including Scandinavia.
Up in Illinois and New York State, the
studio directors look high and low for
talent in the music schools and song
shops, but down in Atlanta, one of
America's pioneer radio broadcasting
cities, bookkeepers, ex- newspapermen
and carpenters are usually sought when
a real musical genius is wanted. Even
printers have been known to possess an
innate ability to coax music out of any
kind of instrument!
Take the case of Harry Cooper, for
instance. Born in Atlanta, his remotest
ambition during his early days did not
approach the concert stage. He worked
at everything from carpenter and printer
to journeyman reporter, finally landing
with the Atlanta Journal, which owns
and operates \VSB.

questioned. "Picked it up when I was
a kid, and just play when I'm alone,
anyway."
Well, his newspaper cohorts asked
him to play something when the managing editor was their guest at a tenth
anniversary banquet in his honor. That
was a couple of years ago, and Harry
did play something! In fact, he played
nearly everything, and before his concert was over the banqueteers forgot
there was ever such a thing as a managing editor or that he had announced his
tenth anniversary with the paper.
Harry was immediately signed up,
and ever since he has been playing the
piano and a few other minor instruments
on \VSB's regular programs.
Strange to say, Cooper doesn't know
the difference between do and mi in the
musical scale, but neither do the rest
of the ex- newspapermen or printers who
are winning fame with their musical
prowess throughout America's chain of
broadcasting stations. However, this
Discovered!
genius has an extraordinary creative
AFTER a while someone discovered ability that has caused nation -wide
that Harry could play the piano. comment. His unique conception of
"Just a side- line," he explained when popular tunes and his beautiful and

often -times weird harmonies, are of his
own composition and have proved immensely popular because of their originality.

The "Mirthful Pair"
COOPER is not only an accomplished
musician, but an actor as well.
When he and Announcer Lambdin Kay
of the sonorous voice get together at a
public broadcast concert, their antics
are a source of unalloyed mirth and
interest to the onlookers as well as the
listeners.
For who is not familiar with Kay's
"At-lan-ta, Geor-gia," and his rhythmic sing-song voice, which has made
him truly one of the few distinctive announcers in the country? And it was
Lambdin Kay who "discovered" Cooper
and induced him to leave the anonymity
of newspaperdom for the fame of successful broadcasting.
Other stations have their "Kings of
the Ivories," "Czars of Jazz" and
"Piano Ticklers," but \VSB has its
"Syncopating Wizard" and is justly
proud of him despite the fact that a sheet
of music is about twice as hard for him
to read as an essay in the original Greek.
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News Waves from the Domain of Radio
How Isham Jones Regards Radio
By A. C. E. Schoncmann
HE trite old phrase, "Familiarity fans from two Chicago stations-KY \V
breeds contempt" probably is the and WLS. His orchestra is one of the
most effective expression that one best known phonograph recording units
could use in epitomizing the attitude of in the United States, and in the art of
Isham Jones in
concocting jazz
the matter of
melodies of the
broadcasting jazz
foot- teasing type,
melodies via the
Isham Jones has
ether route.
to his credit a half
Jones is not undozen or more of
mindful of t h e
the best known
advantages offered
and most popular
by radio. In four
hits turned out in
years he and his
1924.
Consider
orchestra have
"Swingin' Down
become firmly inthe Lane," "The
trenched in the
One I Love,"
good graces a n d
"Spain," "Never
affections of the
Again," and "At
great army of
the End of a Winddance fans that
ing Lane."
frequent the Col"A radio audilege Inn at the
ence is just as reHotel Sherman in
sponsive as the
Chicago. The last
nightly crowds
six months have
that fill a ballroom
brought a new
or cabaret," said
triumph to Isham
Jones. "The difJones, a n d with
ference is t h a t
(Mabel SAPS Pboto.
it has come a
radio fans express
Isham Jones
mighty audience
their appreciation
-invisible-but
by letters and the
enthusiastic and appreciative to the 'nth others show their interest by applause.
degree and drawn from all classes of In either case it is not a difficult matter
society -men, women and children
to boost a song. The unfortunate part
from all walks of life and out into every of 'plugging' a song is that many radio
artists overplay the number by singing
highway and by -way.
"No one can doubt or question the it continually.
influence of radio," said Jones, pulling
"When we began broadcasting, the
out a sheaf of letters from radio fans. sales of phonograph records dropped off.
"Here is the answer, and with it comes \Ve attributed this to the fact that we
proof that destroys any uncertainty that broadcast off and on for long periods
one may have if he regards radio as a fad from the College Inn and that the prosor passing fancy. However, radio has pective purchasers of phonograph records
come so suddenly and grown so rapidly had only to turn the radio dials to pick
that nobody seems to know how to up the orchestra, so they were not interhandle it so it will serve everybody alike. ested in buying records.
"Now we broadcast from the studio in
"The public ear is sensitive and when
our jazz music becomes a part of a varied the Hotel Sherman. Our programs are
program it gains in popularity," con- given on \Vednesday, Thursday, Friday
tinued Jones.
and Saturday evenings, and they extend
"However, the minute we make our over two periods of about twenty
music commonplace, we destroy its ef- minutes each. \Ve play about five numfectiveness; it must not be over -played, bers and in presenting them, we consider
but served with discrimination and not the matter of variety just as important
to the point where it occupies the spot- as an effective and appealing rendition
light throughout the entire program.
of each selection. Above all, we do not
try to overdo our part of the entertainGood Advertising
ment.
THERE are few if any people who enArrangement is Vital
tertain who will question the advantages of broadcasting. The advertising
THE arrangement of an orchestra in
obtained in this manner is invaluable to
the studio is in many respects similar
an orchestra; it sells phonograph records, to the plan used in making phonograph
it popularizes song hits and it helps the records. The violins are placed within
hotel or institution that is guaranteeing a few feet of the microphone; the saxothe finances of the various studios; but phones six or eight feet; the brass instruwhen we play jazz without any limita- ments fifteen feet and the drums are
tions and allow it to monopolize the air, eliminated entirely. It is necessary that
then radio injures rather than helps the the orchestra play softly, and care must
cause of popular music."
be used so that a group of instruments
Isham Jones has entertained radio
(Turn to page 70)
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Station WJJD Opens a
Chicago Studio
BY arrangement with the Garod Corporation, the Loyal Order of Moose
announces the completion of extensive
preparations for maintaining a Chicago
studio in the Palmer House, to be known
as the Garod Studio of Radio Station

WJJD.
Although the task of erecting thirtyseven miles of specially constructed
poles, the building of cross -arms, the
stringing of over one hundred and
fifty miles of broadcasting wires and
telephone cables, connecting the new
studio with the \Iooseheart station has
been completed by the Western Union
organization, actual broadcasting did
not begin until Monday, March 9th.
Elaborate preparations were made to
celebrate the formal opening with a program of unusual entertainment which
was unique in the annals of radio broadcasting.
The event was signalized by a banquet
in the Victorian room of the Palmer
House on the night of the opening which
was attended by about one hundred personages prominent in civic, theatre and
radio circles. Jack Nelson, managing
director and announcer, officiated as
master of ceremonies.
1Ir. Nelson had the unique pleasure, on
that occasion, of introducing and presenting all of his distinguished contemporaries in Chicago. It was Mr. Nelson's
opinion that seldom if ever before have
there been assembled so varied and renowned an aggregation of radio luminaries under one roof to be heard through
the same microphone on one evening.
The following directors and announcers, and their talented proteges, attended: Charles E. Ebstein, owner-director
of WT AS; Bob Boniel, "The Voice of
the Great Lakes," i. e., \VEBH; George
Hay, the solemn old judge of WLS;
Wilson J. \Vetherby of KYW; Jerry
Sullivan of \VQJ, "Chi -CAW -go;" Chas.
Gabriel and Quin Ryan, the famous
\WGN team, and last but not least, Miss
Judith Waller of \\'MAQ.
In addition to the radio stars who
accepted invitations, Secretary of Labor
James J. Davis attended, and many of
Chicago's prominent men participated in
WI J D'S "open house."
Among those present were: Mayor
William E. Dever and his official family,
Mr. Potter Palmer, and the leading
representatives of the opera and the
theater who were in Chicago on Monday,
March 9th.
Arrangements were made to film the
colorful event and to photograph the
artists and other guests of WJJD for the
news- reels. Similar arrangements were
made to take motion pictures of Charlie
Straight's Orchestra at the Rendezvous,
together with their entertainers, all of
which were broadcast through WJJD
by direct wire.
This gala program inaugurated the
regular broadcasting of nightly programs.
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Age Adds Several Noted
to

Its "Studio Staff'

Some ADDITIO
to Our

\S

FAMILY

Listen In and Get Acquainted
radio stations this Spring. They were
persuaded to start their career over
Chicago stations under the direction of
RADIO AGE, and they made their debut
from WLS on the March 6 program.
The next evening, March 7, from midnight to the wee, sma' hours, they again
appeared on a RADIO AGE program
from KYW, on our monthly Jazz Carnival from the Little Red Studio on the
Congress Hotel.
All listeners pronounced their singing of popular and
southern melodies as the "best yet" for
a girls' group. Their voices are evenly
matched, and in addition three of the
girls strum ukeleles and banjos while
they sing, thus adding a quaint touch to
their selections.
And More Surprises!
HE members of the quartet are, besides Miss Mildred Zoller -Florine
Redenbo, soprano; Mary Gallagher, alto;
and Pauline Zoller, second soprano.
Another important announcement concerns A. W. "Sen" Kaney, KYW's first
announcer a few years ago, who has
returned to the fold after announcing at
WJAZ, WEBH and WGN, all of Chicago.
(Turn to page 57)
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Glenn Rowell, musical director of Station 1Y'LS and an entertainer on RADIO
AGE programs from the Sears -Roebuck

Station.

GATHER around, folks, and we'll
tell you about the wonderful new
additions which have been made
to the official RADIO AGE family of
broadcasters during the past month.
Of course, you're already familiar with
such stars as Banks Kennedy, Art Linick,
Axel Christensen, Nate Colwell, the
Dennis Sisters, Loos Brothers and others
who appear on exclusive RADIO AGE
programs from KYW and WEBH each
month. Their reputations have been
assured, so we just mention them to let
you know they're still on the map and
going strong.
Not to stand still, however, RADIO
AGE decided tb augment its staff of
artists, and accordingly search was made
throughout the Chicago broadcasting
fraternity for some more "stars" who
would twinkle under the RADIO AGE
banner, which is now known front coast
to coast for the excellence and variety
of its programs.
You Know "Little Glenn"
WELL, we can't keep the secret any
longer, so here are the latest surprises. To begin with, none other than
Glenn Rowell, musical director of Station WLS, the Sears- Roebuck Station at
Chicago, has been obtained to appear on
RADIO AGE programs from WLS.
The first program was Friday, March 6,
when Glenn, with his side-kick, Ford
Rush, started off RADIO AGE's hour of

broadcasting with their "Lullaby Time."
Ford and Glenn appeared intermittently
during this program under the auspices
of this magazine.
On the same program RADIO AGE
"sprung" two more surprises that are
destined to prove agreeable to the army
of reader -listeners possessed by the
Magazine of the Hour. The first was
Miss Grace Wilson, noted contralto of
nation -wide vaudeville fame. She has a
deep contralto voice that is almost
masculine, and yet it has the tenderness

The circle above shows Miss Mildred
Zoller, director of the Mt. Morris College
Girls' Quartet, which appeared over WLS
and KYW on RADIO AGE programs
this month. Below is Lee Sims, nationally
known pianist and entertainer, who may
be heard on RADIO AGE's KYW programs the first Saturday in every month
beginning at midnight.
of a woman's vocal expression. Miss
Wilson has been termed the "Girl with
the perfect radio voice." She sang several

popular and character songs for RADIO
AGE on this first WLS program. She
will appear on many future programs for
this magazine.
The biggest surprise next to be unUnited Póote.( N. Y.
corked was the Mount Morris, (Ill.)
Miss Grace Wilson, contralto, who sang
College Girls' Quartet, under the direction'of Miss Mildred Zoller, a senior at for RADIO AGE from WLS Friday,
the College. These girls have appeared March 6. She is an experienced vaudeville
consistently from WOC at Davenport, singer and has a big following among
Ia., and plan a tour of Middle Western radio fans.
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FAVORITE AMONG THOUSANDS
Such a reputation is enjoyed by Belle Forbes Cutter, who has won
friends from several radio stations in the Middle West. Her radio
"home" seems to be the studio at WEBH, where she began her radio
career. Miss Cutter has one great accomplishment to her credit;
that of providing entire programs at radio stations. That's quite
a bit of work for one soprano to achieve in one evening, but to Miss
Cutter it's a part of her regular routine.
A
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More Volume and Range with

A 5 -Tube Radio Frequency Set
By JOHN B. RATHBUN

SINCE the introduction of the five tube neutrodyne about two years
ago, we have had an almost endless stream of five-tube radio frequency
"dynes" which testify to the popularity
of this sort of radio receiver. This
neutrodyne was the first really high

Copyright: 1925

A Receiver that Will
Minimize Distortion

stages of transformer coupled audio
stages. There was seldom any attempt
at regeneration in the detector tube
circuit or any other means of amplification outside of the simple amplifying
powers of the tubes themselves. True,
the first neutrodyne introduced by
detector in the neutrodyne not only Prof. Hazeltine was of the reflex type,
increased the range enormously, but also but strange to say, little interest was
very considerably added to the selectiv- taken in the reflexed neutrodyne until
ity, and I believe that the selective a few months ago. Experimenters seemed
feature of the tuned radio frequency content to stick to straight radio freset had as much to do with its promotion quency amplification without the assistas the increased range and the possi- ance of either regeneration or reflexed
bility of coast -to -coast reception on the
loud speaker.
WHAT KIND OF A SET DO
Untuned radio frequency reception
with untuned radio frequency coupling
YOU WANT?
units had proved somewhat of a fizzle,
The RADIO AGE ANNUAL
not only because the maximum range
for 1925 has a blueprint section
and signal strength were not developed
in actual color, in which is
but also for the reason that such recontained every kind of hookup from one -tube simple sets
ceivers were hardly more selective than
to an efficient 8 -tube superthe regenerative set of that period, and
heterodyne. Whether you are
even two years ago the question of intercontemplating building your
ference was becoming a serious proposifirst set or branching out into
tion. By tuning the transformers becomplicated "multi- tubers,"
tween the radio frequency stages, we
you will find the ideal rereach the amplification peak in each
ceiver for your needs in the
stage and also increase the losses at a
32 -page blueprint section of
number of points so that undesired
the ANNUAL FOR 1925. Every
hookup a tried and true winner.
stations could be eliminated with cerAssure yourself of owning
tainty, even through strong local inter this wonder hookup book by
ferencc. Using three tuning controls
sending one dollar now to
made long distance reception possible
RADIO AGE ANNUAL, before
for the city dweller on every night in
the first edition is exhausted.
the week.
Hundreds of RADIO AGE fans
powered type introduced to the general
public for broadcast reception. The
fans to this time had been limited to the
three -tube regenerative with the conventional detector and two stages of
audio frequency. The addition of the
two stages of radio frequency to the

.

The Typical 5 -Tube Set

USUALLY the five -tube outfits consisted of two stages of .radio frequency amplification, detector, and two

have bought their copies and
written us their praise. Get
yours NOW!

R. F. or audio amplification. In the most
part they confined their inventiveness to
contriving schemes for the elimination of
oscillations in the radio frequency stages.
For a long time the suppression of
oscillations in the radio frequency stages
was a problem to which many solutions
have since been offered. We have the
well -known neutralizing system introduced by Prof. Hazeltine, the reversed
feed -back system, the potentiometer,
and similar devices, and it is in this part
of the circuit that most five tube radio
frequency circuits differ from each other.
It would be almost impossible to say

which of these systems has proved the
most sensitive and efficient. for each
type has its band of adherents who defy
any of their opponents to show better
reception or greater range.
It has long been the belief of the

writer that very marked improvement
could be made in the five tube radio
frequency receivers by the introduction
of regeneration in the detector circuit
or by'reflexing certain of the stages so
that some of the tubes could be made to
perform dual duty. Shortly after the
introduction of the neutrodyne, I made
several experiments in obtaining regeneration in the detector circuit by
means of a variometer or tuned impedance in the plate circuit, but while
this increased the range and signal
strength considerably, it did not meet
favor for the reason that it introduced
a fourth control, and a rather critical
Further,
sensitive control at that.
regeneration was not always dependable
with neutralized grids, and as neutralization held the floor at that time to
the exclusion of every other idea, the
matter was dropped for the time being.

Rheostats Cause Trouble
ELIMINATE
TOerative
control, I

the fourth regennext tried several
(Turn to page 38)

Blueprints of the Five-Tube Radio Frequency Receiver on Two Pages Following.
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Results with a Re exed Detector
(Continued from page 35)
regenerative stunts in the detector circuit such as the fixed tickler used in the
Wizard receiver, and the Ultra-audion
single control method, both of which
gave strong regeneration and sensitivity but which made the rheostat
controls critical and difficult to manage.
With such circuits, control of the regeneration is had entirely by the rheostatic
or filament emission method, and a
vernier rheostat is absolutely essential
for the proper adjustment. Unless it
was brought just below the oscillating
point, the circuit would break out into
violent free oscillation with accompanying howls and shrieks. While this
gave wonderful results in the hands of
an experienced operator, it certainly
was not a circuit to install in the home
or for the everyday broadcast listener.
It seemed for a while that the only
resort was to reflex the detector circuit
and this is what I finally accomplished
after a number of experiments. The
reflexing of the so-called detector stage
or third tube both increased the volume
and improved the quality of the reception, and from many standpoints was
an advance over the regenerative principle or the totally reflexed method by
which all of the tubes were reflexed.
Reflexing the third tube alone gave us
approximately three stages of radio
frequency amplification with the same
number of tubes ordinarily used to obtain
two stages, and in addition it added
about 0.8 of an audio stage. Further
audio amplification was then obtained
by two stages of resistance coupled
audio, which gave the total audio volume
without the distortion usually introduced by iron core radio frequency
transformers.
Summing up the matter, we obtain
practically three stages of radio frequency amplification and the equivalent
of two audio frequency transformer
coupled stages by five tubes, and without distortion or "razzing" even when
the tubes are being pushed to the limit.
The audio stages consist of one transformer coupled stage and two resistance
coupled stages, which give us a volume
slightly better than two transformer
stages. A crystal detector performs the
rectification without introducing the
tube noises that ordinarily affect the
output. In short, it is just like adding
two stages of radio amplification to a
single reflex circuit and then increasing
the volume by the further application
of two resistance coupled stages.

The Circuit Layout

IN FIG.

1 we have the layout shown
by a schematic diagram and in Fig.
2 the same circuit is given in "picture"
form, which not only shows the wiring
in simplified form, but also suggests
the arrangement of the apparatus behind
the panel. Fig. 3 is the front elevation
of the panel with the control dials and
} nobs located.
Looking at Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 we see the

usual first two radio frequency tuoes
(Ti) and (T2), and the three radio
frequency coils or transformers, (RFT -1),
(RFT -2) and (RFT -3) connected up in
the usual way of radio frequency transformers. The transformers are tuned
by the 17 plate (0.00035 mf) variable
condensers (C1), (C2) and (C3) connected across the secondary coils of the

transformers.
There is little to say
about the transformers except that they
are of the conventional type used in

BILL OF MATERIALS
FOR THE SET
MARK NO. OF
(LETTER) PIECES NAME OF ITEMS SIZE
A
Filasm.nt "A" Battery, Storoler
AT
Aud é t Frequency Transforms
..6-I Ratio
B
45 Volt Blodu of
Lares.
CI- C2-C3
liable Cond
.0.000,5 ml (17 Pk.)
CD.
Fi Cry.tat Detector
-2
JILI -GL2
Grid
eirhrt Jack l Standard
J2
Single Circuit Jack.. Standard
KI
Fixed Mica Condenser 0.006 Mf.
K2
Fixed Mice Condenser 0.002 Mf.
K3
Fixed Mies Cond
0.002 Mf.
K4
Fixed Mice Condenser 0.006 Mf.
K5
Fixed Mica Cond
0.006 Mt.
K6
Fixed Mica Cond
0.002 Mf.
K7
Fixed Mice Condenser 0.500 Mf.
Resistors or Coupling
Resistances.... 50.000 Ohm.
Po
Potentiometer
400 ohms, or 200 ohms
Rh state for filament
Control
6
Ohms
RFT-1-2-3
Radio

V

VM

.d

s

ne

Stndard
Untuned Radio Frequency
Transformer..200 -600m
meters

RFX

SW

B

Battery

Standard

Sockets
20IÁ Amplifier Tube Standard
Battery Voltmeter (Flush

2J.4-5

Typ&
8 to 10 Volts
7 °c26e),3 -16'
Binding Posts..
Standard
Terminal Strip (bake -

W

Panel

Marked.

X

lits) ....

Y

aoer.(Tud)

lede.3 -16e

Bottom Board (Woody
6 1- 2's25'ci -2'
Radio Cabinet ..
.7..26'
30 Tinned Copper Square Bus
Wire
No. 14
at Spaghetti
Standard
.

Z

50

Solder

Lugs

Standard.

3 Dials and Knobs 4° Diameter
Items arkedaneean be substituted
complete re.
coupling unit..

D
N bTEI

standard radio frequency circuits, and
that it is far more desirable to purchase
these parts than to attempt making
them at home.
The three tubes (T1- T2 -T3) are controlled by the six ohm rheostat (R1)
while the two audio frequency amplifying tubes (T4) and (T5) are regulated
by the six ohm rheostat (R2). In giving
the resistance of these rheostats, I am
assuming that 201A tubes are used,
because they give better results than the
dry cell type. If 199 tubes are used,
then the resistance of the rheostats
must be higher, say 15 or 20 ohms.
With five tubes, dry cell operation is
not recommended, for in the end it will
be far more expensive to replace dry
cells than to purchase a storage battery
and recharge it from time to time. Dry
cell tubes do not give the amplification
of the storage battery 201A type.
Grid potentials are regulated by the
potentiometer (P9). While there are
certain objections which can be leveled
at this type of control, yet it is the better
method for the beginner, especially
when it is not known what make or type

of apparatus he intends to use. A 400
ohm potentiometer is the best, but a 200
ohm can also be used, and to reduce the
radio frequency resistance in the grid
return line, a fixed bypass condenser
(KI) of 0.0006 mf capacity is con-

nected between the slider and the negative "A" post of the potentiometer
resistance coil. The impedance of a wire
wound potentiometer is considerable,
and unless the bypass condenser is
installed, the tuning will be upset at
every adjustment of (PO).
Reflexed Third Tube
TUBE (T3) is the tube ordinarily
used as the detector tube, but in this
case it is the tube of a special reflex
circuit, acting both as a radio and audio
amplifier at one tinte. In fact, there is
no detector tube in the circuit since the
major part of the rectification is performed by the crystal detector (CD).
Transformer (RFT -3) connects the radio
stages to the reflex stage and the reflex
is tuned by the third variable condenser
(C3). Note that all of the radio frequency and audio frequency transformers are marked according to the
connection posts as at (P), ( +B), (G)
and -F), to correspond with the markings on the actual coils.
At (RFX) is an untuned radio frequency transformer used for coupling
the plate circuit of (T3) with the crystal
detector and the audio transformer
(AT). The latter is of the usual iron
core type, bypassed on both the primary
and secondary sides by the fixed bypass
condensers (K2) and (K3). Ordinarily
the capacity of these condensers id
0.0015 mf to 0.002 mf, but much depends
upon the type of audio transformer
used. In some cases it will be found
advisable to omit (K3) altogether when
there is much distributed capacity in
the primary winding.
On carefully examining the circuit
of tube (T3) you will see that it is a
simple single tube reflex circuit giving
the equivalent of one stage of radio
and one stage of audio amplification,
so that up to and including (T3) we
have three radio and one audio stage on
three tubes. This alone will give good
results, but for the proper loud speaker
volume under all ordinary conditions,
it was considered advisable to add the
two resistance coupled stages as shown
by tubes (T4) and (T5).
By plugging in at jack (J1) we obtain
the output of three radio and one audio
stage. By plugging in at the jack U2)
we obtain three radio and about 2.6
audio stages.
A typical resistance audio coupling
is made for the tubes (T4) and (T5).
The fixed condensers (K4) and (K5)
of 0.006 mf capacity are the coupling
devices in the grid lines, while the resistors (NI) and (N2) are non -inductive
resistances of from 48,000 to 50,000
ohms. Both of the resistors are connected between the positive "B" ( +B)
and the plate (P) of the tube, and it is

i
i
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Tubes Do Dual Duty in This Set
the difference of potential established
across these resistors that causes the
amplification. The grid leaks (GL1)
and (GL2) are of one megohm to two
megohms capacity and are connected
between the grids and (-A) just as
with any grid leak. Such resistors
introduce no distortion into the circuit,
and when worked in connection with
one transformer coupled stage as at
(AT), we obtain both volume and purity
of tone. The ratio of (AT) should be
from t to i but no higher.
The resistors (N1 -N2) can be obtained
from a number of RADIO AGE advertisers, either as separate units or as
assembled units containing the fixed

or hard rubber panel. The inside dimension of the cabinet (depth) should be
at least seven inches to accommodate
the apparatus. Care should be taken
not to crowd the radio frequency transformers RFT-1 -2 -3 too close together
and the tubes should be well oustide

the magnetic field of the transformers
to prevent back coupling between the
stages. The panel thickness should be
at least 3 -16 inch so that it will not be
necessary to cut down screws or shorten
the shafts.
In arranging the reflexed part of the
circuit, see that the untuned transformer
(RFX) is placed as close to the tube
(T3) as possible, so that the line from the
condensers, resistor and leaks all in post (G) on the transformer to the (G)
post on the socket is very short. This
one compact mounting.
Fig. IA at the bottom of the circuit is important. Again, keep (RFX) well
drawing shows the method of connecting away from (RFT -3) and the audio transup the resistance coupling units in com- former (AT). If these parts are so close
pact form when the resistors and leaks
and condensers are purchased separately
Are You Going to Take
and assembled by the builder of the set.
Spring clips can be obtained for mounting
a Radio Set with
the resistors and grids just as tubular
You on your
grid leaks are mounted
Vacation
This Year?
such
(K6)
Bypass condensers
as
of
0.002 mf capacity and (K7) of 0.3 mf
Watch this and
capacity are frequently of advantage
in reducing the resistance offered to the
future issues of
radio frequency current by the "B"
RADIO AGE
battery and the impedance of the output
for the latest in
circuit, particularly after the "B" batteries become old and dried out. In
Portable Receiving Sets
some cases and using certain materials
and Accessories.
in the circuit, these bypasses work a
great improvement, while under other
Another Portable Article
conditions their effect is unnoticeable.
in May RADIO AGE.
will
However, the set
perform better
and more consistently throughout the
life of the "B" batteries when the by- that they are coupled by the magnetic
passes are used than when they are not flux, there will be trouble. The crystal
installed.
detector, which is of the fixed or semifixed type, can be placed in such a posiMaterials Used
tion that it does not complicate the
ALMOST any of the standard materials wiring, say near the rear edge of the
advertised in RADIO AGE can bottom board. It is not advisable to
be used for this circuit, and as it is against put the crystal detector on the panel,
our policy to recommend one make of as it is likely to be knocked out of adapparatus over another, we cannot justment every time we handle the dials.
specify any particular make in these
The coupling resistances for the audio
specifications. The only effect that will stages are small and easily disposed of
be caused by changing parts will be on in the arrangement, and as shown in
the values of the bypass condensers, Fig. 2 these audio coupling units are
and this is always more or less of an placed quite dose to the two audio experiment in any case. However, the tubes (T4) and (T5). All of the arrangebypasses are quickly and cheaply shifted ment should be made with an eye to
about, and this should prove no objection simple wiring and simple connections.
to the user. Experience will show that You will not go far wrong if you follow
it is very seldom that any one value the diagrams in every detail.
of bypass will apply to all conditions in
A voltmeter (VM) is very useful in
any circuit.
a five tube set for keeping the potential
In the accompanying list I have given constant across the filaments as advised
the number of parts needed and their by the makers of the tubes. As shown
size, all items being given a letter cor- in the diagrams, the voltmeter registers
responding to the lettering on the draw- the potential across the filaments of the
ings so that their location can be quickly radio frequency and reflex tubes, as
identified.
these tubes are the most critical of the
series and require the most accurate
Assembly of Set
adjustment for the filament control.
THIS receiver will assemble easily on Cutting the large hole for the body of the
a 7'x26' panel, and by a little crowd- voltmeter is a problem for the home
ing can be put on a 7°x24' bakelite mechanic unless he has some form of

"fly- cutter" for the job. However, this
can be cut by any machine shop or
radio store.
Unless the transformers (RFT) are
marked at the connection post by the
makers, the builder often has trouble
from "bucking" or opposed coils. If
you do not think that you are getting
the proper volume or the distance, try
the effect of reversing the connections
to the primary of these coils, one by
one. In fact, it is best to connect up the
transformers temporarily with small
insulated wire until you are certain that

the polarities of the transformers are
correct.
All crystals do not work equally well
when reflexed, and for this reason it is
best to get some sort of a crystal detector
in which the crystals can be easily
changed. With a small stock of crystals,
say five or six, experiment until you find
the best crystal. Crystals do not cost
much and they may be the reason your
circuit is not functioning as it should.
After the crystal detector is once adjusted, and put in an out-of- the -way
place where it is not likely to be disturbed, it will require very little attention.

Use Care in Building
IAM sure that if you construct this
receiver with care and use judgment
in the operation of it, you will get exceptionally fine results. Its freedom from
distortion and extreme sensitiveness are
remarkable. Stations from both coasts
have been heard repeatedly on the loud
speaker from my laboratory here in
Chicago.
As I stated before, Professor Hazeltine s original neutrodyne was of the reflexed type, but for some reason little
interest was taken in it. Why this should
be is hard to explain. I suppose the reason is that most fans were a little bit
afraid of the reflex circuits. We really
have no reason to fear them, as they are
quite simple. It just requires a little
patience to get them to operate correctly.
Most of the trouble experienced seems
to be in getting fixed and by -pass condensers of the right capacity. However,
these are cheap and if the builder will
supply himself with a selection of these,
he can change the capacities of each in
the different parts of the circuit until the
best results are obtained.
One of the probable reasons for the
clear tone of this receiver is the resistance
coupled method of amplifying after the
detector. To those who have not tried
this system of increasing the signal
strength to loud speaker volume, this
system will be a revelation. All distortion
and transformer noises will be eliminated.
If you are undecided as to whether or not
you shall use resistance coupling, my
advice to you is to try it by all means.

Another Blueprint Sensation
In May Radio Age
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Age Institute
Radio
Manufacturers' Testing Service

DEVICES
displaying this seal
have been tested
and approved by
the RADIO AGE
INSTITUTE.

of the staff of RADIO AGE will be pleasÇd to test devices
MEMBERS
and materials for radio manufacturers with the object of determining their efficiency and worth. All apparatus which meets with
the approval of various tests imposed by members of the technical
staff of RADIO AGE will be awarded our endorsement, and the seal
shown to the right will be furnished free of charge. Materials for

Apparatus illus-

trated

and described below has
successfully passed
our tests for April

testing should be sent to

504 N.

RADIO AGE INSTITUTE
Chicago, Ill.
Dearborn Street,

Test Na 37. The DURAD BASE. Submitted
by the Duraplate Company, of Philadelphia, Pa.
For the experimenter and manufacturer this base will
be found to be very convenient.
It consists of a
moulded base -board with the "A ", "B and "C"
battery wires imbedded in it. The large number of
holes along the side, with the wires, allows for connections in many places. Special connections, binding posts, panel fittings and brackets are furnished
with the base-board, Wiring a set with this baseboard is greatly simplified, and the finished job presents a commercial appearance. This baseboard can
be secured in various sizes from the manufacturer
whose address is given above. Tested and approved

by RADIO AGE Institute

TELOS RADIO. A kit manuTest No 41
factured by the Danziger-Jones Co., of 25 Waverly
Place, New York. N. Y. The manufacturers advertise this kit as 'The Kit of a Thousand Possibilities," and we must say that they are absolutely
correct. For selectivity and clarity of tone this
receiver cannot be excelled. The kit is the most
complete one on the market, everything necessary
being included. The circuit has three stages of
tuned radio frequency and super-imposed (reflex)
resistance coupled audio frequency amplification.
A crystal detector can be used if the builder so desires.
thus making for economy of operation. By means
of an adjustment known as the uni- control, it is
possible to adjust all tuning controls simultaneously.
Arrived in excellent packing and satisfactorily passed
the tests and requirements of RADIO AGE Institute.

1925.

Test No. 44. BALL -GRIP SOCKET, Manufactured by the Quality Molded Products, Inc., I
Exchange Place, Jersey City, N. J. There are
several outstanding features about this socket that
will recommend it to the radio set builder. It is
constructed of a high grade dielectric, which places
the losses at a minimum. Contact on the tube
prongs is made with the aid of a sterling silver ball.
As all the contact parts are completely insulated, one
from the other, there is no possibility of internal short
circuiting. Only the terminal set screws are exposed,
offering the minimum of metal parts to the danger of
short circuits. The terminals on the socket are both
novel and efficient. No soldering lugs are necessary.
The wire is inserted and tightened by means of the
set screws provided for that purpose. All metal
parts are silvered. Arrived in good packing and
satisfactorily passed the tests and requirements of

RADIO ACE Institute.

Test Na 38. KEYSTONE INDUCTANCE
SWITCH. Submitted by the Keystone Radio Company, Greenville, Penna, Keystone Back Mounting
Inductance Switch is constructed of the best materials
and is. well adapted to the purposes for which it was
designed.
The switch has ten points, and all tap
leads are soldered to solder lugs before mounting on
panel.
It is furnished with a two-inch black metal
dial with large tapered knob. Dial is numbered to
coincide with contacts and it is only necessary to
drill one 5 -16 inch hole in panel to mount. Arrived

in excellent condition and satisfactorily passed the
tests and requirements of RADIO AGE Institute.

Test No. 42.

BREMER TULLY LOW LOSS

One of the most efficient three -circuit
tuners on the market. This unit may be used to
tune practically any radio circuit. It consists of an

TUNER.

primai a main or secondary inductance,
All these coils are
a tickler or feed back" coil,
brought to separate taps and may be connected in
any combination. The method of winding and support of the secondary coil offers a most selective
tuning unit, and also the greatest wavelength range
without taps. With a variable condenser of 250
M. M. F. the entire broadcast wavelengths are
covered in a very efficient manner. (200 to 565
Meters). The untuned primary is of adjustable
coupling, and may be adjusted for volume and
selectivity to suit any antenna. Pigtail connections
to rotor. insure reliable service. The tuning unit
was submitted by the manufacturers, The Bremer
Tully Co., 532 South Canal St., Chicago, Illinois.
Arrived in excellent condition, and satisfactorily
passed the tests and requirements of RADIO ACE
untuned
and

Test No. 39. THE ELECTRAD "VARIOHM."
A variable grid leak manufactured by the Electrad
Co., 428 Broadway, New York City, N. Y. This
grid leak is quite small and takes up but little space
tither on the panel or inside the set, for base or panel
mounting as desired. The instrument covers a
complete range of resistance ranging from less than
one-quarter to thirty -five megohms.
It is non microphonic, moisture -proof and absolutely guaranteed against wear Provision is made for the mounting of the grid condenser directly to the leak. This
is a very desirable feature.
Tested and approved by
RADIO AGE Institute.
Test No. 40. HEN -

Test No 45. BARRETT 8i PADEN VARIABLE
CONDENSER. Practically no other condenser on
the market gives the fine vernier tuning that it is
possible to obtain with this condenser. It has an
absolute straight -line wavelength curve, and this.
coupled with the micrometer adjusting feature, makes
it possible to separate wavelengths that could not be
separated with the ordinary type of condenser.
The losses in this condenser were practically not
measureable, being only equivalent to a series resistance of Two Hundred Ohms. The condenser was
submitted by the Barrett 8! Paden Co., of 1314
Seedwich St., Chicago, Ill. Arrived in excellent condition and passed the tests and requirements of
RADIO AGE Institute.

Institute.

NINGER AERO-

NENNIN4Er

COIL. Manufactured
by the Henninger Radio
Manufacturing Compa-

ny, 1772 Wilson Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. Theseaircore transformers were
tested in our laboratories and found to be very
efficient. No.22 D. C.C.
wire is used in winding
both the primary and
the secondary. This reduces the high frequency resistance to a minimum. Exactly the cor^ct air spacing between turns. Tested and approved
by RADIO AGE Institute.
EROCÓi1

IST rilaSsiC

Test No. 43 THE AMPL-TONE HEADSET.
Manufactured by the Union Fabric Company, of
Derby, Conn. This headset is of the conventional
type, with metal shells. A leather covered wire
head -band is used.
The instrument works well
throughout the entire audio frequency range and
responds with maximum efficiency in a neighborhood
of 2.400 cycles. Arrived in excellent condition and
satisfactorily passed the tests and requirements of
RADIO AGE Institute.

Test No. 46, ENSIGN VARIABLE CONDENSER. Submitted by the Carleton Sanders Mfg.
Co., Mishawaka, Ind. This condenser is a radical
departure from the ordinary type, of mtary plate
design, both the fixed and movable laces being
square, as the illustration shows. The movable
plates are meshed with the stationary by means of
a rack and pinion arrangement making use of the
entire 360 degrees of the dial. The minimum capacity of this condenser is 5.99 mmf and the maximum
capacity is 539.06 mmf. The dielectric absorption
losses at 1,000 cycles with the instrument set at
maximum capacity are equivalent to a series resistance of 50 ohms.
Arrived in excellent packing.
Tested and approved by RADIO AGE Institute.
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material appearing under the title "Pickups and Hookups by Our Readers" in RADIO AGE, is
THE
contributed by our readers. It is a department wherein our readers exchange views on various circuits and the construction and operation thereof. Many times our readers disagree on technical points,
and it should be understood that RADIO AGE is not responsible for the views presented herein by con
tributars, but publishes the letters and drawings merely as a means of permitting the fans to know what
the other fellow is doing and thinking.

the time this issue reaches you,

things will have happened,
BFseveral
and several more will be scheduled

to happen that will please all ct us
mightily.
For one thing, Spring will be with us.
After Spring, Summer will be but a shot
way off, and it might be wise for us to
prepare for it now.
When we think of Summer, we immediately dream of the many pleasant camp ing trips, fishing trips, auto tours, and
other diversions too numerous to men-

tion.
Radio has by this time become a very
necessary part of our lives, and steps
must be taken now to see that we are not
denied any of its advantages and privileges on any of the expeditions that I
mentioned before. Think how much
more wonderful will be the evenings spent
around the camp fires, listening to wonderful dance and concert music from
stations hundreds of miles away! Although the very thought of the camp fires,
without the radio receiving set is a most
pleasant one now, I am sure that if we
have not our "trusty radio" set with us
when the time arrives, that we shall be
very much disappointed.
For that reason I think it is about time
that most of us were beginning to either
rebuild the old set, and convert it into
a portable, or build the portable receiver.
If we start now, we can be sure of having
it functioning perfectly when the time
arrives for its use.
So "come on ", you Dial Twisters and
experimenters, and let the brother fans
have all the "dope" you have on these
portable outfits.
As you are no doubt aware, the ideal
receiver will be one that uses dry cells as a
source of filament current, operates on a
loop, and last but not least, is small
enough in size to be practical. These
specifications are not impossible, and I
am sure that by the time the next issue
of RADIO AGE is ready for the press,
we will have had a number of good circuits submitted to us.
Another thing that comes with Summer will be our old friend "static."
Now is the time to prepare for his advance and to take means to prevent him
from spoiling our reception. We do not
expect quite as much interference front
him this year as we had in previous years
as a large number of circuits have been
perfected that practically eliminate him
from our troubles. A few reports from the
fans who have been using these circuits
will be appreciated.
Well, fellows, that's about all for this
month, except to remark that we have
had some dandy DX lists submitted, and
I am sure you will have plenty of marks
to shoot at. And as the time is drawing
rapidly to a close when we can prowl
around for extremely long distance reception, let's go!
THE FICK -UPS EDITOR.

CONTRIBUTORS
E. H. JONES
Muncie, Ind.

CHAUNCEY DePEW
Alpena. Mich.

WM. VREELAND
Montclair, N. J.

DIAL TWISTERS
Name
Address
City
Gaspar A. CarvajaL
Havana, Cuba
J. A. Fortier
117 14th Ave., E..____._
Calgary, Alta., Can.
Harold Hack&____._
Milwaukee, Wis.
935 27th St..___.___.__.___._
Arthur Cantrell__._...._.
20 Orchard St
Auburn, N. Y.
H. A. Cassin___
Montreal, Que., Can.
2292 "B" St..__
Joseph A. Gillen.
Piqua, Ohio
Lyle Anderson
345 Haight St
San Francisco, Calif.
Neal F. Coleman
378 Union St
St. John, N. B., Can.
Allen J. Martzolf .................9 E. Drullard Ave
Lancaster, N. Y.
Chas. F. Maryott
43 No. Junction Ave
Corona, L. I.
W. A. Wallace
Simcoe, Ont., Can.
F. W. Clute
22 Hampden Pl.__
Utica, N. Y.
Josselyn Eddy
226 Temple St..__
Fredonia, N. Y.
Paul M. Hayes_
Pasadena, Calif.
918 Bell St_
W. M. Hammersly
Buffalo, N. Y.
344 Cornwall Ave
John Skewis
1731 Beaufairt, Ave
Detroit, Mich.
Elgin, Ill.
Marvin Joseph
472 No. Liberty St
Malcolm Sampson.._
Melrose, Mass.
70 Lynde St__.__
D. P. Finch____
58 Livingston St
New Haven, Conn.
Dick Silver
Stockport, Iowa
Robt. Jiricker.
4956 Margaretta Ave.._
St. Louis, Mo.
Daniel Smith
Southold, N. Y.
Roanoke, Va.
Hubert H. Moler
Earnest E. McLaughlin
National Home, Wisc.
3125 W. Augusta St
Chicago, Ill.
S. Kupperman
Smith Basin, N. Y.
Paul Tilford
77 Pastorious St
Germantown, Pa.
H. W. Klotz
708 E. 5th Ave
Mitchell, So. D.
Martin Wider._
Arvada, Wyo.
Byron Crawford.___._
Chicago, Ill.
6200 Dorchester Ave
George R. Milges_
34 Gill St
New Haven, Conn.
Otto Simon.._
100 Rand St
Ivan H. Ball.__._
Rochester, N. Y.
R. F. D. No. 1
Bentleyville, Pa.
Harry L. Dague
10818 Hull Ave
Cleveland, Ohio
Don McGregor._
8015 Euclid Ave
Cleveland, Ohio
Geo. H. Chrestian
1311 E. Condit St___
Decatur, Ill.
Fred Gretsch
Fall River, Mass.
J. Hinchliffe____:._____._________.610 Birch St
Binghamton, N. Y.
_469 Chenango St..
L. A. Lynch
Shreveport, La.
Willie Jones
_.______._1233 Reynold St
Gordon Sullivan__
_.__._1319 Third Ave.__ .......... _._ San Francisco, Calif.
Detroit, Mich.
F. G. Orton__.__....__._. __.__.15914 Lasher Rd...._....._
2001 Tremont Rd..
_Columbus, Ohio
L. Bennett Knouff..__
Atlanta, Ga.
T. E. Kingston.._._._ Gate City HoteL_.._
Parkman, Ohio Lee W. Burton
Milwaukee, Wis.
Fred Gruenee._...._._.___._.__.._672 Seventh St
-

Some time ago RADIO AGE discontinued its policy of printing lists of "Stations heard" by readers, due to lack of
space. However, a new system has been
devised whereby we shall be able to
revert to this popular policy, and as a
result the best DX records received

during March will be compiled and
printed in the May issue of RADIO
AGE.
This ought to serve as an incentive to
those fans who have been growing lax
with their DX stunts lately. (Turn the
page.)
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Novel Radio Frequency Receiver

Chauncy De Pew, of Alpena, Mich.,
has given us an interesting circuit, that
employs radio frequency amplification
in quite a novel manner. A variometer
and condenser are used to tune the circuit. His letter is as follows:
RADIO AGE,
Gentlemen:
For the past year I have been using
the circuit described herein, and hay(
had very good results with it. I have
never seen it in print, and for that
reason I do not think that there are
many of the fans who have ever heard
of it. It was originally given to me
by an "old time" radio man, and as
he still uses it I think it might be
worth while to pass it along to the
readers of the Dial Twisters' columns.
The apparatus needed for construction, can usually be found in any radio
experimenter's workshop. The set
is very easy to construct and once you
get "the hang" of operating it, you
will find that it is a regular DX
receiver. Many of the so- called DX
circuits can in no manner compare
with my little two -tube "nameless."
The variometer is of the series type,
and should be of the best kind obtainable. The radio frequency transformer
consists of two honey -comb coils, the
primary side being a coil having
fifty turns, and secondary having
but thirty-five turns. Across the
primary coil is a condenser having a
capacity of .0005 mfd. The coils
can be mounted on a double coil
mounting, so the coupling between
them can be varied until the best setting has been found.
There is not much more to be said
regarding this circuit, except that
I might tell you of some of the distant
stations that I receive with quite a
little bit of regularity. WOC, KDKA,
KFKX, KTHS, KYW, WGN, WBAP,
and WBS are stations that I can get
at will. On WOC, KDKA, or KFKX,
I can rest the headset on the table
and hear the stations plainly at a
distance of fifteen feet.
Yours very turly,
CHAUNCEY DE PEW
Alpena, Mich.
The same receiver as described by
Mr. De Pew should be quite selective,
and he seems to be a little bit proud
and a little bashful about disclosing his
DX list. Perhaps the circuit is as efficient
as he says. There is no doubt but what
the set can be constructed easily, and for
that reason we are going to pass it along
to some of our brothers who "crave" DX.
William Vreeland, of 67 Union street,
Montclair, N. J., wishes us to pass this
circuit along to the readers of the D. T.
columns. He has found this set very
effective, and would like to hear from any
of you who will experiment with it. His
letter is as follows:
RADIO AGE,
Gentlemen:
I am sending you a diagram of a small
receiver which I find to have good tone,
volume and DX qualities.
You will also find enclosed a list of
stations that I heard one evening from
9:00 p. ni. to 10:15 p. in. They are as
follows: WDAR, WIP, WTAS, KDKA,
WSAI, \VEBH, WREO, WPO, WGY,
WMH, WBZ, WJAR, WLS, WEBH,
WEAN,KFKX, WEAO, WSA D, WQA \I,
WRK, WOAW, KYW, KSD, KFKB,
and WOC.
Not so bad for an hour and a quarter
on a one tube set. I wish you would
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Chauncey De Pew's Radio Frequency Receiver, given to him by an "old timer," and
RADIO AGE passes it on to you.
publish this circuit for the benefit of the your technical articles and the D. T.
fans who want a sensitive yet low priced section.
set.
I have been afraid to send in a list of
William Vreeland.
stations heard, but I can't hold out on the
67 Union Street, Montclair, N. J.
fans any longer. I am using a single
tube set which I made myself. It is
Mr. Vreeland calls his circuit the simplicity itself, "radiofied.' I am en"Audiodyne." The tuning inductance closing a sketch of the circuit for the
is wound on a four inch tube, the pri- benefit of anyone who wants a receiver
mary consists of ten turns of No. 22 that always works and works well. AlD. C. C. wire and the secondary consists most all kinds of apparatus will do, as
of fifty turns of the same size wire. A long as they are electrically sound. Howvariable vernier condenser is placed ever, any fan should not hesitate to use
across the secondary. The grid conden- the best he can get. I have found that
ser should have a capacity of .00025 and this policy always pays, in quantity and
the grid leak will be about two megohms. quality of reception.
A variometer is placed in the plate cirI have built several sets for my friends,
cuit for regeneration.
using this circuit. One of them "copped"
Any of you fellows who want a good, a prize offered for the best list of stations
sensitive circuit and do not care to "sink" heard.
a lot of money in new apparatus are
The prize was a pair of well -known
advised to try the circuit contributed by "phones."
Bill.
If any of the fans who try this circuit
fail to make it work, I wish they would
about it. I would be glad to
Another one of our contributors this let me know
my letters relative to it. Howmonth is Ernest H. Jones of 315 Wheeling answer
I might add that I do not expect
Ave., Muncie, Ind. The outfit he de- ever,hear
from any one from this cause.
scribes is a simple one, and from all re- to
I would like to say that in more than
ports a good one.
Using this circuit he has heard the two years of experimenting with tuning
sets, I have never
following stations: \VOS, WBZ, WDAF, units and single -tube
better than this one.
WHB, WOAW, WAHG, WGY, WBAP, found one
Very truly yours,
WEAF, WMC, WCCO, WGR, KFDM,
ERNEST H. JONES.
KFNF, WOQ, WJY, KFNG, WSB,
315 Wheeling Ave., Muncie, Ind.
WJJZ, WNAC, KGO, WOR, WOC,
\VJAR, CNRO, \VJAD, WCAL, WLBL,
Well, fellows, that's his letter, and it
\V BF, \VAAW, WEEI, KFI, \VCK,
as though Ernest is mighty proud
WFAA, WIP, KSD, KFKX, CKAC, seems
his circuit. As he states, the circuit
KFKB, CFCA, WHAR, WHAA, \VCAY, of
is simplicity itself; anyone can see that
WCAP, WHO, and WNYC.
when he consults the wiring diagram.
Here is his letter:
The tuning coil is wound on a tube four
inches in diameter and consists of eighty
RADIO AGE.
turns of number twenty-two, D. C. C.
Gentlemen:
For a long time I have been reading wire, tapped at the 15th, 32nd, 45th, 60th,
your magazine, or, our magazine, since and 80th turns. The wiring diagram
it is for all radio fans. I enjoy reading is self- explanatory and for that reason

.
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we will not go into detail.

The by-pass
condenser across the "B" negative and
the phone connection of the variometer
should have a capacity of .0005. It
might or might not be necessary to use
this, and the experimenter is advised to
try the circuit both ways to determine
which is the more effective.
As Mr. Jones was kind enough to offer
his services to the fans, we wish one or two
of you would drop him a line and let
him know just what results you are having with his "pet circuit."
We received the following letter from
one of the RADIO AGE fans in Havana,

Cuba:
RADIO AGE,
Editor Pick -Ups and Hook -Ups Section,
Dear Sr:
i
I am a radio fan and also one great
reader of RADIO AGE because I think
it is the best radio magazine ever published.
Everything has a consequence, and
my consequence of being one of the
many readers of RADIO AGE is that
I find in its columns a great quantity
of hook -ups, all of them of the first rate.
I have proved some of them, always
with excellent results, and lastly I have
make the "Tuned Plate Regenerative"
which appears in the blueprint section
of January's issue, and, "by jingo,"
it gives excellent DX, so "I'm satisfied."
I have received a great quantity in
United States and also Mexico and
Porto Rico; some of them are: KFDM,
WGY, WMC, WL \V, \VOO, KDKA,
\VOR, \VQA1\1, \VEBH, \VEAF, and
some others. I live near Station PWX,
which comes in very loud in the phones,
and can operate a loud speaker with
medium volume, and excellent musical
tone.
I have an antenna of two wires, 80
feet long, and I use low-loss parts.
The only thing that I need now to be
happy is to be one "Dial Twister."
" \Vhat I'll do" in the mean time? , "Experiment" is the best policy.
Very truly yours,
GASPAR A. CARVAJAL.
Calle, Infanta & San Miguel, No. 18,
Havana, Cuba.
It is with a feeling of pride that we
publish the above letter, as it gives us

The circuit used by E. H. Jones and from which he has had some excellent results.
The coil is tapped at the 15th, 32nd, 45th, 60th and 80th turns.

great pleasure to know with what results
our efforts are being received by people
on the other end of the line. Letters
containing compliments are a source of
pleasure; not that those of a constructive,
critical nature, are not welcome. We
want to receive them at any cost, as
they enable us to give the fans just what
they want. But nevertheless, a compliment is a compliment, and although we
might blush, there are times when we

positive wire to the "A" negative wire
on the vacuum tube socket "T3." If
you will omit this connection, everything
will work out correctly. Those of you
who follow the wiring diagram, (Fig, 1),
will not experience any inconvenience,
as that drawing is correct. The mistake
was made only on the isometric drawing.

Arthur Cantrell, a new dial twister,
gives us the following list of stations
that he has listened to on his single tube
like to blush.
Gaspar wants to become a member "Baby Heterodyne." His letter and
of the Dial Twisters. He states that list of stations are as follows:
it is the only thing he "now needs to RADIO AGE,
be happy." Are we going to deny him Gentlemen:
Most emphatically,
this happiness?
I have a one tube "Baby Heterodyne"
NO. \Ve welcome him to the "frater- set made from RADIO AGE specificanity "with the proverbial open arms. tions. I think it is a great set, and I
Don't you think he deserves it, fellows? am having wonderful results with it.
He does? Let him enter.
Enclosed you will find a list of stations
that I have received. Do you think it
We want to correct a mistake that will admit me to the Dial Twisters? I
was made in the blueprint section in have been trying hard to obtain a button.
the February issue. The draftsman, in KDKA, \VGR, WSAI, WGY, WBZ,
making the drawing, connected the "A" \VAAM, WEAN, \VCBD, WTAM,
\VHAM, WEBH, WHN, WLS, KFKX,
\VGN, NI/LW, WTAS, WHAZ, WSB,
WDAF, WEEI, \VGAZ, WREO, WGBS,
CNRO, CFCA, WFBI, WFFA, CKAC,
WOC, WCAE, WEAO, WEAF, WJDD,
WEAP, WOR, WEAR and WSP.
Not so very many, but then I think it
is pretty good for a singie tube set.
Yours very truly,

ARTHUR CANTRELL,

Orchard St.,
Auburn, N. Y.
What say, fellows? Does his list merit
a D. T. button? We think it does, so
consider yourself admitted to the order,
Art.
20

In the Pick-Ups and Hook-Ups section of the March issue, in the wiring
diagram of the reflex circuit contributed
by Mr. Dolan, of Aurora, Ill., we have
shown the negative terminal of the "B"
battery connected to the negative and
positive terminal of the "A' battery.
This is a mistake. And we wish to
apologize for any trouble we might have
caused you.
The negative terminal of the "B"
Wiring Diagram for the receiving circuit described by William Vreeland. A four
to
inch tube is used to wind the tuning inductance. Mr. Vreeland has had very good suc- battery should have been connected
tha negative terminal only of the "A"
cess with this circuit, and for that reason we are passing it along.
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has not fallen on deaf 'ears. Take heed
of the following:
This incident was submitted by Alfred
La Cascio, Jr., of Brighton, Mass. It
seems that during the International
Test \Veek he was tuning for some of
the European stations for about an hour
and a half, one evening, and couldn't
get a peep out of his set. Then his sister
reminded him that it might be a good
thing if he would hook on his "B" battery. Must be pretty nice to have to
thank one for giving out such nice information. What say, boys; what say?
A

(teal Dial Twister

C. J. Ahern, Jr., of Dwight, Ill., says:
"I have been a reader of RADIO AGE
for about two years and during that time
I have been very much interested in the

Leslie Gould, pioneer radio enthusiast of Bridgeport Conn., has invented the "dialless" radio set after three years of experimental work. The new invention is self-tuning
and worked by an electric switch controlled by the hand. In place of the dials is a long
piece.of ground glass with the station letters marked on it. In the rear of the glass is a
six volt battery light, as shown in the illustration. When the light reaches the desired
station the music begins. This outfit is hooked up to work off a 110 volt alternating
electric light circuit. No antenna or ground wires are needed in Goulds machine.

battery. The positive connection of the
"A" battery goes directly to the tube
socket.

A number of our readers have asked
us to furnish them with circuit diagrams
of sets using honey-comb coils as a tuning medium, and one or two stages of

This
radio frequency amplification.
is not an unusual stunt, but rather one
that has never received much consideration from the average fan.
During the past month we have had
several letters from fans in the different
parts of the country who have used this
system with more or less success. Two
of them in particular gave us very good
circuits, but we are unable to use them
this month due to the lack of additional
space. However, as some of you might
like to write them on this subject, I am
taking the liberty of furnishing you their
names and addresses, which are, Felix
Frederiksen, Delmar, Iowa, and Joseph
A. Gillem, Piqua, Ohio.

From H. A. Cassin, of 2292 B. St.,
Hubert, Montreal, Ont., Canada, we
receive a request urging all Canadian
fans to send in their DX lists. Mr.
Cassin believes our Northern neighbors
can show the rest of us a thing or two
when it comes to pulling in the distant
broadcasts. Mr. Cassin also wants to
hear from some of the Old Reliable
Reinartz fans.
His list of stations
enclosed with his letter wins him a DT
button.

SUPER-HETERODYNE
Ultradyne- Haynes Griffin- Remler
Dealen: Send for Discounts

HUDSON -ROSS
123 W. Madison St. Çhicago

Some fans report trouble in neutralizing the reflexed neutrodyne published in
Other
the January RADIO AGE.
report noises while tuning. The majority
however, have reported excellent results
For the benefit of those who have had
trouble, a sure way to neutralize this
receiver is as follows:
Disconnect lead "G" from tube socket

"M -L"
Disconnect lead "G" from transformer
Connect a temporary Iead from "G"
on transformer "T" to "G" on tube
"3.14." This will make a regular four tube neutrodyne circuit and should be
very simple to neutralize. When the set
is balanced, replace the leads that you

'Dial Twisters,' although I have never
tried to become a member. This is my
first attempt.
"Using a neutrodyne, I have tuned
in the enclosed list of stations in a single
evening. I have heard stations in thirtyeight states, six in Provinces of Canada
and Mexico, two in Cuba, one in Porto
Rico, and during the International Tests,
PTT at Paris, France.
"I also have heard forty-two stations
before six p. m."
Sounds like a real DX "hound"
doesn't he, fellows? And the list of
stations he submitted caused us to raise
the eyebrows a little. He certainly
deserves reward for his perseverence,
so here goes a DT button.

Another Interesting Letter

\Ve also are in receipt of a good fetter
from F. Timoney, of 428 Arctic St.,
Bridgeport, Conn. In part he says: "I
read RADIO AGE every month and
obtain all data needed. With your
easily-read blueprints anybody with a
pair of hands and necessary tools could
construct anything from a crystal set
to a super -het.
"I noticed in your January number
that thè lists of stations a reader should
submit to become a dial twister should
be stations located at least 500 miles
away from the receiver. I am sending
in a list of stations 500 miles or more
from Bridgeport, Conn.
"I think the list should entitle me to a
fair chance at the Dial Twister button.
At present I am still using the "Old
Reliable" single circuit type of receiver,
although I have tried many other types
of hook -ups, but it seems to me that I
get the best results from the type I am
at present using."

disconnected and remove the temporary
lead. Your set will then be neutralized.
For those who have had trouble with
noises -look to your wiring and see
whether you have run your leads parallel.
If so, change them and also see that your
ht"
parts are mounted so they do not "fight"
or oppose one another. It has been
shown that if the parts are not spaced
properly and the wiring is not done
correctly, that the set will be noisy and Radio Age on the Air
Any of our readers who hear RADIO
the only remedy will be to move the
parts around until their correct location AGE programs broadcast from Chicago,
both technical and popular, are requested
has been found.
to write us and let us know whether you
like them. Our technical talks are
Reflex Fans, Take Notice!
broadcast every Wednesday night from
From Los Angeles, Calif., comes a WTAY, and our popular programs from
letter telling us all about a reflex set that WEBH or KY\V, on nights specified
is sweeping the \Vest Coast like wild- in another part of this month's RADIO
fire. This is a variation of the well known AGE.
"Harkness" circuit. Elmer Kenealy,
R. C. Remington, a RADIO AGE
who submitted the article, says that he
will answer all letters that the fans care fan from Mt. Morris, Ill., built the DX
to mail him, providing they enclose a regenerator described in this magazine
stamped, self- addressed envelope for some months back, and reports unusual
reply. We are very sorry, Elmer, that results. Using Paul Thorne's homewe cannot print your article this month, made loud speaker as described in the
but we will try to use it in the future. December RADIO AGE, Mr. RemingHis address, by the way, is 505 East ton listens to the Coast stations nightly
without interference, although he is
68th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
located half way between the strong
stations of Chicago and Davenport.
Here is a Hot One
Atta boy, Rem.
Our request for humorous incidents
(Turn to page 48)
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Write today for
this free booklet

111
Mr.

Whether you have a
one-tube set or most

advanced multi -tube

outfit, you'll find a fund
of interesting information in our booklet,
"How to fit a storage
battery to your set
and how to charge it."
This booklet gives
you the complete PrestO-Lite Radio Charttechnically accurate recommendations covering
both "A" and "B" storage batteries for every
type of set.
In addition, there is
much vitally important
data on battery care and

-

How to select batteries that run your
set for weeks without recharging
batteries by
guesswork and risk getting one that
requires charging every few days?
Buy wisely. Let the Prest-O -Lite
Radio Chart guarantee you batteries that fit your set-of ample
capacity to bring weeks of fine
WHY select storage

reception without too frequent

recharging.
The above section of the master
chart selects Prest -O -Lite "A" Batteries to fit all s-volt sets. It
recommends two sizes for each set,
depending upon the days of service
you wish between chargings (based
on the average use of your set of
three hours a day). The larger
capacity battery will be found more
desirable unless facilities for frequent and easy recharging are provided. Consult the complete chart

g1l

at your dealer's for data on "B"
Batteries and also "A" Batteries
for low voltage tubes.
In every detail of construction
special structure plates, highly porous separators and superior internal
design -these batteries are made
to get the best out of your set.
To supply the dependable, unvarying current essential to fine tuning,
efficient tube operation and clarity
of reception.
Prest -O -Lite Batteries offer you
truly remarkable savings. Though
standard in every respect they are
priced as low as $4.7y and up. They
last for years and are all easily rechargeable.
See them at your
dealer's or write for our booklet,
"How to fit a storage battery to
your set -and how to charge it."

-

upkeep-information
that any radio fan will
of real value in
at its
maximum efficiency.
Write us at Indianapolis,
Ind., for your copy right
find

keeping his set

now.

THE PREST -O -LITE CO., INc., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
San Francisco
New York
In Canada: Prest-O -Lite Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

_at
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From Baltimore, Md., comes a list
Hugh W. Patterson, of 516 South
2nd St., McAlister, Okla., tells us of the of stations received on a single circuit
good results he is having with his circuit. outfit, using a 199 tube as a detector.
He has received "plenty DX stations. J. C. Dunn, who submits the list, says
his set is very selective. Maybe he could
Stick to it Hugh; stick to it.
help out some of you fans who are not
having good results with the single cirReceived a letter the other day from cuit type of receiver. His address is
one
who
describes
English
amateur,
an
He has also
2518 Greenmount Ave.
of the favorite pastimes "over there." listened in on quite a few 6's; that is,
As they have not as many broadcasting amateur stations in the sixth district.
stations in England, Germany, France,
and Holland as we have over here, they
D. O. Easton, of Shreveport, La., is
have not the opportunity of tuning in having great success with the "tuned
we
as
evening
in
an
stations
many
as
plate' circuit, as described by our Mr.
have. For that reason, they have de- Rathbun. He attributes all his success
vised other means of demonstrating the to our careful description of the circuit.
selectivity of their circuits. One of the But then, we know that he must have
most popular methods, at present is to exercised quite a little care in construcsee how many stations they can log in a tion or his results would not have been
given length of time.
so good.
For example, a certain fan who lives
signals
in London, will tune in the time
Robert Zurlinden, of Canton, Ohio,
from 2L0, listen to them for fifteen tells us of the wonderful success he is
seconds, switch over to the French sta- having with his "Ultra Audion" circuit.
tion on the Eiffel tower, hold them for We would like to print his instructions
the allotted fifteen seconds, drop back for building it, but our space will not
to the station at Glasgow for fifteen permit. Maybe we will be able to use
seconds, and top it all off by bringing it at some future date.
in the powerful German station at Berlin.
As these four stations broadcast the time
signals simultaneously, it is possible for
him to do this stunt. But just the same,
COME ON, YOU DX
we are willing to bet it took quite a little
HOUNDS!
in
bit of patience to learn to tune them
and not miss a "dit."
Beginning in this issue, more
space will be devoted to the
Using a loop antenna, J. B. Thompson,
"Pickups and Hookups" section
1741 New England Ave., Los Angeles,
than ever before. We want to
Calif., is able to do some mighty fine
give readers of RADIO AGE a
DT
DX work. He certainly earned the
chance to compare notes and to
button we are going to give him.
"swap" stories of their DX-fishing
experiences during the past few
James Smith of 587 Sibley Street,
Hammond, lnd., is very anxious to
months.
correspond with radio fans, along the
So let's go, fans! Send in your
general lines. Some of you fellows are
station lists and other data now,
requested to drop him a line.
and we'll see who gets the title of
the Chief Dial Twister. Come one,
John R. Dell tells us about the good
results and useful information he gets
come all
down NOW and
out of the pages of RADIO AGE.
communications
to
address
your
We also received a very interesting
-THE PICKUPS EDITOR.
letter from Harry Dean, Auburn, Ind.,
who is loud in praise of the receiver
described by Mr. Pearne in the December issue of RADIO AGE. From his
reports nothing can be any better than
We have "Howdy" songs over the
radio. And now comes \Vilbur Reinthis hookup.
hard, with a "Howdy" to RADIO AGE,
Willie R. Jones, of 1233 Reynolds St., to thank us for the many good bits of
Shreveport, La., says he is making a information we furnished him during
three -tube neutrodyne from RADIO the past year. You're welcome, Wilbur;
AGE blueprints and expects wonderful come again.
things from it, as the parts he is using
Tom Winn, 4219 Marcys St., Omaha,
are the best obtainable. His present
set is one built according to RADIO AGE Nebr., sends a very good list of stations
information, and judging from the results received by himself in one week. He
he gets it would be hard to beat. Some shows that he tried hard to become a
of the stations he has logged are KFNF, DT, so we are going to welcome him
WDAF, WJJD, WOC, KFAF, WSB, into the "Institution.
WW J, KYW, WWAE, \VGN, WREO,
A. Lalonde, of Winnipeg, Man., CanKFKX, \VLW, \VJAX, WOAW, WIP,
and KDKA. The list is so long that it ada, must have a very good set, judging
from the list of stations he submits for
would be impossible to print all of it.
his DT button.
Richard Skidmore, of Upland, Calif.,
J. Homer McNeely, 3036 NIonzall
has a list of stations that would make Ave., Kansas City, Mo. Has a very
many a Western fan jealous. Practically efficient five -tube neutrodyne, on which
all of the East Coast stations have been he has heard stations from coast to coast,
heard by him.
ranging in power from ten watts to 1,000
watts.
Thomas J. Kindel, Carlsbad, N. Mex.,
Radio SARR, submits a nice list of staJerome Davis, Binghamton, N. Y.,
tions, from the land where the static compliments us on our "Pick -ups and
He has received P\VX a Hook -ups" section, and tells us of the
"grows."
number of times, and most of the Middle good results he is getting with a set built
from RADIO AGE blueprints. "Let
Western stations come very regular.

-sit

Our Hook - Ups be Your Guide," and
everything will come out all right. I-le
also submits a Iist of dandy DX work.

Paul Di Marzo, of Washington, D. C.,
submits a fine list of DX stations received, and wants to know if he is eligible
for a DT button. Well, Paul, judging
from the list you submit, the only thing
that will keep you out of the DT roster
is the loss of the emblem in the mail.
Willard Zahalka, Racine, Wis., must
be quite a hand for reaching out at the
distant stations. Over fifty stations
were received by him in a little less than
a week. He also is going to have a DT
button as a reward for his perseverance.
We received quite a little bit of useful
information from a fan in California,
but as he did not enclose all of the article
he had written, we could not use it this
month. He also failed to give his name
and address, so we were not able to get
in touch with him and request him to
forward the missing part of the article.
If he will supply us with the missing
parts, we will use them next month.

Real DX List
Stanley H. Cox of Fulton, Kans.,
submits a list of DX stations that puts
him in the DT column. It must be quite
nice to live in a location such as his. In
his letter he states that he brings in both
the East and West coast with ease. His
list of verified stations easily proves his
claim. So the little DT button certainly
does go out to him.
A

Another Fan From Little Falls, N. J.

We have another list of DX stations
received by a fan back in Little Falls,
N. J., who is knocking 'em dead with
his single circuit receiver. The list of
stations that he turns in would knock
your eyes out if we should print all of it.
However, we will mention a few of the
"choice" ones and leave it go at that.
WOS, KYW, WOAW, WLS, KFKX
CKY and a "raft" of others. Yes, he
gets his button.

The Wizard Circuit
J. N. Bacon, of Oshkosh, \Vis., comes
along with some praise for the "Wizard"
circuit as described in RADIO AGE a
few months back. He has built a number
of sets, but likes the "Wizard" the best
of any. Some of the stations he has
received are \VBAP, KFKB, WEAO,
KLZ, and last but not least, KFI. As
he did not spend a lot of money in
assembling this set, he is very much
surprised at the results he has had so
far. Just another case of "Let Our
Hook -Ups be Your Guide."
A 200 type of tube is used as a detector
by him, with 22 1 -2 volts on the plate.
His antenna is 100 feet long (continuous)
from the outer end down to the set. He
uses a 134 volt "C" battery, with a
.00025 by -pass condenser across the
secondary of the transformer. One stage
of audio frequency amplification is used
to permit of loud speaker reception.
Any of the fans who want information
on this circuit are asked to drop him a
line, with a stamped self addressed
envelope for reply.

That OId ReIiable Circuit
A letter from Lynn Sherk, of Peoria,
Ill., tells us of the success he is having
with his three -circuit outfit. This is the
type of circuit that is usually referred
(Turn to page 50)
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improvements
at ONE stroke

The

Self-Adjusting Rheostat
I. Eliminates hand rheostats

-

AMPERITE operates on the thermo-

thereby simplifying control electric principle. Contains a specially
treated filament hermetically sealed in a
and giving compactness.
2. Greatly simplifies set wiring. glass tube and surrounded by an inert gas.
filament has the unique property of
therefore making for greater This
automatically changing in resistance as
efficiency.
the 'A" battery voltage changes -so that
3. Prolongs life of tubes Irom 2 a practically constant current is mainto 3 times.
tained in the tube filament. Consequently
4. No moving parts-therefore the tubes are constantly operated at maxino grinding noises.
mum efficiency. No knob to turn.
to get out of order. AMPERITE
5. Permits use of any type of Nothing
conveniently inside the set.
tubes or any combination of mounts
Really takes the place of a good hand
tubes.
rheostat, a delicate meter and an expert
6. No filament meters necessary. operator. Thoroughly approved by every
7. Brings the most out of each prominent laboratory. Used as standard
such sets as Somerset,
individual tube- automatic- equipment in
Ultradyne, Marshall, Pfanstiehl, Kilally -no guessing.
b
and Clark, Ambassador, Cockaday,
8. Makes perfect tube operation Penn -C and numerous others. Perfect for
every circuit. Fully guaranteed
absolutely fool -proof.

PRICE $1.10 EVERYWHERE

Write for

FREE
Hook -Ups

RADIALL COMPANY
Dept. R. A. 4, 50 Franklin St., New York

PERITE
"mean; dit am eres"
`

REG.

V.S. PAT. OFF.

p
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to as the "Old Reliable." And judging
by the list he submits, it certainly is
worthy of the name. KDKA, WGY,
KGO, KFI and numerous others. Keep
it up, Lynn, keep it up. You're right;
no one need be ashamed of the list you
submit.
Increased Power
Before we go any farther, we would
like to ask the fans if they have noticed
anything here of late, regarding
manner in which KFI and KGO are
coming in these last few weeks. Letters
from a number of DT's in the eastern
part of the country telling us how strong
those stations are received by them,
certainly warrants comment in these
columns. In Chicago these two stations
come pounding through the locals with
such volume that it seems as though
they were being relayed through some
of the near -by stations. This is not the
case, however, as increased power does

the trick.

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

The new Tungar will keep your storage batteries
up -fully charged all the time. It charges radio
"A" batteries of 2, 4, or 6 volts. Radio "Bir batteries
of 24 to 96 volts. And auto batteries, too.
It makes no disturbing noise -is simple- charges
while you sleep. Just clip the Tungar to the
battery, plug it in on the house current and leave
it overnight to charge. A Tungar at home means
clearer tone -full volume -your set at its very
best all the time for all that's on the air.
The Tungar is a G -E product,
developed in the great Research Laboratories of General Electric.

The new Model Tungar

RV, It. ti.

charges Radio A and a batteries, and auto batteries.
Two ampere size (East of
the Rockies)
.
$18.00
The Tungar is also available
in five ampere size, design

BATTERY CHARGER
Tungar -a registered trademark -is found only
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate.

unchanged (East of the
Rockies)

.

60 cycles

$28.00

Merchandise Department
General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

-7l0 volts

GENERAL ELECTRIC
RADIO SETS

RADIO DEALERS WANTED

AND COMPLETE LINE OF PARTS
OF THE BETTER MIND

BIG DISCOUNTS ON

`.'STANDARD PRODUCTS

seE

W.32 -40C.S. BRAUN
CO.
Clinton
Chicago
St.,

ASK DEPT.

1.013

SV Cos IA SALA

FOR DEALERS CATALOG

"Mailing Lists"

US BEFORE YOU

BUY

C.ENIEHOFF FICO.

$

Guaranteed

99%
Radio Fans- 6uppbes -Mores and any and
every nature of mailing list compiled to your
special needs from the most reliable and authentic information at a standard charge of
$5.00 per Thousand names. Catalogue and
information without charge on any list.
Address dept. Radio Age.

tf Gto

5l5 Pitaut I

..,

74

00 will buy clarity and volume found
only in udi frequency transformers at double the price.

Sold on money back

The Melmg Lot Publicity Co, P.O. Bor 43, Baltimore, Md.

:

guarantee. you are invited to
compare the Flint A. F.T. with
any transformer made
If your dealer cannot supply.
order direct.
FLINT RADIO CO. _.
1854 W ilson Ave., Ch icago,111.

..
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Chas. Lawson of Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada, sends us a letter telling us.of
the fine reception he is getting. He
wants to become a DT and on the
strength of his list we are going to admit
him to the organization.
A very peculiar thing happened to
hint while he was repainng a set for a
friend. Everything in the set he was
repairing, seemed to be right, no short
circuits, tubes burning, etc. After experimenting for some time he arrived
at the conclusion that the tubes were
at fault. Substituting new ones, the
set functioned perfectly. Now, the most
surprising thing about this is that although the tubes would not work in one
set, they worked perfectly in another.
He is at a loss to account for this, and
suggests that perhaps the tickler coil
was at fault. He wants to know if any
of the other fans have experienced
trouble along this line. Well, Charles,
tubes are funny things and perhaps the
tickler was at fault, to some extent. But
did you notice if the plate connection
from prong on tube, to spring on socket
was at fault? The fact that no connection is made at this point on the detector
tube, will not permit the set to function.
Nice DX
Turner H. McBaine, of Columbia,
Mo., reports that he has heard, among
other stations, a station in Mexico, whose
call letters he did not get plainly, but
heard the announcer say "The department of education, Mexico City, Mo."
He would like to know, if possible, what
the call letters of this station were. On
December 17th he also received WKAQ
at San Juan, Porto Rico.
Mighty fine DX, Turner. The station
ou heard was probably CYL as they
ire "on the air" quite a little bit. I'll
bet you had quite a little thrill when the
announcer said WKAQ. Did you?
A

Stranger Within Our Gates

We are in receipt of a communication
from Clifton M. Beaty, of Chino, Calif.,
who after a five year absence from the
United States, returns and is quite a

little surprised at the progress radio has
made in his absence. He purchased a
super- heterodyne and is enjoying concerts from all the high power stations
in the country. It really must be amazing to a person who has not been associated with radio for the past four years
to listen in on some of the good things
that have become a part of our every
day life.
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Now that you get "distance," how about "quality ?"
The Daven Super Amplifier is a completely assembled
Resistance Coupled Unit ready to attach to your favorite tuner. It simplifies the construction of your
receiver and reproduces broadcasted concerts with a
faithfulness not obtainable with any other method
of amplification.

51

Obtain from your
Dealer the RESISTOR MANUAL" our
complete handbook on
Resistance
Coupled
Amplification.
Price
25c. Post Paid 35c.

DAVEN RADIO CORPORATION
"Resistor Specialists"
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For
Distance,
Selectivity and
Tone Quality
Convince yourself by seeing and
hearing the Howard demonstrated.
Any Howard dealer will be pleased
to give you a demonstration.

Howard Manufacturing Company
451 -469

East Ohio St.

Chicago
,.
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At Last! The Perfect

Free Subscriptions
to Radio Age for
Your Time
!

RADIO AGE, Inc., will give a year's free subscription to this magazine to any reader who will
obtain for us a news-dealer who will handle our
magazine in a town or city where we are not already represented.
If you are now a subscriber to RADIO AGE,
we suggest that you refer this notice to one of your
friends who will doubtless be pleased to take advantage of this opportunity. Or you may extend
your own subscription for one year without cost.

-

This offer is to remain in effect until further
notice.
M--s.O1111- aa--a

-

n

t

of the entire committee.

M.

Free Subscription Blank

Lacks One Thing!
THE committee explains further that

RADIO AGE, Inc.,
500 N. Dearborn Street,
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen: In order to get a free subscription to RADIO AGE, -The Magazine with Blueprints," for one year, herewith send you the name of a dealer who will sell RADIO AGE in the
city mentioned. It is understood that if you already have a dealer in this city that the offer of
1

free subscription does not hold good.

a

Dealer's

,...me

Street Number

City

State

My name
Street Number

City
4

State

-25

RADIO
.4TG
HOOK UPS FREE
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Our great
e. n complete
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Wholesale radio only.

first and still in the lead.
Write for discounts.

One of the

customen tstah to our wonderfuvaruad

reliability. Complete instructions with
I

HUDSON -ROSS

newprchdrtheof enanise,.

efnadi
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for making most
popular sets
SEND
CK for your copy. (Please
name of
ed who is interested

Dent. 122

THE BARAWIK CO.
32.40 So. Clinton Street

123 W. Madison St Chicago

Chicago

SEND NO MONEY!
Printed FreeonThankYou Cards

Hear what YOU Ilke. Statlons gladPat on numbers

1IuflkYou

.-fee
.....

;"'

12,000
48,000
50,000
100,000
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MONEY REFUNDED
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CRESCENT LAVITE RESISTANCES
Absolutely non- inductiva

LIST
81.50
E ACH

Ohms

Nol Delighted

Quality arda. Rieb erda printing.

FREE LOG

W

h

1st order. Show. call. city. wave
dial settings. etc. Station lint by

map. Rippled
le bhen nonpet carda
NOW!
when
RADIO PRINTERS 2024 Main St., Mendota, III.
e

Special re- utaaces to order. $3.50. When better rts.utancee
are made they bear the Crescent label
9

CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Jamaica, N. Y.

Liberty Street
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Announcer!
(Continued from page 29)
contains some unexpected features. Rate
of delivery is most important, stress
variations are second, distinctness is
third, average pitch is fourth, pitch
variations are fifth, changes in rate pace
are sixth, and degree of formality is
least important of all.
It would seem from the comments
made by various members of the cornmittee that perfect co-ordination between mind and vocal muscles is greatly
to be desired in any radio announcer,
and absolutely essential to the Ideal
Impresario of the Air.
"Vowel elongation is very bad" is one
terse comment. Provincialisms are not
objectionable in certain cases, but the
majority seem to feel that provincialisms
from only one part of the country
the South-are desirable.
"Foreign
dialects are entirely out of place" is
another brief statement. "Nasal tone
quality and harsh tone quality are
unsuitable because the effect is unpleasantly amplified in the majority of
loud speakers" would indicate that the
loudspeaker has supplanted the earphone in the American home and is a
considerable factor in any judgment on
radio announcing technique. "Neurotic
mannerisms and lapses are particularly
distressing" is the unanimous opinion

by RADIO AGE

this Ideal Radio Announcer lacks one
most vital factor, which they are unable
to give him; namely, Personality. The
committee presents the Ideal Radio
Announcer to the entire announcing
profession as a technically correct and
perfect being; but to the individual
announcers it must remain to imbue
him with the spark of Personality.
It is the earnest hope of the cornmittee that radio announcers throughout
the country will be able to utilize findings
to advantage, eliminating those technical
faults which are at present detracting
from their "Radio Personalities."
As yet the Radio Voice Technique
Committee has dealt with the art of
radio announcing only in the abstract.
It has been essential to determine what
characteristics constitute perfection in
the art before any judgment can be made
as to which of the more than fifteen
hundred "radio voices" in the country
most nearly approach that perfection.
The committee intends to crystallize
their opinions in more concrete form by
voting on the best of present -day announcers in the future. Whether or
not it will be possible to make such a
decision in more than a local sense
remains to be determined by the committee.
DO YOU CRAVE JAZZ?
Then you will get plenty of it and then
some if you listen in on RADIO AGE'S
Jazz Carnival from KYW's Congress
Hotel Studio, Saturday, April 4, beginning at midnight.
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Two Towers
As the Eiffel Tower stands as a monument to skilled
engineering construction so TOWERS Scientific phones
stand as a monument to supreme radio achievement.
5 Each phone is carefully tested and approved before it
leaves the factory by a Government Licensed Radio
Operator thus guaranteeing perfection in tone quality
with a positive uniformity of volume.
Lightest of all in weight (only 8'. o:.) they do not catch
in the hair and are unusually easy to adjust conforming
gracefully to the head.
If your dealer caviot supply you, order direct,
WE illII ship immediately Parcel Post C.O.D.
.

MILLIONS are enjoying music
and entertainment reproduced in
clear, mellow tones, characteristic

THE TOWER MFG. CORPORATION
98 BROOKLINE AVE.

of TOWER'S Scientifics.

Dept. T.

BOSTON. MASS.

T4tri,

-"

..- Yì_ß

-

One 0.1-i174 Seven wonderi of the world,
The Eiffel Tower built in 1887 -89 on thé
Champ-de-Mars contains 3 stories. Reached
by a series of elevators, the platform at the
top being 985 feet above the ground. In
thé top story is located the powerful Broad.
casting Station F L

The World's Greatest Headset Value

ORIOLE

'C RADIO

RECEIVERS

An Investment in True Entertainment
Very High -Grade

Instruments

"MORGAN'S MONEY

COULD NOT BUY MY SET"
shouted Buster Nelson, a 16 ear old
boy of 1749 Amsterdam Ave nue, New
York, N. Y. after he had heard KGO
-KHJ and KOA among other DX
stations.
His enthusiam was prompted by the result of
his reception after replacing a vario-coupler, vario.
meter and honey-comb coils with a

KENNEDY TUNER

Incomparable in Tone, Volume, Ease of Tuning
Dealers

and Jobbers
Write for Exclusive

Appointments

Manufactured by
W-K ELECTRIC CO.

KENOSHA, WIS.

Model -5, -4 Tubes
Model -6, -4 Tubes

Model-7,--5 Tubes

Do you or is there someone in your home stays
up half the night to get distance?
RESULTS GUARANTEED
with
KENNEDY aTUNER

$5.00
If you are not satisfied with results after 30
days your money will be cheerfully refunded.
Following reception certified by Radio Broadcast:
21.0 London, England SWA Cardiff. Wales
5NO Newcastle
PTT Lyons, France
Kennedy Tuner users are satisfied. Send $5.00
and go to bed early.
1360

T. J. KENNEDY, (Radio Globe Trotter)
New York, N. Y.
University Avenue

T. J. Kennedy (Radio Globe
1360

University Avenue,

Trotter)

New York. N. Y.
Enclosed find $5.00 (M. O. or Check). Send
me your Tuner and Globe Trotter Diagram. If
I am not satisfied after 30 days trial, you agree
to refund my money.
Name.__..._......_.

City. --

- -..-

State.-_

A Four-Tube Regenerative Receiver that Goes Lightly on the Squeals! You may think it can't be done, but
Arthur B. McCullah has devised a new hookup of the regenerative type that shows some consideration for your
stands April 15.
neighbors. He has written it for RADIO AGE readers and it will appear in our May issue

-on

si
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How to Regulate Your

Filament Energy
(Continued from page 17)

DID you ever look the tube question square in the face? Ever
stop to realize that the vacuum tube
will make or break your receiving set
as far as good results are concerned?

Give your set a fair chance to bring
in the distant programs. Resolve now
that a good set deserves good tubes
and decide on MAGNATRONS. The
results will pleasantly surprise you.

MAGNATRONS know no superiors.
And yet the MAGNATRON DC201A, the MAGNATRON DC -199
and the MAGNATRON DC -199 with
the large base sell for only $3 each, at
your dealer's.
CONNEWAY ELECT. LABS.,

MFGS_

New York City

M CN ..
%_'

ï_

,
.

.9.

OHS

The Radio Age Annual for 1924!
ONLY A FEW LEFT AT 50c EACH

If you have not bought your copy of the famous
RADIO AGE ANNUAL for 1924, you may get one
at a special price of 50 cents by filling in the coupon
below and sending it with stamps, money order or
draft, at once. The supply is nearly exhausted, and
no more will be printed, so ACT NOW!
1924 ANNUAL COUPON
Radio Age, Inc.,
500 N. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Please find enclosed 50 cents, for which you may send me a
copy of the RADIO AGE ANNUAL for 1924, in accordance with your special
price offer for April.
Name.
Address.
State..._
City.__
4-25
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should include some means of knowing
the condition of the several batteries
supplying the energy to the set. Nothing
is so exasperating as to "shoot trouble"
on a set and find later that the batteries
are low; it is like looking for engine trouble
and finding the gas tank empty. Consequently, the logical thing to do is to have
an indicator of the battery condition on
the panel. Since there are two or three
sets of batteries in use, a multiple reading
voltmeter with scales for the "A" battery,
detector "B" and amplifier "B" batteries
is desirable. Such an instrument with a
self- contained switch is shown. Much
trouble due to lack of knowledge of the
condition of the batteries may be avoided
if a voltmeter of this type is mounted
directly on the panel of the set! Being
convenient, it becomes second nature to
check the batteries each time the set is
used and if low, they can be replaced or
recharged before failing entirely.

Watch the Oscillator
ONE source of considerable trouble in
many super -heterodynes is the absolute blanketing of some of the weak
incoming signals by a too powerful oscillator. In general, oscillators are run at
far too high a plate voltage and the coupling between them and the tuned input
circuit to the first detector is too great.
Many good super -heterodynes have been
built with no other arrangement for the
pickup of oscillating energy than the
wiring of the set itself. In the helix
of the oscillator there is a current thousands and perhaps millions of times
stronger than that in the input circuit,
due to the incoming signal, and we only
need to pick up a very little bit of the
energy of the oscillator to give us proper
heterodyne action for passing an intermediate frequency on to the amplifier.
Many prominent experimenters and
builders of de luxe super -heterodynes
have recognized this fact, and are equipping such sets with a current squared
galvanometer in the oscillating circuit,
which shows the relative amount of
energy with different values of battery,
etc.
According to theory, every signal will
be found to have a best value of oscillator
energy with which it will give the best
response, and by using an instrument
to actually read the energy in the oscillating circuit, this energy can be varied with
perfect control and results can be duplicated because the instrument is available
to read this energy. As to methods of
control of the oscillator energy, a separate
filament rheostat on the oscillator tube,
or varying the "B" battery voltage, or
both should give satisfactory control.
Thus the complicated set becomes
responsive to control, energy is conserved,
replacements made when necessary and
operation becomes far more exact and
reliable.
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Mr. Manufacturer
Would you write 100 letters
to 100 people
to reach just two men?
Then, before you invest your advertising dollars -THINK!

This Association
is comprised of
the leading Radio Magazines.

An analysis shows that publications of general circulation,
newspapers and magazines, devote less than 2% of their
reading columns to Ridio- proving that in the opinion of
their own Editors less than 2% of their readers are interested in Radio. In fact, many general publications carry no
Radio editorial matter. Therefore -98% of your investment
is lost!
On the contrary, the Radio magazine offers 100% Radio
editorial -- attracts 100% potential buyers.

Spend your advertising appropriation in Radio Magazines.
Be sure of the greatest possible return on your advertising
dollar.

Radio Magazine Publishers Association, Inc.
RADIO AGE is a member of the Radio Magazine Publishers Association, Inc.
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Giving the Farmers a
Square Deal

You will never know the thrills
of radio until you own a
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The Greatest Value ever
Offered in a Radio Receiving Set

5 tube tuned radio frequency
embodying the 5 big features
demanded in a perfect receiver.

At all
dealers

9 Built of only the finest low loss material in a beautiful mahogany cabinet (or soft -toned leatherite);
It brings in far distant stations,
9 Night after night at the same points on the dials,
g With real loudspeaker volume,
Ç And full throated, true to life tone.
Be sure the serial number is riveted on the
sub- panel. It is your protection and guarantee.

has, freshman

"RFD" Programs Started

"rITH

the idea of drawing the agricultural men of the nation into a
closer union for the benefit of the country, WLS recently organized a national
farm radio club called the Radio Farmer's
Democracy-"RFD." What the men
to whom it is directed think of the
"RFD" is told in a letter from Lawrence
G. Kiesling, who has a farm near Mason
City, Illinois: "\Ve surely enjoy your
RFD program over our radio. I am at
the radio every noon hour and I would
rather miss my dinner than miss your
noon -day programs. I like to eat pretty
rr

Co.lnc.

R iiO `i. QC -the -s Q11Ó P,ar s
FRESHMAN BUILDING
240-248 WEST 40TH ST-NEW YORK,N,

HUDSON-ROSS
Sells only Guaranteed
Radio Apparatus.
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This Wonderful

Radio Book

Send for discounts.
W. Madison St, Chicago

gig MoneySevln g Radio Cate log

/`.

IF

readers wish to show their
approval of the stand taken
by RADIO AGE against the
Radio Corporation of America, they
can do it in the most practical way
by sending $2.50 for a year's subscription to our magazine, or if they
are already subscribers, urge a friend
to subscribe. We believe the fans
are with us. Address RADIO AGE,
Inc.,500N.Dearbom St.,Chicago, Ill.
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( Continued from page 30)
From Dubuque County, Iowa, comes
a comment from H. F. Hefferman. It
shows the value of the radio in building
up a co- operative community spirit which
is doing much to put agriculture on a
profitable business basis in America.
"We have a radio in a small country
store and post office here, ". he says.
"And it has come to my notice that
farmers are taking advantage of the
service that we post in a great many
ways. There is hardly a day that we do
not get phone calls from the country on
the hog and cattle markets. Farmers
like the leftover each day as it gives them
a good chance to figure the next day's
market."
In addition to the influence of WLS
on the strings of the farmer's money bags,
this radio service is also putting money
indirectly in the producer's pockets by
giving talks on various phases and imDan
proved methods of agriculture.
Meade, near Harvard, Illinois, listened
in on a talk on hays last spring, and as a
result he planted soy beans along with
his red clover and alfalfa.
Later he
found that when he put the soy bean hay,
loaded with rich soy beans, into his dairy
ration, the cows responded with increased
milk production. Mr. Meade wrote in to
\v L S, asking that the food value of soy
bean hay as compared with the two other
hays be broadcast over the radio. In a
few days he listened in to a scientific
statement on the feed value of soy bean
hay. Thousands of farmers over America
listened in at the same time with Mr.
Meade, and they too, acquired a new
dea or a new standard for a more scientific system of agriculture.

li

well, too!"
Since farmers must eat, and farm wives
must cook, as well as direct certain other

important activities about the farm business, WLS has instituted the Homemaker's Hour. From 3:45 to 4:45, five
days a week from Monday to Friday,
millions of farm women over the country
listen in on talks by recognized home
economics specialists, poultry experts,
designers, club women and other specialists in all kinds of women's activities.
Other programs of WLS reflect the
play side of life.
Everybody everywhere looks to the
Saturday night barn dances held in
thousands of communities regularly,
with the orchestra broadcasting from
WLS in Chicago.
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Have You Met the Latest
Radio Age Stars?
( Continued from page 33)

He will share honors with Eddie Borroff
in announcing RADIO AGE programs
from the Congress Hotel Studio of KYW
the first Saturday in every month, beginning at midnight. "Sen" also has a few
entertaining tricks which he performs
before the "Mike."
It will interest many followers of
RADIO AGE programs to know that

Banks Kennedy, organist and concert
pianist at Balaban & Katz' Tivoli
Theater, Chicago, is now a regular member of this magazine's studio staff.
He appears at WEBH every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday evening after
11 o'clock, and at KY\V once a month,
exclusively under the auspices of RADIO
AGE. Banks has several new numbers
that will amuse you. Listen in and write
him or RADIO AGE on how you like his
original compositions.
Banks, you will remember, originated
the famous "Arrange It" song.

Lee Sims Joins KYW Staff
THE KYW staff, at Chicago, has
another member in its fold. Lee Sims,
the jolly tickler of the keys, formerly
musical director of WTAS, is now the
presiding factor at the piano at all KYW
programs .in Hearst Square studio. He
made his debut with that station on
Tuesday, February 10, amidst an avalanche of greetings, verbal, telephonic and
telegraphic.
Since his advent into the radio world,
in February, 1924, when C. E. Erbstein,
owner of station WTAS, signed up Lee
as his musical director, his medley and
jazz renditions have placed Lee in the
fore among radio pianists, and he has
often been ascribed as the "King of them
all." As a symbol of his popularity, his
first appearance on a ICY \V program was
the signal for a rush of telegrams from
far and near; telegrams sent in by regular
followers of KYW, welcoming Lee Sims
into the big family and asking him to
dish out some of his novel pianologues.
The radio artist does not hear applause,
but a greeting of this kind is always a
thriller and is the only token to indicate
an enthused world of listeners -in.
RADIO AGE'S program over KYW,
on February 7, which was broadcast
from the "Little Red Studio" atop the
Congress Hotel, included Lee Sims in its
repertoire. Seated at the piano he very
forcefully made the "piano like it." He
will he heard again on RADIO AGE'S
monthly donations to ether entertainment. This will give the radio night prowlers, whose tentacles reach to KYW,
an opportunity to listen in on medleys
unheard before.
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and now the TORO -TRAN!
CARDWELL, whose pioneer "low- loss" condenser established new
standards of radio efficiency, is now introducing the Toro-Tran*- the
ideal balanced coupling inductance for all radio frequency work.

,sii

it

Reg stry apD eel

The Toro-Tran eliminates signal energy
picked up by ordinary coils from nearby
stations. It eliminates magnetic feedback in multi -stage radio frequency circuits, thus removing the most active
factor in causing howling and distortion
and thereby increasing selectivity and
distance. It rejects almost entirely the
interference effects caused by electrical

power machinery, elevators, door bells,
arc stations, etc.
The Toro -Tran winding confines the
field to the inside of the coil, a small
area, and thus avoids one of the greatest
causes of loss known to radio receivers

-

thatofstraymagneticfieldswhichresultin
the absorption of signal energy and reduce
the efficiencyofthcreceivertremendously.

Note these unusual advantages in assembly and operation
1. Compactness. The coils do
not require spacing or angular
mounting. They occupy less
space than your condensers.
2. Permit exact nullification
for tube and stray capacity
without guess work or tedious
testing.
3. Closed magnetic field eliminates magnetic feed -back in
tuned radio frequency am-

plifiers.

4. Low distributed capacity
due to air spacing of each wind-

ing and to low voltage-drop
per turn of small diameter wire.
5. Maximum coupling and
high ratio of voltage increase
due to concentrated field with
zero leakage.
6. Absence of all supporting
insulation in the field of the
coil. This is one of the great-

The Toro -Tran has a lower "circuit resistance" (i. e. effective resistance as assembled in a set and not as isolated in
the laboratory for theoretical measurements) than any inter -stage tuned transformer made and has a correspondingly
higher amplification factor, its ratio exceeding ten.
To appreciate the many remarkable
advantages of the Toro -Tran write for
our two free booklets: "The Torodyne
Circuit" and "The Most Interesting
Radio Frequency Transformer Ever In-

est loss factors in the ordinary
circuit and is not remedied by
"skeleton" or so- called "low loss" windings.
7. Ease of neutralizing oscillation due to tube capacity by
means of rotating control
which anyone can "balance."
8. Low capacity between primary and secondary, affording
maximum transfer of energy
to succeeding grid -circuit.

Trans. You will be astonished with the
results. Most .00035 mfd. variable condensers will tune them, but by using Cardwell Condensers you get maximum
efficiency.

Order from your dealer or direct
CARDWELL TORO ..TRAN WITH
BALANCING POTENTIODON _$ 4.00
4.75
Cardwell .00035 Condenser for tuning
Cardwell .00035 Vernier Condenser
6.25
Cardwel1.00035 Dual Condenser (twoin -one)
8.00
Cardwell .00035 Triple Condenser (three 12.00
in- one)..,
Cardwell Audio-Trans (compound audio
10.00
transformers)

vented."

Toro -Trans are ready to mount in
any tuned radio frequency circuit. Replace your ordinary coils with Toro-

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

How Much Is Your Spare Time Worth?
You can add considerably to your income by profitably
applying yourself during your spare time. Hundreds
of boys and young men are laying the foundations of
independent incomes in this way. If you are interested, write to the Circulation Manager, Radio Age, Inc.,
500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, and information will
be sent you at once.

RADIO AGE'S SCHEDULE
ON THE AIR
WEBH (370) 11 to 12 p. m., Tuesday,
March 24- Popular and semi -classical
program.
KYW (535) 11:45 p. m. to 1 a. m.
Saturday, April
"Congress Hotel
Jazz Carnival."
WTAY (283) Every Wednesday, 9:45
p. m.- Technical talk by RADIO AGE
staff member.

4-
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The Famous Truly Portable

TELMACO

P-1 Receiver

Four Tubes Do the Work of 7

'

-

Coast -to -coast reception. Aerial, loud speaker, and
batteries self -contained. Carry from room to room
take it anywhere. Size P's 10.a.1.6'. Total weight only
261bs. Complete with tubes and batteries, 8125.00
l43 50. Receiver only .
.
.
.

P -i

Proven Radio Axioms
for the Fan

Kit Saves You Money t

In resporae to a popular demand we now offer the
Telmaco P1 Receiver in kit form. This contains all
parts, as built by as. including case, drilled and en-

36. Sunlight cuts down the reception
distance by at least one-half and sometimes more.
37. Apparatus with large diameter coils
is generally better than that with coils
of smaller diameter but of the same
inductive value. This applies to audio
frequency inductances and transformers
as well as to radio frequency types.
38. Thick insulation on coiled wire
gives less loss through distributed capacity than thin insulation. Enameled
wire is not the best for radio frequency
currents for this reason.
39. Giving the proper negative biasing
voltage to a tube increases its sensitivity
and gives better tone value.
40. The proper bias on the tubes of a
reflex circuit will stop annoying audio
frequency oscillations in the tubes.
41. Regeneration can be controlled
either by the rheostat or by varying the
magnetic feedback between the tickler
and secondary coil. By using both
methods at one time, one acts as a vernier
to the other and better results are had.
42. All detector tubes have a sharply
critical rheostat position where maximum
reception is had. This point varies with
the plate voltage.
43. The greater the plate voltage on
the detector, the greater the current that
can be fed to the filament without "spilling," and the louder will be the signals.
44. Increased volume due to increased
plate voltage is not due directly to the
voltage but to the fact that greater
filament emission can be maintained
without "spilling" of the tube.
45. Increasing the plate voltage makes
the tube and reostat adjustment more
critical and hence adds some to the
selectivity.
46. When the plate voltage is increased
the bias should also be increased in order
to reduce the demand for current on the
"B" batteries.
47. With plate voltage above 67.5
volts, most circuits become noisy with
the tubes now in use.
48. With a plate voltage of from 67.5
to 90 volts, the volume of a detector is
increased on' local stations, but is not
much greater than with 22.5 volts on
stations more than 50 miles distant.
49. A soft detector tube cannot be
used with voltages greater than 24 volts.
50. The use of a detector-tube in place
of a crystal in a reflex circuit is a good
investment. The crystal cannot amplify
but the tube will increase the signal
strength.
51. Two amplifier tubes reflexed with

a three element detector tube will usually
give better distance than three amplifier
tubes reflexed with a crystal detector.
52. For minimum battery consumption
with a given amplification, two tube
reflex with a regenerative detector tube
in place of a crystal detector is the most
effective.
53. The value of the by -pass condensers in a reflex circuit depends upon the
make of audio transformers used. The
impedance of some transformers is so
low and the distributed capacity of the
windings is so great that by -pass condensers (fixed) are sometimes best eliminated.
54. Reflex circuits with tuned radio
frequency transformers are far the best.
55. Dry cell tubes are not such good
amplifiers as power tubes designed for
storage cells, and their effectiveness varies
roughly as the filament voltage. A 3.0
volt tube is better than a 1.5 volt tube,
and a 5.0 volt tube is better than either
of them. Maximum with 8.0 volt (202).
56. Biasing is most effective above 45
volts plate current.
57. Most detector tubes are sensitive
to the resistance of the grid leak; hence
this should be variable.
58. Grid leaks should be adjusted on
distant stations or weak signals for DX
work, and require higher resistance than
local.
59. For local reception, grid leaks are
adjusted for maximum volume and
freedom from noise.
60. Unbalanced circuits of the Ultraaudion type give the best results with
variable grid condensers.
61. Aperiodic type couplers and transformers give the greatest selectivity with
a minimum number of tuning controls.
62. A crystal detector circuit is less
selective than a tube circuit of same type
and with the same tuning units.
63. Detector crystals may be divided
into two classes: (1) Those crystals
which are sensitive on weak signals and
distance, and (2) Those which give the
greatest volume on strong local stations.
The former are to be used with simple
crystal sets, while the latter are best for
reflex detectors.
64. Galena is probably about the best
crystal for crystal detector sets, but
silicon, perikon, and the numerous trademarked synthetic crystals are best for
reflex detectors.
65. Resistance has nothing to do
directly with the sensitivity of phones.
A headset may have a high resistance
and yet not be sensitive.
-

raved panel. and illustrated instructions. $80.00
Complete kit
Ank your dealer or write us. Descriptive folder free.

May is the month that you start building that portable set for
your summer trips. In this issue RADIO AGE begins the publication of a series of portable receiver articles, and in the next issue
sa So. Wells St. Dept. c,Cibleas eft.
this subject will be continued on a larger scale than ever. The
radio fan should by all means get this "Portable" issue of
(outdoor
1913
Established
Quality 'Radio Exclusively KV
RADIO AGE, "The Magazine with Blueprints."
'Radio 'Dirision :

Telephone MaintenanceCo.
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Letters of a Radio Fan
to His Son

II

(Continued from page 20)
inductances and condensers are concerned, 1923 is the early stone age of
radio, and that's pretty rocky.
Now, there are a few general principles
about inductances which the old man
can hand on to you as the result of conversations with such scientifically minded
inventors as Cart Pfanstiehl, etc.
He once showed me the several ways
coils are wound and the consequences

.
I

I

This alignment lo the causa
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Penciled re c or de easily
creced from silvered dial.

f

in each case.
Fig. 1. Solenoid Winding
Here is an old -style solenoid winding
where the insulated wires are placed
side by side and in contact. In the first
place, your solenoid or drum is a beautiful absorber of the energy which is
thrown out from the coil. That is loss
number one. Next, the wires, being
parallel and close, act like condensers
and produce what is called distributed
capacity. This acts like a load across
the coil and constitutes loss number two.
And worst of all, such a coil disperses
energy in the form of a magnetic field
all around the set, because the spreadcut position of the wires occasions a
spread -out field. You know that when
a magnetic field cuts across a wire or
metal surface it sets up a current there.
Well, this not only constitutes loss number three, but has the effect of causing
howls and whistles in your set. Therefore, this old Rameses winding isn't
low loss. Avoid it.

Fig. 2.

Once you have marked your favorite
stations on the Ultra Verner silvered
dial, all you need is your radio program.
Make your evening's selection. Forget
wavelengths. Don't fumble or guess.
The Ultra-Vernier indicator points instantly to the preferred station and
tunes it in with infinite precision.
Single control operates vernier for
hair splitting adjustment and governs
station indicator. For unprecedented
tuning ease, replace your old dials
with Ultra-Verniers -today.

Spiderweb of the old style

You can wind the wires straight up
and down, as shown in my second masterly
drawing, on a "spider" or frame. Everything I said about the first winding
applies against waste of energy by
dielectric absorption, distributed capacity losses and finally waste through
producing a spread -out field of force
which, as explained, puts rats into your
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Fig. 3. Honeycomb Winding
Thirdly, you have the famous old
honey -comb winding, which isn't so bad.
It does have a core which absorbs energy,
but it gives practically no distributed
capacity loss. Originally designed for
high wavelengths, its cross section was
square and it did not give a dispersed
field. When these coils were adapted
to the DX wavelengths instead of to
the original long waves, the coil was
cut down, but the width was left the
same. The result is that you have a
spread -out winding, which disperses the
magnetic field around the set. This
gives you those cute little cat calls which
set your teeth on edge.
Fig. 4. The Stagger -wound Coil
HERE is a self -supporting stagger
wound coil which has none of the
disadvantages of the three others. There
is no dielectric in the field to absorb the
energy. The wires are surrounded by
air everywhere, except at a few points,
and therefore the distributed capacity
is nil. Naturally, the shape of the coil
(Turn to next page, column 2)
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(Continued from preceding page)
to make a flat magnetic field
which does not spread out and stir up
howls and whistles in the receiver.
Therefore, this is a truly low loss coil.
Some of these low -loss windings do
not use self- supporting cement. This
gains the advantage of avoiding a slight
waste of energy by absorption. But a
good radio stiffener made of cellulose
proves in the laboratory to give practically no absorption
loss, and
furthermore it hermetically
seals the wire and
prevents losses due
to moisture effects.
You can find a winding of this type in a 3circuit tuner, shown at
the left. It comprises
a primary for the antenna circuit, a secondary for the grid circuit, and a tickler
for the plate circuit. This is the low
loss inductance for your first regenerative
set. A unit like this will prevent radiation; in other words will prevent your
feeding -back energy into your antenna
and broadcasting howls and squeals
all over the neighborhood.
In this way you solve one of the disadvantages of regenerative sets. The
means by which you do so is by having
a separate primary (or antenna winding)

Sensaticns of the Season!

is such as

The Reco Receiver
i.

"THE FINEST RECEIVER"
Tuned Radio Frequency
Long Distance with Clarity and Volume

List Price $85.00

The Armstrong
Cabinet Speaker

*

Alittiiii
Shaped Like A Singer's Mouth
Result-Natural Tone Quality-A
Real Musical Instrument

in your unit.

List Price $32.50

1

teries, Formica Panels.
Dealers and Sales Representatives write
for our liberal Sales Plan

Davenport- Hickory Corp.

"Dad."

Chicago, III.

Eby Cuts Prices on Ensign Posts

When the radio business first started
about five years ago there were very few
manufacturers who welt far sighted and
courageous enough to build quality
products. Many firms were eager to sell
large quantities of their goods at the
very beginning, but owing to many
firms entering the manufacturing field,
they were not able to secure the volume
of business at prices which were necessary
for them to ask. Therefore, many manufacturers cheapened their products and
began to compete on a strictly price

COD.

Direct
from

factory
to you

THE RAMAT SENIOR,

4200 MIL.'AMPn. CAPACITY

..

basis.
Others, believing in the future of the
radio industry and anticipating the present demand for quality merchandise,
stuck to their price guns. The result of
this policy is now reflected in an interesting reversal of the whole situation.
The manufacturers of quality products,
on account of the large volume which
they have inevitably built up, are now in
a position to offer their products at a
price at least equal to and in some cases
below, the price of inferior goods.
The H. H. Eby Mfg. Co. were among
the first to make an insulated Binding Post
with a knob or top which would not come
off. This design of post made it impossible to either lose the tops or make wrong
connections. They were also the first
concern to conveniently package their
complete line of posts.
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This arrangement also

increases selectivity greatly and helps
solve the second disadvantage of the
regenerative circuit.
am enclosing some more money and
want you to buy real apparatus this
time, as your expenses have been very
heavy this month.
Your patient and affectionate

OTHER QUALITY PRODUCTS- Cabinets
with new Duco finish, Quantity Runs, Amplitron Tubes, all types Reco Storage Bat-

329 So. LaSalle St.
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New Quarters for Station
WCCO
MINNEAPOLIS,

Minn.- Construc-

tion of a building has begun on top
of the new Nicollet Hotel to house the
new broadcasting studio for the Gold
Medal Station, Saint Paul -Minneapolis,
WCCO. The owners of the station announced that this studio will be completed
late in March, simultaneously with the
completion of the new 5,000 watt superpower broadcasting station which is
being constructed 18 miles northwest of
Saint Paul and Minneapolis.
Minneapolis executive offices of WCCO
will be opened at the same time on the
Twelfth Floor of the new Nicollet.
A one story building, constructed on
the roof of the Nicollet Hotel between the
penthouses and on its two wings, will be
used to house the studios, and studios
themselves will be of a design unusual

among American broadcast stations.
Similar studios are to be installed soon
at a new location in St. Paul, officers announced, in a place to be selected by
Foster Hannaford, Saint Paul member of
the station's Board of Control.
Studios will be entirely soundproof and
literally will be "hung in the air." They
will be built on a three inch bed of cork,
with double walls throughout and felt
padding between the walls, while the ceiling will be suspended four feet below the
roof and the floor will be separated from
the hotel proper by a four foot "dead air"
space.
Ceiling and walls, extending downward
for four feet, will be insulated with felt,
covered with strips of cloth, and the
remaining ten feet of the walls will be
covered with heavy curtians. Windows
will consist of double panels of glass, set
in felt. Studios will be venitlated by a
noiseless artificial ventilation system.
The floor space will be charted, with
each space numbered. Broadcasters will
be tested, and floor space numbers assigned according to the timber of their
voice.

Entrance to the studios will be gained
by a stairway from the 12th floor corridor.
An electric hoist has been installed and
will be used to lift three 2jß ton steel
girders, pianos for the new studios, and
other material and equipment.
Cost of erecting the Minneapolis and
St. Paul studios will be met by the Washburn Crosby Company under their agreement with the Minneapolis Civic and
Commerce Association and St. Paul
Association, by which Minneapolis business men pledged $30,000 annually for
three years, and St. Paul firms $20,000
annually toward an annual operating
budget of $100,000.
present time nearly 500 jobbers handle
and catalog them. They are also standard equipment with nearly 240 manufacturers of radio sets, electrical instruments and appliances. The large volume
of business which they have succeeded in
building up together with their modern
methods of manufacture is offered as an
explanation of their recent announcement
of a price reduction on their popular
Ensign insulated posts, formerly listing
at 20e and now listing at 15c.
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"B" Voltage from an A.C.
Rectifying System

(Continued from page 12)
Passing now to receiving sets requiring
more than three and up to five tubes,
the rectifier system may be increased in
power in a simple manner. Fig. 3 is
practically the same in principle, with the
exception that two input transformers
and two rectifier tubes are adopted. In
Fig. 2 we rectified only one half of the
60 cycle supply, since current in the
reverse direction simply could not pass
and therefore had no effect. But in Fig.
3 we take advantage of this half of the
cycle that is not used in Fig. 2. Another
transformer and tube is rigged up to
function when the current is in one direction, while the other tube operates when
it flows in the other. It's like a push -pull
amplifier, where one tube works while the
other one rests, and vice versa.

Transformer Connections
IT IS very important to observe the
exact connections of the two input
transformers. These must be of the same
type and make and connected with their
primary windings in parallel, but with
their secondaries in series. In case one
of the secondary windings should be
reversed in wiring, the tubes would then
operate both at once instead of alternately. A push -pull input transformer could
also be used, but it has the disadvantage
of supplying a lower voltage and is therefore not quite as satisfactory. The same
type of bell transformer is employed as
previously and the filter system is likewise the same.
Both tubes should be the same in amplifying characteristics to operate with
The cost of operating
uniformity.
either of these "B" voltage rectifier units
is so very slight as to be negligible.
The unit with two tubes may be run
for ten hours at an expense of less than
one tenth of a cent for both illumination
and the supply of "B" voltage! And
coupled with its fool -proof qualities and
its unfailing reliability, the A. C. rectifier
system bids fair to gain wide -spread
recognition.

WLS To Build New Radio

Station
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Here's a peculiar fact
about radio insulation
MATERIAL that

is satisfactory for general electrical use often gives poor results
in radio -frequency service. Experience has shown that best
results come with the use of
material and apparatus designed
especially for radio's peculiar
demands. This is particularly
true of insulating material.
Radion is a special material,
developed to order by our engineers to meet the needs of radio.
For radio frequency insulation
its characteristics are highest, as
shown by authoritative laboratory tests.
The use of the most efficient
insulation material is important
not only for panels, but also for
dials, sockets, knobs, binding
post panels, rotors, stators, spaghetti tubes, etc. In all these
there is a Radion product of the
right type and size for your set.
Radion is also used by leading
set manufacturers who appreciate the superiority of "the
supreme insulation."

Surface leakage very low
with Radion Panels
The

high-polished, satin -like
finish of Radion Panels prevents
moisture from gathering to form

leakage paths and cause leakage
noise. Surface leakage and dielectric absorption are exceptionally
low.

Radion Panels resist warping.
They are easy to cut, drill and
saw. They do not chip. No
special tools needed. Eighteen
stock sizes, two kinds, Black and
Mahoganite.

AMERICAN IIARD RUBBER COMPAN Y
Dept. BCI, 11 Mercer St., New York City
Chicago Office: Conway Building
Pacific Coast Agent: Goodyear Rubber
Co.. San Francisco -Portland

Radion Dials match
Radion Panels perfectly and make the ideal
mounting for your set.
Radion Sockets help to
eliminate capacity

Mail coupon for Booklet,
"Building Your Own Set"

effects.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER COMPANY,
Dept. BCI, 11 Mercer St., New York City.
Please send me your new booklet, "Building
Your Own Set," giving wiring diagrams, front
and rear views, showing a new set with slanting
panel, sets with the new Radion built -in horn,
lists of parts and directions for building the most

AD I ®N

popular circuits.
I enclose 10 cents.

¶Fhc Sup.
upmlu Insulation

Name.
Erection of a new 5000 -watt super- MADE TO ORDER FOR RADIO
Address
power radio broadcasting station, to rePURPOSES EXCLUSIVELY
place the 500 -watt equipment now in
use by WLS, Chicago, was announced
recently by Charles M. Kittle, President of Sears, Roebuck and Company.
The new station is to be built in the open
OVERSTOCKED ON KITS
country to avoid interference with other
GENUINE COCKADAY SUPER -HET -RE FLEX
$65.35
Chicago broadcasters, but the exact locaE. I . S. Co. C -7 SUPER -HET
94.35
ULTRADYNE,
with
81.90
Cabinet...__.
tion of the antennae has not been decided.
BEST'S 8 -tube SUPER -HET
66.60
The sending towers will probably be
FREED -EISEMANN 5 -tube NEUTRODYNE
57.60
HAYNES-GRIFFIN SUPER -HET
60.00
erected within 50 miles of Chicago.
FADA 5 -tube NEUTRODYNE
51.85
Service from the new station will start
THOMPSON 5 -tube NEUTRODYNE
54.60
WESTERN ELECTRIC CONE TYPE SPEAKER
29.40
within three months, according to the
MUSIC MASTER, 14 -inch Bell...
23.50
present plans of Edgar L. Bill, director
TUNGAR 2 -amp CHARGER, New Type
16.25
BRANDES NAVY PHONES.... ...................... ___
6.25
of WLS. At the time of inaugurating
We will wire any Kit at the Rate of $5 per Tube Size. We
the new plant, it is hoped to have the
will build any Set or Circuit to order. Repair work solicited.
twin studios now in preparation in the
downtown district of Chicago ready for
OSTERMEIER RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
use. The new station will reach out
1720 South Douglas Ave.
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.
two and one -half times the distance I
touched now, and it is expected that
every state in the union will be able to
listen in on the programs every day.
HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR 1925 ANNUAL?
-.

-

_
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The Burglars Laugh Last at
<<H
oneymoon Camp
(Continued from page 22)
tuned. Of course, there were a good stunts with their machines. I read
many other amateurs in the air, and something in a paper about 'em being
they were manifesting not a little curi- able to kill a guy just like a stroke of
osity as to the meaning of the "radio lightning a long way off. It struck me
tilt" with the burglars.
like a fake, but this makes me ready to
"This is Billy Rumford in camp, believe most anything."
"Great guns, Bimbo! That guy may
Charley," the honeymooner announced.
"Tune down to 150; I want to get away kill us right here."
from this interference and talk to you."
"No, not here. It might set the house
"All right," said Charley. "Down on fire. Let's wait here till that radio
we go."
guy gets tired an' quits. Then we c'n
A few moments later they were con- sneak out an' skin off."
versing on a wavelength that could not
"How do you suppose he got onto us
possibly be received by Alice's brother's here? You don't think he can see by
super -hetrodyne, tuned to 162.
radio, do you ?"
"There are burglars in Ray Harrison's
"Hanged if I know. Biggest mystery
home," Billy began. "He's in Washing- ever struck me. I feel just as if somebody
ton now perfecting a patent on an auto- was lookin' at me right through the darkmatic switch and consulting with govern- ness."
ment officials regarding some kind of
"I'm feelin' spooky, Bim. Wish I
deal on his invention. Meanwhile, the never come here. Let's look out of the
very best possible test of his invention windows an' see if anybody's stalkin'
is now taking place. He hooked it up about."
with a burglar alarm in his home. The
There was silence in the campers' loud
burglars who entered the place tonight speaker for a minute or two; then the
threw the switch into sending by open- awed conversation continued:
ing a door or window, and have been
"No, I don't see nobody. Do you ?"
broadcasting, unwittingly, their con"Not a sign. Everything's as dead as
versation while opening the safe and a graveyard. Say, Sam, I wish I could
taking out the valuables. The auto- talk to that guy in the radio; I'd try to
matic switch works both ways.
find out what his game is."
"I've been talking to them and I've
"Talk to hint," said Billy, throwing
got them mystified. They don't know over the switch and then throwing it
whether to go or leave. Now, I want back.
you to call the police on the telephone
"Hear that ?" exclaimed one of the
and surround the house as soon as pos- burglars. "He seems to hear everything
sible. Meanwhile, I'll do all I can to we say."
keep them there. Tell the police not to
"He hears everything you say," Billy
enter the house, but to conceal them- echoed solemnly.
selves outside and grab them when they
"And -and-can you see us ?" inquired
come out. I may work up some kind of a voice that Billy took to be Bimbo's.
scheme to make the capture easy. I'll
"I don't need to see you; I can feel
call you again in a few minutes to learn you."
what success you've had. Keep on this
"Oh- h -h -h!" screamed a duet of voiees
wave."
in the camp loud speaker.
"I touched them, or they imagined I
CHAPTER III.
did," said Billy for the benefit of his fellow campers.
Radio "Raspberry"
"What do you want ?" demanded
BILLY now tuned back for the home Bimbo, rather weakly.
of Alice's parents and received
"An even split -up of your swag,"
speedy evidence that the burglars were Billy replied with measured slowness.
engaged in a lively discussion of the
A string of mild expletives met this
radio mystery.
announcement.
"Do you know' anything about radio,
"You'd better be good and come
Sam ?" was the first utterance that came across," Billy advised. 'I can either kill
clearly to the "ethereal eavesdroppers." you or hand you over to the police. I
"Not a thing, Bimbo," Sam replied. have the power of lightning in my hands.
"That's the reason I got scared so stiff." Don't try to leave that place without my
"I don't know much either," said permission."
Bimbo. "But I know enough to be dead
"Where are you ?" was the burglar's
sure there's a big mystery here. Some- next question.
body, I'm afraid, knows we're in this
The Plot Thickens
house."
"Then we'd better get out of here " AM in an automobile, driving toward
Evansville, and have a radio outfit
mighty quick."
"No, I don't think we need to be sending and receiving, with me," Billy
scared right away. The guy that's on to replied. "I am a burglar myself; a radio
us may be a thousand miles from this burglar, if you please, and I want to
make a bargain with you fellows. If we
burg."
can come to an agreement, I won't
"You don't say!"
"Yes, I do. And I've heard it said demand a share of the swag you took
some radio men can pull off some awful tonight. \\'ith my radio I can test any

(
Premier

"Lo Loss" Tube Socket
Checks Current Losses

What is it that saps current strength? r--neulation leakage, poor contact and mutual
capacity between parts. The Premier IA)
LOSS Tube Socket is specially designed to
stop such losses. The bakelite cross section
is thin to prevent phase angle losses between
terminals. All metallic parts are arranged
for minimum capacity. Positive contact is
insured by cam action lock and self cleaning
action of contact spring on tube prong.
One piece contact springs have twice ordinary
deflection range. Skeleton barrel permits
inspection of contacte at all times.

Price 90 cents
Send
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showing complete line of Premier Quality Radio
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house supplied with a radio and find out
from a safe distance if there is anybody
home and if it would be safe to break in.
I was testing that house among others
in Evansville when I overheard your conversation. I probably would have broken
in there myself if I hadn't found you
there. On second thought, I don't believe I'll demand a split -up of your swag
tonight. You guys talk as if you had some
brains, and I'd Iike to form a partnership with you. I'll prepare the way for
every job and make sure that it is safe;
then you'll do the work, and we'll split
even. How does that strike you ?"
"Sounds all right," answered Bimbo,
"Where'll ve meet you ?"
"You stay right where you are. I'll
drive up to the house in a few minutes.
You come out with your swag, and I'll
drive you away anywhere you want to
go, and then we'll talk business."
"How do you know where we are?
How can you find this house ?" asked
Bimbo.
"Oh that's easy. I've got a radio
compass, and I can locate any radio
station With that. Will you stay there
till I arrive ?"
"Yes, we'll stay," Bimbo assured.
Billy now tuned for Charley Pattersoñ s
station again and found him waiting for
the call.
"The sheriff and three armed men are
here at the house waiting for instructions
to move," Charley said. "We're all going
to drive over there in my car. You're
some radio honeymoon detective, Billy.
Unless there's a slip -up somewhere, we're
going to make a famous catch."
"Good!" exclaimed Billy.
Then he gave his friend a hurried account of what had taken place since their
last "conference" by radio and continued:
"Drive up in front of the house and
then get out and walk around the car.
I'll tell them that will be a sign by which
they will know I've arrived. Have the
sheriff and his men hidden in the back of
the car, and when the burglars come out
and approach the machine, they can
shove their guns into the faces of the
scamps. Be careful and don't get in the
way of any bullets. You can't swallow
them the way I did, you know."
"Oh, I'm sworn in already as a. deputy
for this occasion," Charley replied; "and
I'm likely to do some shooting myself,
if any is done."
Billy now tuned back for the burglars.
"I'm only a few blocks away," he announced. "I'll be there in a few minutes.
Keep a lookout at the front window.
You'll know it's me when I get out and

walk around the car."
"All right," responded both burglars
eagerly.
It looks as if we've got them trapped,"
remarked Billy, throwing the switch over.
"I wish I'd asked Charley to go into the
bouse and tell us about it after it's all
over."
"Maybe he will anyway," Alice suggested. "It would be the natural thing
for anybody to do. Throw the switch
back, Billy, and lét's listen in. We may
hear something.
"All right," said Billy.
( Turn to next page)
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TEN TYPES
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No. 70 Jack
Pacent 6 Spring
Automatic Jack
for latest R. F.
Circuits.

he spring's
the thing!
Don't underestimate the importance
of using good jacks.
Don't buy jacks because they're
cheap.
PACENT

Radio Essentials
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Improved Audioformer
Auto plug
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Plug
Con Plug Recepuelé
Condenser., Low La..

Howling and weak volume are often
caused by faulty jacks. To insure clear,
undisturbed reception over 25 leading set manufacturers use Pacent.

Dno.Jarer.l Coils

They have that most important
essential in jacks -fine springs that
keep the tension constant and the

leek.

contact perfect.

Detector Stand
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Duoplug
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Jock Set

Rndioloop
Loop Plug
Loop Jack

Write for catalog of the complete Pacent line.
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9I Seventh Avenue., New York City
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Minneapolis
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San Francisco
Chicago
Philadelphia
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St. Louis
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Detroit
Canadian Licensees:
R. H. White Radio Co.. Hamilton, Ontario
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RADIO ESSENTIALS

'DONT IMPROVISE

IF

readers wish to show their
approval of the stand taken
by RADIO AGE against the
Radio Corporation of America, they
can do it in the most practical way
by sending $2.50 for a year's subscription to our magazine, or if they
are already subscribers, urge a friend
to subscribe. We believe the fans
are with us. Address Radio Age,
Inc., 500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago,
Ill.
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For several minutes they listened to a
low hum of conversation between the
burglars; then Bimbo said:
"I hear a machine outside, Sam. I
guess he's come."
They moved away from the vicinity
of the microphone, apparently, for the
listening campers heard no more for the
time being. For fifteen minutes longer
they listened with hopes and doubts.
Then their hopes were realized:
"Hello, Honeymoon Camp."
It was the voice of Charley Patterson.
"Hello, Charley," Billy returned.
" \Ve caught 'em hands down," came
the announcement, which everybody in
camp drank in eagerly. " \Ve brought
them back into the house, and I want to
introduce them to you by radio. Are you
all there ?"
"Yes, we're all here."
"Well, burglars, these are six very
arrogant and opinoniated honeymoon
campers. Ever since they were married
they've turned their noses up at all their
friends in town. They were the life of
all our social events, and our 'crowd just
went to pieces since they went and got
married. In order to accommodate us,
you burglars, Sam and Bimbo, broke
into the home of the parents of one of
the brides and helped us get our revenge.
We planned this revenge several weeks
ago, dropping hints to the honeymooners
that they ought to go camping and take
a complete radio outfit with them.
" \Ve planned to repeat this burglary
stunt night after night until success
crowned our efforts. We had several
schemes whereby we hoped to catch them
if they proved difficult to entrap. We
were going to use every wavelength alloted to amateurs. But they fell easy
prey the very first night early in the
evening, and, my! what ingenuity they
exercised to remain in our clutches.
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"Honeymoon campers, allow me to
present to you the burglars whom you so
kindly and industriously aided us to
capture. First, here is Bimbo, an
elongation of Bim, which is made up of
three letters, the initials of one of the
friends you deserted, Burt Iverson Morris.
Second, here is Sam, a name made up of
the initials of another of your deserted
society friends, Stephen Appomatox Mayfair. Like all the rest of us, they are
lonesome for you and demand that you
make your honeymoon complete once
for all, so that when you return, there will
be no more nonsense, and you will resume
the places society long ago allotted to you
and now demands that you fill.
"Early in the development of our
society plot, we got Ray Harrison's consent to use his radio station at home; we
also broadcast our plan to the amateur
world on two evenings when we knew
none of you were listening in. Most of
them, no doubt, for hundreds of miles
around, are now eagerly listening for the
denouncement of this drama of the ether
and we will now turn the ether over to
them in order that they may give this
affair its proper artistic finish.
"Now, Hams, ready, all; give them the
raz-razberry with a 2, a string of Z's.
Split the ether like
The last word was never heard. The
ether sure was split as it never was split
before and may never be split again
howls, yowls, spark spits, cat calls,
screams, whistling, wheezing, and a
regular firmament of "manufactured
static." "Blue ether" was no longer a
mere figure of speech.
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It is needless to say that when the
honeymooners returned home they bowed
gracefully, though blushingly, to the
social inevitable.

THE END.

How Radio's "Leading Lady- Rose
to Theatrical Fame

Want to make big, easy money? Learn
howtoinetall,operate,repair. construct
and sell Radios. Write now for facts
about the amazing opportunities for
Radioexperte, and our special offer of a
FREE 1000 -mile receiving set, and how
you can quickly train at borne by maid.

(Continued from page 27)
be- the inspiration to be derived from a rethe
listener
Be a Radio
other voice: otherwise
No previous experience necessary. Anyone
sponsive group of people; he has only
Characters
are
identiconfused.
comes
with dinary education can now learn Radio
quickly nnderoarsimplified home -etody plan.
fied solely by sound. For this reason someone's word for it that his voice is
We need men right now to represent our
Association. Be the Radio expert In your
the small cast play is more effective via going outside the room.
neighborhood. Get your share of the big
Miss Greene knows that her voice is
radio than a play requiring ten or twelve
profits. Rundredsabontyoa want Radios and
advice how to operate. Yon can earn enongb
going over hundreds of miles into thoupeople.
money right from the start to pay for coarse.
Nothing difficult abont it.
sands of homes to the ears of all condiRadio "Made" Her
cost and easy terms.
'All-¡- Low
BEFORE attending the Teachers' tions of people. She has trained herself
College, Miss Greene was a student to live the part she is playing without
at the New York University and, in her thought of the effect her work may be
-MILE freshman year, she was associated with having on the listeners at the time.
.4
The letters which follow in a day or
the Washington Square Players. It was
Receiving
nont miss this big special offer to supply then she gained the only experience in two gratify the love of the artist for
FREE all parts necessary to construct a
high -grade 1000-mile receiving set. You mn
dramatic work she had before joining applause. When a Canadian guide
s.11 this set alone for practically the entire
writes that for a time he wanted to kill
cost of the coarse. Send for the facts now.
the \\'GY players.
Find ont all about this higpay field. Address
player the villain who was torturing her, Miss
radio
success
as
a
Miss
Greene's
Radio Association of America
is partly due to the fact that she has not Greene feels that she gave a convincing
6513 Ravenswood Ave.. Rent. 21 Chicago, Ill.
When a forest ranger
had much experience on the stage. The performance.
Cy
Radio
from
his eyes during an
tears
the
brushed
before
when
acting
professional,
MARSHALL eeceivers
microphone, is handicapped by the emotional piece of work by Miss Greene,
Embodying a marvelous New
absence of a visual audience; he misses no further applause is necessary.
Non -Oscillating Principle
Sold Direct on Free Trial and Easy Terms
Write for catalog and Special Offer
What will be next? A millinery show over the radio is the latest radio twist
Marshall Radio Products, Inc.
adopted by an Eastern broadcasting station. Read about it in the May RADIO AGE.

Expert

-=

-

-

FREE
1,000

Set

Dept. 58.93 Marshall Blvd. & 19thSt.. Chingo
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Growing Wiser with the
"Hoot Owls"

.ilagazine of the Hour

Iu

65
á-

o

3

(Continued from page 25)

woo

They "Ride the Goat"
APPROPRIATE emblems, with the
insignia of the Pet Hoot Owl to be
seen on Page 25 of this issue, are sent to
each newly initiated member of the Hoot
Owls, as ample proof he has travelled
on "the goat" at the hands of Dick
Haller, holder of the Grand Goat, which,
by the way, is thy mythical animal used

to "torment" the candidates.

"The Traffic Cop of the Air"
"KYW -stop! Enter not into the realm of Music and
Fancies! Know ye not that WOX has the stage?
Thou shalt not enter to interfere!"
'Tis the far-famed Traffic Cop speaking -and
his word is law. The Ferbend Wave Trap is respected and the interfering station pleasantly bows out.

Miss Louise Jacobsen
KG \W does not confine its activities to
the Hoot Owls. 'Weather reports, bedtime stories, classical and popular programs, and syncopating dance music
from the Hotel Multnomah "Strollers"
all help to vary the program. Church
services, broadcasts of municipal concerts
"PI cHARD

You, too, can make your set selective- separate the interfering
station, by simply putting the Traffic Cop on guard.
The Perbend Wave Trap will tune out interfering local stations.
no matter how troublesome. Never reduces, but nearly always
increases column. Bytbe addition of a new, improved circuit, the
Ferbend Wave Trap now gives you several new hook -ups, and at
the same time can be used to convert a single circuit regenerative
set into a threecircuit regenerative receiver thereby practically
eliminating all radiation from the set.
Designed and manufactured complete by us after years of careful experimenting. It is not to be confused with imitations. hastily
assembled from ordinary parts. The price is $8.50. Shipment is
made Parcel Post C.O.D. plus a few cents postage. If you prefer,
you can send cash in full with order. and we will ship postage pre
paid. Clip and mail the COUPON today!

FERBEND ELECTRIC COMPANY
16 E. South Water Street

Chicago, Illinois

FERBEND

FERREND ELECTRIC CO., 16 E. So. Water St., Chicago. DI.
Gentlemen. Pleas aced mes
TRAP. Send noetpeid. 1 an enclosing (cheek. Id. 0.,

WAVE
ete.lrwsa.so.
ä ceEVtaèe°:.ñv°i D.ó

THE OWL
HEARTED

i

1

pay postman 36.60, plu.

FREE BOOKLET on Interference.

Name
Address
City

'

/

from the public auditorium of Portland,
lectures from the University of Oregon
and market reports are other features
which are carefully prepared each week.
Louise Jacobsen, a comely young
Oregonian, is KG\V's most popular concert pianist. She is an acknowledged
artist on the concert platform, but she is
even more exceptional when it comes to

Ferbendiilectric Co

Gentlemen: I live less
than two miles from
the antenna of ®MA.
the

house Station (1OÓ0
watts), at present,and
while they were on I
could get absolntely no

other stations -even
otherlocals a fewmiles
away. You can imaginemyamazementlast
night when I tried my
Ferbend out to receive
WOC, Davenport,wBz,
Springfield, [ONLY 11
METERS FROM NORA]
LSD. St. Louis, WTAM,

eight
Cleveland,wEAP,N.Y.
City, war N. Y. City,
wavy, Columbus, anti
or nine others
without so much as
a whisper from EMNA
which was ornadcaste
,sg full power.
Very truly yours,
COas. MARBERRY

s

ire.2/.7/.47t.

State

RADIO AGE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Radio Age, Inc.,
500 North Dearborn Street,
Chicago

$2.50 A YEAR

Gentlemen: Please enter my subscription for RADIO AGE, the Magazine of the Hour, for one
year, beginning with your next issue, for which I enclose $2.50.

Name

Street Address
City

State
Send cash, money order or draft.

radio broadcasting.
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"Nighthawks" Win Contest
for February
(Continued from page 26)
Each month seems to pull a heavier
vote than that preceeding, and while Karl
Bonawitz still leads, it will be noticed
that Bill Hay has strengthened his own
position by advancing from third to
second place.
Coon -Sanders' Nighthawks spring the surprise this month by
taking the position vacated by Bill Hay,
although not previously indicated in the
monthly tabulations shown in RADIO
AGE.

prevents
eP

to

'easy
rinctp
New principle
lash, gives
eiaigu
conall
tuning
páá
stand
standard
Fits all
$1.5o.
GQ I.
denser Dealers,51.
denseÁ
RADIO

To the Man with an Idea

Some Advances

ln

to

Jack Nelson, Ford and Glenn and
"Sen" Kaney all made slight advances
during the month. New names to appear in the list this issue are Banks
Kennedy, S. Hasting and Bob Boniel.
Last month, through an error, the
final day of the contest i,as indicated
qK Can'P
as midnight, June 5. The apology is all
ours in correcting this to Ju: a 15.
ReCol ',CEO
The end is rapidly approaching. What
MICROMETER CONTROLS
are you doing to see that your favorite
Do you want to make more money in carries away the grand prize for the 192-425 season?
your spare time? See page 57.

I offer a comprehensive, experienced efficient service for his
prompt, legal protection and the
development of his proposition.
Send sketch of model and description, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States pa tents,
etc.
Preliminary advice gladly
furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity
with various arts frequently enable
me to accurately advise clients as
to probable patentability before
they go to any expense.
Booklet of valuable information and

form for properly disclosing your
idea free on request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.
2278 -M Woolworth Bldg., N.Y. City
81

CCURATUNE

GET YOUR 1925 ANNUAL
WHILE THEY LAST!

THE RADIO AGE BUYERS' SERVICE
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

What do you want to purchase in the radio line? Let the staff of RADIO AGE save you time and money by send ing in the coupon below.
Enter the number of the article you woaid like to know more about in the spaces provided in the coupon.
14 Indicators, polarity
168 Patent attorneys
57 Couplers, loose
221 Solder alts
"A" Batteries
15 Inductance., C. W.
169 Phone connectors, multi58 Couplers. molded
222 Solder solution
Aerial protector.
Aerial insulators
Aerials
Aerials, loop
Amplifiers

59
60
61

62
63

Amplifying units

Ammeters
"8" batteries
Batteries (state voltage/
Batteries, dry cell
Batteries. storage
Battery chargers
Battery clips
Battery plates
Battery substitutes

64
65

Binding post.
Binding posts, insulated
Books
Boxer, battery
Boxes, grounding

74

66

Broadcasting equipment
Bushings

27
28
29
30
31

32 Code
i3 Coils
34

35
36
37

38
39
40
41

42
43
44

45

84

53
54
55

56

25
26
27

Dial, sdju
Dials, composition
Dials, hard rubber

29

30

Dial., rheostat
Dials, metal
Dials, vernier

31

32
33

86
87
88
89

practiser

90

Coils, choke
Coils, coupling
Coils, filter
Coils, grid
Coils, honeycomb
Coils, inductance
Coils. Reinartz
Coils, stabilizer
Coils, tuning
Condenser parts
Condenser plates
Condensers, antenna coup-

91

92
93
94

95
96
97
98
99
100
101

ling

Drills, electric
Dry cells
Earth grounds
Electrolyte
Enamel., battery
Enamels, metal

37

38
39
40
41

42
43
44

Eyelets

Experimental work

Fibre sheet, vulcanized

Filter reactors
Fixtures
Fuse cut outs
Fuses, tube

45
46
47
48
49
50

cy

51

Generators, high frequen-

Grid choppers, rotary
Grid leak holders
Grid, transmitting leaks
Grid leak., tube
Grid leaks, variable
Grinders. electric
Ground clamps
Ground rod.
Handles, switch

52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59

60
61

62
63
64

11l Horns, metal
112
113

pl

Phonograph adapters
Plates, condenser
172 Plugs, coil
173 Plugs, telephone
174 Poin
. dial and knob
175 Poles, aerial
176 Potentiometers
177 Punching machine.
178 Reinertz set parts
179 Regenerative set parts
180 Receiver aps
181 Rectifiers, battery
182 Resistance leak.
183 Resistance units
184 Rheostat bases
185 Rheostat stripe
186 Rheostats, automatic
187 Rheostats, battery
188 Rheostats, dial
189 Rheostats, filament
190 Rheostats, potentiometer
191 Rheostats, power
192 Rheostats, vernier
193 Rods, ground
194 R
195 Scrapers, wire
196 Screwdrivers
170
171

Jacks

Filament control
Jars, battery

Keys. transmitting
Knobs
Knock -down panel units

34
35

102
103 Head bands
104 Head phones
105 Head set.
106 Honeycomb coil adapters
107 (look ups
108 Horns, composition
109 Horns, fibre
110 Horns, mache

Contact points
Contacts. switch
Cord tips
Cords. for head sets

Insulation, molded
Insulation materiel
Insulators, aerial
a
Insulators,
position
Insulators, fibre
Insulators, high voltage
Insulators, cloth
Insulators, glass
Insulators. herd rubber
Insulators, porcelain
Irons, soldering

Laboratories, testing
Lever, switch
Lightning arr eeeers
36 Loosecouplers

Dials with knobs
Dies

85 End stops

Condensers, by-pass
47 Condensers, coupling
48 Condenser , filter
49 Condensers, fixed (paper,
grid, or phone`
50 Condensers, variable grid
SI Conden
variable mica
52 Condensers, vernier
46

22
23

28

82
83

Cabinets
Cabinets, battery
Cabinets, loud speaker
Carbons, battery
Cat whiskers

21

71

81

26 Buzzers

20

Crystal., unmounted
Crystals, mounted

24

75
76
77
78
79
80

Bridges, wheatstone

16
17
18
19

67 Desks, radio
68 Detector units
69 Detectors, crystal
70 Detectors, fixed crystal
72
73

Bezels

Couplers, vario
Crystal alloy
Crystal holders
Crystals, rough
Crystals, mineral
Crystals, synthetic

65

Horns, wooden
Hydrometers

66
67

Loud speakers
Loud speaker units
Lugs, battery
Lugs, terminal
Measuring instruments
Megohmeters
Meters, A. C.

197 Screws
198 Schools, radio
199 Sets. receiving- cabinet

Meter., D. C.
Mica
Mica sheets

200 Sets,

nnlliam

201 Sets,

Minerals

receiving -crytal

down

Molded insulation

receiving-knock-

-

223
224

Spaghetti tuba

227
228
229

Stators

231

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239

243
244
245
246
247

251

252
253

Mountings,
switch

207
208
209
210

Sets, receiving-Reinartz
Sets, receiving -sectional
Sets, receiving-short wave
Sets, receiving-super-re-

211

Sets, transmitting

213
214
215

Shellac
Sliders
Socket adapters
Sockets.
Solder
Soldering irons, electric
Soldering paste
Solder flux

it

inductance

Name plates

Neutrodyne set part.
Nuts
Ohmeters
Oscillators
Panel cutting and drilling
Panels, drilled and undrilled
Panels, fibre
Panels, hard rubber
Parts
Paste, soldering

tive

generative

212 Slate

216
217
218
219
220

Transformers,
Transformers,
Transformers,
Transformers,
Transformers,
quency.
Trans!
Transmitters '

audio frafilament
modulation
power
push -pull

radio fre-

variable
ariable

-peanut

Tubes, vacuum-two ele-

ment

Tubes, vacuum-threeeleent
Tuners
254 Variocouplere, hard rubber
255 Vario co uplers, molded
256 Vario
rs, wooden
257 Variometers, hard rubber
258 Vario
, molded
259 Varnish,
wooden
260 Varnish, insulating
nsulating

Neu -

re ceiving

ble throw

248
249
250 Tubes, v

203 Sets, receiving-portable
204 Sets. receiving-radio freqquency
205 Sets,
ing -reflex
206 Sets, receiving- regenera-

trodyne

Stop
intts
Switch arms
Switch levers
Switch points
Switch atop.
Switches, aerial
Switches, b
Switches, filament
Switches, ground
Switches, inductance
Switches, panel
Switches, single and dou-

240 Tone wheels
241 Towers, aerial
242 Transformers,

Molybdenum
Mountings, coil
Mountings, condenser
leak
Mountings, end
Mountings, grid leak
Mountings, honeycomb

Sets

Spark coils

225 Spark gaps
226 Stampings

261

Voltm

262 Washers
263 Wave m
264 Ways traps
265 Wire, aerial
266 Wire, braided

267
268
269
270
271
272

d

Wire,
Wire,
Wire,
Wire,
Wire,
Wire,

and

trand-

copper

insulated
Litz
magnet

platinum
tungsten;

iss.se -.
RADIO AGE BUYERS' SERVICE. 500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Please see that I am supplied with buying specifications and prices on the articles numbered herewith:
I

I

Firm

am

I

a-

I

I

Dealer

1

r

7 Jobber

I

I

1

'

I

Mfgrs.' Rep.

I

I

Manufacturer

[If identified with Radio industry]

My Occupation ._
Ad

dress
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A 3 -Tube Portable Set for

Your Vacation

Trrs

(Continued from page 10)
make the set so that it can be used in a
cabinet at home when it is not desired
to keep it in a case such as a portable set
requires.
The two binding posts (A and G) will
be mounted on the panel at the upper

right corner. These binding posts are
for the antenna and ground respectively,
and should be big and sturdy so as to
take the large wire to be used. The five
binding posts for battery supply will be
mounted on the panel also; two at the
lower right corner and three at the
lower left corner. Those at the right
are for the "A" or filament battery.
They will be marked (A- and A--).
The three at the left are for the "B"
or plate battery and will be marked
BB and BD).
(B

Correct loud speaker performance depends almost entirely
upon transformer design. Jefferson Transformers provide
full, rich, smooth amplification. They furnish the loud
speaker with the proper energy and assure the greatest
possible volume consistent with purity of tone.
Even amplification over the entire musical range; perfect
reproduction of the voice and instrument-these are some of
the reasons why radio authorities and music lovers the world
over recognize Jefferson superiority.
Designed by a concern which has specialized for more than
20 years in the manufacture of high grade transformers of
every description. Jefferson Transformers meet the most
exacting demands of every circuit. Give your circuit a treat

-,

A

Neat Mounting Job

MAKE a neat looking job of
mounting the instruments, it would
be well to use number six, flat head,
blued machine screws and counter sink
the panel so that they will be flush.
TO

-install

Jeffersons.

Ask for

latest Jefferson Circuit diagrams.

THE PARTS NECESSARY
TO BUILD THE SET
2

rrner
Results

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
S07 S. Green St., Chicago, Ill.

Small, well- shielded audio transformera

(Al, A2.)
23 plate -tuning
1 Variable condenser.
unit.
1 Eighteen -turn spider web coil- tuning
unit.
1 Sixty- eight -turn spider web coil- tuning
unit.
1 Tube control rheostat, sixteen ohms.
(R1.)
2 Tube control Amperites. (R2, R3.)
1 Grid leak and condenser for WD12 type
tubes. (GL.)
1 Single circuit phone jack. (P)
(B)
1 Fixed condenser .00025 mf.
(C)
1 Fixed condenser .005 mf.
3 201 type tube sockets. (D, TI, T2)
3 WD -12 tubes.
1 Phone cord, six or eight inches long.

Manufacturers of
Bell Ringing Transformers
Sign Lighting Transformers
`
¡

7

Heavy Duty Signal Transformers

Auto Transformers
High Voltage Transformers
Welding Transformers
Automobile Ignition Coils
Jump Spark and Make and Break

Phone plug.
Battery switch. (S)
A +, B-,
Binding posts. (A, G. A
BD, BB)
1 Loud speaker of the reflected tone type.
4 Small 22iá volt "B" batteries.
1
1

Toy Transformers

-,

Coils

Tearing Instruments
Gas Furnace and Oil Burner Transformers

Standard dry cells for "A" battery.
(To be connected "multiple.")
50 Feet of antenna wire.
2 Insulators for antenna.
15 Feet of insulated wire for ground and
antenna connections.
1 Metal rod or pipe for ground.
3

and Ignition Equipment

5000
buy from

The terminal screws on the sockets
may be removed and put in so that the
terminal side or side with the nut is on
the lower side of the socket.
In wiring the set, be sure to solder all
of the connections well, as the vibration
and jolts a portable set is subjected to
will soon loosen up a poorly soldered
connection and put the set out of operation. The leads should all be as short
as possible and no two leads run parallel
to one another. Number fourteen, bare
tinned wire or the usual tinned bus wire
is recommended.
The loud speaker neednot be included
in the panel layout if it is desired to use
one you may already have, or perhaps
you would rather use head phones. The
single circuit jack (P) is put into the
circuit so as to enable the operator to
use either at will. It is much more

Mailing
Lists
Will hei

RADIO DEALERS

ou increase sales

nm

HUDSON -ROSS

StateandLocal..IndMdo-- Nrtiooal
Profewbns, Bn.meas Comoros.
aa/s.

99

123 W. Mad i =on St. Chicago:
Send

for dealers discount...

HONEYCOMB COILS

Lacer.<

»LP,

.E.

The Universal all -way.
inductance. Back and
front panel mountings.
Send 25c for Super
Het., R. F. and Honeycomb Coil Circuits and

pfJ'rJ.A/J
>Jj

Complete Catalog.

Ms. A. Braastos,

Guaranteeed5
by refend

RoD/0

SS-GO]11d,co

-Ic

DtFc-«t

Flying
e;thousands
LOSS
fronrbeatptusoectirecurtrm-

andd.tH

lee.

815 Malase'sWfale,

N. Y.

*

lóm'st

f

each

St Louis,

HERCULES
AERIAL MAST
20 Ft. Mast 10
Mast $25

40 Ft.
60 Ft.
steel
ete

e Mast
nstruetsm.
ray

vl

,na,tht. d

Write for

55555565

uler. We

Cwn-

and
par

S. W. HULL & CO.
Dept. I- 5.2045 E 79th St.

literature
and

FREE
Blueprint

CLEVELAVD, O

A Unit for Testing Your Tubes -and How to Make it -will be an
Unusual Feature of the May RADIO AGE. On the stands April 15.

0
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Radio Fans
-can tnank Jewell

ror developing a small receiving
set instrument with self
contained switch for multiple readings.

QSAVES-Space and

No.

Pat.
'ending
Multiple reading instrument
with self contained switch
ti'

55

cost of additional instruments.
CPERM I TS- Testing of
"A" and "B" batteries
from panel of your set.

QEvery Radio "Fan"

should have our 15-A catalog.
Order from Dealer

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St.

-

Chicago

"25 Years Making Good Instruments"

ATTENTION

Set Manufacturers
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
IN CUTTING DOWN YOUR
PRODUCTION COSTS IT
WILL PAY YOU TO COMMUNICATE WITH US.
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
HAVE ENABLED US TO
GIVE MANUFACTURERS

THE BEST POSSIBLE

PRICES CONSISTENT
WITH HIGH QUALITY.
DROP US A LINE AND GET
QUOTATIONS.
DO IT
NOW. WE MAY BE ABLE
TO SAVE YOU MORE
THAN YOU IMAGINE.

THE BARSOOK CO.
53 W. JacksonBlv'd., Chicago,

B AST T EJY

A R RIO

Ill.

S A

H~Er

T

Prices Smashed!

'rices

4e,

Quality Not Sacrificed CONSUMER
Here is real battery
quality. guaranteed to you. at
prices that will astound the entire battery- buying public. Order
direct from factory. Put the Dealer's
Profit in your own pocket. You actually save
much more than bait, and so that you can be
convinced of true quality and performance. we
give a Written Two -Year Guarantee
Hereto your protection! Noneed to take achance.
Our battery is right -and the price is the lowest
ever made. Convince yourself. Read the prices!

ONLY

Special 2 -Volt Radio Storage Battery. 53.75
6.00
Special 4.Volt Radio Storage Battery,
6 -Volt, 60 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 7.00
6 -Volt, 90 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 9.00
6-Volt, 100 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 9.50
6-Volt, 120 Amp. Radio Storage Battery.11.50
6-Volt, 140 Amp. Radio Storage Battery,13.00

We ask for no deposit. Simply send name
and address and style wanted. Battery will
be shipped the day we receive your order
Express C. 0. D.. subject to Your
examination on arrival. Our
guarantee accompanies
each battery. Weallow 6 %a
discount for cash in full
with order. You cannot
lose! Act quick. Send your
order today -NOW.

Arrow Battery Co.
1215 South Wabash Ave.

Dept 1

Chicago,

handy than binding posts on the panel
and presents a more neat appearance.
When the set has been completely
wired and tested out, you will be ready
to mount it into the case. This will be
done by use of six brackets shown in
figure three as detail two. The panel
should be placed about one half an inch
below the edge of the case so as to allow
the cover to close down over the dials
and binding posts.
Next, cut two
pieces of wood, about three-sixteenths of
an inch in thickness, to fit under each
side of the panel and to entirely close
the space between the panel and the
back of the case. The space thus formed
will be used for the "A" and "B" batteries. These pieces should be securely
fastened in place, as it is protection
against the batteries coming loose and
damaging the wiring of the set.
Two straps should be secured and cut,
so as to have one piece complete with a
buckle about five inches in length, one
piece complete with buckle about six
inches in length, one piece with buckle
holes, ten inches long and one piece
five inches long. These straps are for
holding the batteries in place in the case
and will be made fast to the case, as
shown in figure two.

Carrying the Antenna
TWO clips may be made fast to the
cover of the case to carry the antenna
wire when not in use. This wire will then
be rolled into a coil when it is taken
down and placed in the set, keeping it
ready for use without the usual patience trying job of untangling it from the
bottom of everything where things like
that are usually found.
To put the set into operation, first
select a spot about fifty feet from a tree
in a clearing, fasten one end of the
antenna to this tree as high up as convenient, bring the other end to a place
near the set and make it fast to a point
about six feet or more above the ground.
The tent pole will do very nicely. Connect this end of the antenna to the binding post (A). The metal rod will then
be hammered into the ground in a damp
spot or in a stream or other water and
connected to the binding post (G).
Insert the three tubes into their respective sockets and operate the switch to
the ON position. Adjust the detector
rheostat so that the tube will glow and
proceed to tune 'with the dial (T).
All of the tuning will he accomplished
by the dial (T) and the detector rheostat
and you will be surprised at the clear
tone and sharp tuning you will be able
to get.
This set has shown some good DX
reception and unless one wants to go into
the multi -tube super -heterodyne receivers, it is a good, all around circuit
for the use it is intended.

111.

RADIO AGE ON THE AIR!
Hear one of RADIO AGE's unusual broadcast programs from
KYW, beginning at 11:45 p. m., Saturday, April 4, from the "Little
Red Studio" in the Congress Hotel. Jazz galore. Also, a program
of popular and semi- classical numbers from WEBH, 11 to 12 p. m.,
Tuesday, March 24. Tune in, fans!

FREE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Do you want a free subscrip-

tion to RADIO AGE -or your
present subscription renewed free
of charge? Read our special offer
on page 52.
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The First Real Radio
Inauguration
Heard Europe on a Home Built
Ultradyne Model L-2.

Arthur Bender, 116 East 2nd
Street, Covington, Ky., had no
trouble picking up European
stations last week on his eight
tube Illtradyne which he constructed himself.
Cincinnati Enquirer, Nos. 30,1924

7lkusancls Piave ,built it!
How to Build
and Operate the
Ultradyne

Like Mr. Bender. thousands have successfully built
the Model L-2 Ultradyne and claim it the most wonderful receiver they have ever known for great distance
on the Loud Speaker.
In no other receiver is found the "Modulation System"
of radio reception-an outstanding radio engineering
development by R. E. Lacault, E. E., A. M. L R. E.,
Chief Engineer of this Company and formerly Radio
Research Engineer with the French Signal Corps,
Research Laboratories.
With the application of regeneration to the "Modulation System" the Ultradyne is capable of detecting the
faintest broadcast signal, regenerating and making it
audible on the loud speaker.
In addition, the Ultradyne is the most selective receiver
known. Regardless of close similarity in wave length,
it selects any station within range-brings in broadcasting clearly, distinctly, faithfully.
The Model L-2 Ultradyne will do everything better
than any super-radio operating under the same condi-

33 page illustrated book
diving the latest authentic

WASHINGTON, D. C. -No imposing
parade, no immense bodies of troops,
no triumphant marching clubs wearing
ribbon -bedecked hats, no distinguished
citizens from elsewhere in moth ball
odored frock coats and ancient and modern
silk hats, no civilians riding resurrected
but frequently capricious and invariably
rented livery-stable horses, no incessant
booming of drum corps, no miles of shaky
temporary reviewing stands.
No lodging -house windows selling at
$25.00 a look, no ham sandwiches, no
hot dogs, no bottles of soda pop, no
balloons breaking away from their
moorings, no crowds of persons fighting
for hours to keep their places, no crying
and terribly tormented babies in arms,
no courts of honor, no fireworks, no
ambulances, no overworked policemen.
Such was the order of the day in the
inauguration of President Coolidge on
Wednesday, March 4.
President Wilson really sounded the
death knell of the old country-fair style
inaugurals. Up to that time the Capital
was demoralized for a week before and
a week after the celebration. So many
visitors descended upon the city that
Government employes from cabinet
officers to clerks were able to do little or
no work.
President Harding fell into step with
the reform and President Coolidge is
going both of them one better. His
first reason is that of economy; his
second, preference for simplicity.
In the old days the inaugural address
was the piece de resistance, although it
took days, weeks, and even months
through slow methods of transportation
and less highly developed newspapers
to get it to the people. It was thought
revolutionary when President Harding,
at the last inauguration, by means of
loud speakers was heard by a crowd of
upwards of 100,000 persons in and
around the Capitol grounds. It was
suggested that by telephone wires the
Harding address could be carried to the

Information on drilling.
wiring, assembling and timing the Model L-2 e
Ultradyne Receiver 5Uc

The Ultradyne Kit
Consists of 1 Low Loss Tun Coil, 1 Special Low
Loss Coupler, 1 Type "A"
Ultraformer, 3 Type "B"
Ultraformers, 4 Matched
Fixed Condensers.
To protect the public. I1Ir.
Lacault's personal monogram seal (R. E. L.) is.
placed on all genuine Ultra formera. All Ultraformere
are guaranteed so long as
this seal remains $30.00
unbroken.

f ng

tions.
Write for descriptive circular.

ZILTINDXPE
L-2
PHENIX RADIO CORP.
MODEL

-9 Beekman Street
I..ao
NEW YORK
..c y\1`?i

4aG-,

t-fi..,

Neutrodyne
Hunchbacks
Neut, the Made.,
Change that Neut. or build instead
of a

Coast To CosM Circuit. Same panel, same layout as
Neut-fewer parta. Selective with deep, resonant
volume. Not obtainable elsewhere. One different part
22
gold buawire, lithographed print. complete. s
pie inaerurtione- prepaid anywhere. 85.00 Nothing eke
to buy Details, lac. 45 page part. catalog. 10c.
Stamps accepted same as cash.
feet

Kladag Radio Laboratories, Kent, O.

HUDSON-ROSS
Largest exclusive Radio
Jobbers in middle West.

Write for discounts.
123 W. Madison St. Chicago
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CABINETS

If you are interested fn
radio cabinet in which is
combined both beauty and
practicability, just write
LAKESIDE SUPPLY CO.,

Dept. R
73 West Van Buren

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.

Telephone, Harrison 3840

Instruct Deaf via Radio
Radio Amplification applied successfully to
acoustic training for the deaf. Moderate priced
device that can be used in your own home. Write
for particulars.

AUDIOTONE, INC. CRE N

BAY, W1S.
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Standard
Condensers
'None

other
so good."
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Marion High School, so that Mr. Hard ing's sister, who was the principal of
the school, might be able to hear it, but
in the excitement of the occasion, this
plan was not carried out. There was no
broadcasting being done at that time to
speak of. What then seemed like a wild
dream is now a reality.
By the most gigantic of all hook-ups
in the history of radio, the inaugural
address was carried by a chain of radio
stations to 17,500,000 people. This is
as many persons as there were in the
entire United States in 1840, three years
before the first telegraph line in the
country was built connecting Washington and Baltimore; seventeen years
before the laying of the Atlantic cable,
and twenty-six years before the telephone
was invented.
Feeling the importance of getting the
text of the inaugural address to the
citizens of the country, President Coolidge welcomed the opportunity which
radio affords the present-day American
man who may sit in his office or in his
home and hear the speech as it is made.
Another problem of the newspapers in
the old days was to secure photographs
of the ceremony. On previous occasions
enter -publications have gone so far as
to charter spe -ial trains, am later airpla
th s purpose. In this in-

BUILD YOUR OWN
B- ELIMINATOR
No Technical Knowledge Required
Easier to Wire Than a I -Tube Radio
Parts Asumbled
to 125 Volts. 50 to 70 $16.25 $21.25
Cycles.. __.......-.._.._..Can also furnish Higher

Alternating Current 100

Voltage,

and 40 and 25

Direct Current..._...__ - --

59.50

$

13 50

Uses regular 201 A or 301 A Tubes

Supplies constant current. Absolutely silent.
No vibrators. magnets, crackling or staticlike noises
interfere with fine reception.
A. C. Outfit Consists of

-to

1
1
1

Variable transformer
1 Socket
High capacity secum3 Engraved binding
Motor
posts
Inductance and rmis- 6 Insulators
rance unit
10 Ft. of Wire
High vwtage variable 10 Ft. gold brown lamp
resistor
cord
Pressed steel hoc (Sap- 1 Detachable plug
aimed)
Screws and nuts
-

1

1

Or mahogany -finish cabinet.

Diagram Showing Simplicity in Wiring

Weighs only

44 lbs.

(AbsoluteSEND

Size

5

NOaMeONE

a 5 x7
Work)

Pay Roseman for item and postage on arrival.

IJ you send Cash

with order. we Pay postage.
Send for descriptive matter. State kind of
circuit and how many tubes.
DEALERS -Order on your letterhead for
trade discounts.
Send Your Order TO -DAY I

RADIO POWER UTILITY COMPANY
New York City
1272 Broadway

auguration :laic photographs were
flashed across the country snd over the
ocean as well.

I sham Jones On Radio

DUPLEX

Junior
Condensers

(Continued from page 32)
does not over- balance the work of the
entire unit."
Jones contends that one of the great
problems to be worked out for the radio
is the matter of broadcasting programs
that are attractive, well balanced and
educational. He does not favor the
indiscriminate methods sometimes employed. Isham Jones is opposed to a
censor for radio, his position being that
eventually some sort of arrangement will
be worked out to guarantee programs of
the highest order as well as solve many
of the questions that are irksome at the
present time.
"That the radio has possibilities I
think no one will deny," said Mr. Jones.
"The advertising value alone is sufficient
to assure the continued success of radio
It is impossible to venture a prediction
as to its future. In its relationship to
jazz music, radio seems destined to be an
ally and when such a condition is brought
about, jazz will only be one of many
features for an evening's entertainment
rather than occupying the spotlight most
of the time as it does now."

"Best
at the
price."

In

Matched Sets
for Uniform
Dial Settings!
Duplex
This most recent

achievement- Duplex Standard condensers, specially tested, matched and
guaranteed to have identical capacity curves, packed in sealed kits
of three -has been enthusiastically
welcomed everywhere by radio set
builders, both professional and
amateur. It is the only kit that
affords uniform dial settings for
Neutrodynes and all other tuned
radio frequency circuits. Only one
number to log-not three -when
you use a Duplex Matched Kit!
Instructive literature sent on request.

Duplex Condenser & Radio Corp.
38

Flatbush Ave. Extension
Brooklyn, New York

REFLEX

Erla- Acme -Harkness
Dealers: Send for Discounts

HUDSON -ROSS

This green, black
and slate package identifies

123 W.,Madison St. Chicago

the genuine.
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A Speaker of Distinction
VOLUME, CLARITY, BEAUTY
14

inch Pyralin Bell.

Aluminum Sound Column

$22.50
No. 205B -Black Pyralin Bell
$25 00
No. 205D -Shell Pyralin Bell
by
expert.,
for
malter
and
built
30
rear.
Designed
of telephone..

Q..eerkanilectrle
COMPANY

State

& 64th

Sts., Chicago, U. S.

A.

readers wish to show their
approval of RADIO AGE'S
stand against the Radio
Corporation of America, they can
do it in the most practical way by
sending in $2.50 for a year's subscription or if they are already subscribers, urge a friend to subscribe.
We believe the fans are with us.
Address Radio Age, Inc., 500 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
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Radio Technique Now Comes
to Fore

71

111E

By Wilson J. Wetherbee,
Director, Westinghouse Station KYW

NOW comes radio technique. Rather
an awe -inspiring word, this technique, but all in all, it signifies only the
tricks of the broadcasting business which
have been learned by those who pioneered
the development of the new art.
After all, every business or pastime
must have its technique. The laymen
demand technique, for without it they
are at a loss to explain the accomplishments of those engaged in any occupation. From the viewpoint of the world,
any form of work or play without technique is work or play of no importance.
Consequently, this technique is altogether
essential even in radio.
Radio technique, if we may take it for
granted there is such a thing, is no different fundamentally than the technique
involved in any occupation. It consists
primarily in knowing what to do over
the air. More important still, it teaches
what not to do. Therefore, when we
say a certain announcer is exceptionally
good, we mean he is a good radio showman; in other words, he's learned the
rudiments of broadcasting.

AT LAST

!

The Ideal Instrument!
Why crowd the low wavelength
stations? The Ensign Condensor spaces all wave lengths
evenly over the full dial.
Lowest loss, lowest minimum.

*

212 X431

in.

PRICE

Including Dial
.00025 $4.50
.00035 $4.75
.0005 55.00

Order by Mail
Send No Money
Pay the Postman
We Guarantee Our Prxc:uct

7axx

ac urpot

a/

S.c11VDDRS
CF3RLTOlY
MISHAWAICA INDIANA

The Shining Examples
If we wish to catch a pretty fair glimpse
of this more or less elusive technique we
have only to consider the persons who
have climbed to radio stardom. We
think first, perhaps, of Wendell Hall.
Certainly Hall has radio technique. Of
course, he has also a very natural talent
which he developed successfully in broadcast channels. In other words, he seized
upon his natural ability to entertain
and made it thoroughly adaptable to
radio. Hall had appeared for several
years before clubs and on the vaudeville
stage. Then came the radio. Here was
a new problem. His audience could not
see him. All of his ability and personality
must be put into his voice. Gestures
and pantomime have no place in broadcasting. Hall realized this, I think more
completely than many other of the earl}
radio performers; at least his success
indicates that he did.
All of the radio stars today have this
technique business pretty well in hand.
"Sen" Kaney is liked by the radio public
not always for what he says, but for the
way he says it. The same is true of
George Hay, Steve Trumbull, Eddie
Borroff, Roxie, McNamee, "Uncle Bob"
(Walter Wilson), and a score of other
broadcast announcers who have climbed
high in public esteem.
A very striking example of radio
technique occurs to me. I remember
well about two years ago when Jerry
Sullivan first came into prominence.
Jerry was singing at various Chicago
stations in those days. Fans were
talking about his remarkable enunciation.
Jerry, I believe, was one of the first
radio artists to sing softly into a microphone. Often when he was appearing
before the transmitter it was impossible
to hear him in the rear of the studio.
Jerry had learned another trick in radio
technique -the necessity for clarity

Size

95% Air Dielectric Dopeleaa, selfsupporting. air spaced windings give
full inductive power. This is the
real, complete low -loss induct-

ance system.

GET MORE VOLUME- GREATER DISTANCE
KNIFE -LIFE SELECTIVITY
The Henninger Aero Coil is the only
tuning inductance and is the only
air core R.F. transformer which
eliminates all resistances and consequent losses which broaden tuning,
decrease volume and limit distance
range. These coils will give you a
great deal more volume, greater increase your distance range and give
you such knife-like selectivity that

you can tune through the most difficult interference.

There is nothing

else like the Henninger Aero Coil.
No inductance system is so efficient.
Build a tuned R.F. receiver using

this wonder inductance system -or
use a single Aero-Coil in place of the
tuning inductance in your present
set. $3.50 each or $10.50 the set of
three with all fittings.

Write for free illustrated circular--The Prevention of Radio-FrequencyLosses." Show how
wing a single aero coil.

to build Henninger Aero-Dyne and how to improve any kind of sei by

HENNINGER RADIO MFG. CO., 1772 Wilson Ave., Dept. 28, Chicago
MARVELOUS NEW
AUDIO TRANSFORMER

BAKELITE PANELS

addes muicalauslityto sesastfar
beyond anything you over heard
before.
KARAS HARMONIK

Amplifies low, middle and high
tones-,.1lto the same big volume.
thus eliminating distortion. Brings,
out the vita harmonies and over
tense of music. Price 57.00. Write
Karns Electric Co., Deot.58 -93

4042 N.

used by 95% of all set manufacturers. Write for Booklet 31.
ELITE CORPORATION

()BAK()BAKELITE

ReclweilSl.. Chicago
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Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 West 22d Street
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"worth all the Know Before You Buy

Experienced set builder can put
into it."
-N.
"'THOSE

RADIO AGE is beginning a new department, to be known as
Every month. four different makes of manufactured radio sets
will be described in detail for the benefit of the fan about to purchase a radio receiver.
No favorites will be shown, but every type of manufactured set will be described from month
to month, to enable the prospective buyer to choose wisely and economically, according to the
capacity of his pocketbook. The manufacturers of the particular sets described support all the
facts given in the description of their receivers.
In listing these sets. RADIO AGE will attempt to present every conceivable type of receiver
from the simplest crystal to the most elaborate console models. Suggestions from readers regarding
this new department will be welcomed, and manufacturers are invited to contribute material for
with this

BEGINNING
Know Before

these columns.

Y. Telegram-Mail.

advanced

experimenters

The Zenith Super X
The Zenith Radio Receivers are
manufactured by the Zenith Radio
Corporation, 332 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. The Zenith Super X Model
shown in the illustration is of the
non -regenerative type with built-in
twin loudspeakers and horns.
The Super Zenith X consists of six
tubes with two tuning controls. An
outdoor or indoor aerial may be used.
The outstanding features of this new
model are the built -in, patented SuperZenith duo-loud speakers, which are
harmonically synchronized twin speakers and horns, designed to reproduce
both high and low pitched tones which
otherwise would be impossible with
single unit speakers.
The price of the Zenith Super X
without tubes and batteries is $475.
The set is particularly adaptable to
the home, as it is of a beautiful console model especially designed to harmonize with attractive surroundings.
Other Zenith models range in price from $100 to $335. The
Zenith 4R sells for $100 and the 3R for $175. The engineers
of the Zenith claim their sets are especially designed to tune
out strong local stations and bring in distant broadcasters with
local volume.

who have built the "Telomonic
III" call it "the most sensitive and
selective set to be had." It should
be! For when, before this, have you
heard of 3 stages of T. R. F. -perfectly sand automatically balanced,
and all controlled by a single dial!
And when have you heard of reflexing
the A. F. on the R. F. tubes? And
when, also, have you heard of running a 6 or 7 tube set at half the usual

plate current consumption'
All this, and more, is now being done
with Telos. And all the essential in-

truments are in the new Telos Kit!
Ask your dealer for a Telos demon-

stration. It will open up new, undreamed of possibilities for you in
radio!

DANZIGER -JONES, Inc.
Dept.

C

25

issue,

You Buy.

Waverly Place, N. Y

elos
The Pfanstiehl Model 7.
Frequency receiver,
One control regulates volume. Dismanufactured by the Pfanstiehl Radio tortion is also eliminated. The disCo., 11 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. tinguishing feature of the Model 7 is the
This set is known at the Pfanstiehl unique station finder, which enables
"Overtone Receiver," using a new sys- even the greenest novice to tune in a
tern of tuned radio frequency designed station. All that is necessary is to know
by Carl Pfanstiehl, the well known radio the wavelength. The station finder
engineer and inventor. Pfanstiehl's sys- shows the numbers on the dials at which
tern eliminates oscillations by a system to turn for given wavelengths.
which is said to cut them out of the
The Model 7 makes use of the well
circuit entirely. Tuning and operation
of the set are quiet as well as simplified, known Pfanstiehl inductances, and brings
there being three dials, each of which is in distant stations at will. The set itself
set at the same reading when a set is is of beautiful finish. The price is $140
being tuned.
without accessories.
A five -tube Radio

OMMIRM

Danziger- Jones, Inc.,
Dept. C, 25 Waverly Place,

New York, N. Y.
Send me at once your booklet "The
KIT of a Thousand Possibilities."

THE BEST HOOKUPS OF THE YEAR

!

After testing and studying hookups from the laboratories of America's renowned engineers in the radio field, RADIO AGE compiled
the best in the RADIO AGE ANNUAL for 1925. You will find nothing
but the very latest in radio development in this wonder hookup
book, with its 32 -page. original BLUEPRINT SECTION. One dollar
a copy. Buy yours now by clipping the coupon on Page 80.

Name
Address.

*
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Biggest dollar's

worth in

(Continued from opposite pace)

RADIO
The Crosley Trirdyn Special
A new design for the famous Crosley

hookup, manufactured by the Crosley
Radio Corporation of 363 Sassafras St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. The Crosley Trirdyn
Special is exactly the same as the regular
Trirdyn, except that it is encased in a
more elaborate and artistic cabinet,
finished in Adam Brown. The new
sloping panel is used in the beautiful
cabinet, making an artistic piece of
furniture for any home. Ample room
is provided inside the set for both "A"
and "B" batteries. The price without
accessories is $65, while the Trirdyn
regular is $50.
The unique Trirdyn circuit is well
known throughout the radio world.
It is a combination of Armstrong regeneration, radio frequency amplifica-

tion and reflexed audio amplification.
Hundreds of communications from users
of the Trirdyn testify to the Crosley
Company's claim that the three-tube
Crosley sets furnish selectivity, volume
and ease of operation commonly had
with five or even six tubes.
Miraculous distance records have been
achieved with the Crosley Trirdyn, as
well as the other Crosley models, which
range in price from $14.50 for the Crosley
"50," a one -tube outfit, to the elaborate
"Special" at $65.
Crosley has perfected a new loudspeaker, shown in the illustration, which
will be placed on the market soon. It
is of a new design in loudspeaker construction and is reported to reproduce
tones with unusual clarity.

Compiled by HARRY F. DART, E.E.
Formerly with the Western Electric Co., and
U. S. Army Instructor of Radio
Technically edited by F. H. DOANE

514 PAGES -ONLY $1
ONE of the most complete books of its
kind ever published. Written, compiled and edited by practical radio experts
of national reputation. Packed with concise, sound information useful to every

radio fan -from beginner to veteran hard boiled owl.

Contents-

Electrical terms and circuits, antennas,
batteries, generators and motors, electron (vacuum) tubes, most receiving
book -ups, radio and audio frequency
amplification, broadcast and commercial
transmitters and receivers, wave meters.
super -regeneration, codes, license rules.
Many other features.
Just mail the coupon printed below with a dollar
bill and your name and address, and we will send
you this 514 -page I. C. S. Radio Handbook or any
of the other I. C. S. Handbooks that you want by
return mail. Money back if not satisfied.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 8785 -C. Scranton. Penna.

The Bremer -Tully "Nameless"
radio frequency receiver
of the low loss type, built from the Bremer
Tully "Nameless" kit, manufactured
by the Bremer -Tully Mfg. Company of
Chicago, Ill. While this set is not
marketed in its complete form, the kit
may be put together with the parts
furnished by a radio fan with a working
knowledge of radio construction.
The "Nameless" is noted for its hairline selectivity on all distant and local
stations; its remarkable distance qualities, volume and pure tone. Low loss
parts are used throughout, and the cirA five -tube

my money.

RADIO HANDBOOK, $1
$1
In Automobile Handbcok
Electrical Handbook
$1
$1
Chemistry Handbook
$1
Pharmacy Handbook
p
Handbook
$1
BuiTraWmsing Trades Handbook
$1
$1
Machine Shop Handbook
Si
8 Salesman's Handbook
.....
$i
O advertising Handbook
Bookkeeper's Handbook ..................... ». ...
$1
Civil Engines?, Handbook
.» »..$1
$1
O Steam Engineer's Handbook
.

$10.50.

The Bremer -Tully apparatus is of
course recommended throughout in the

Name

construction of the "Nameless," but
this only adds to the set's efficiency.

Address

Demonstrate Once

-

Results Mean Sere Sale

Coast to coast,lowest prices,attractive four-tube instrument $39.50.
Big commission to you. Exclusive
territory to proven salesmen. Ter -

Are you a reader of RADIO AGE'S popular "Pickups and Hookups"
section? Turn to the Pickups pages this month and read about
our drive to determine the "Chief Dial Twister." We're out to get
DX records, so if you have been logging the distant broadcasters
lately, send in your list and maybe you'll be counted as one of "Who's
Who in DX- Land" in the May RADIO AGE. Also, another record breaking portable receiver for the outdoor fan will be published in

'tory going fast, write today for
100.
Don't fail to name your counts,.
arge illustrated book No.

en

the May issue.
by RADIO AGE

-J

Make 8100 Weekly- sell RADIO

Where The DX Fans Congregate.

F Tested and Approved

It

issunderlHandbooks markedoX. atc$1each.
stood that it I am not entirely satisfied I m:,y
return them within Ore days and you will refund

the

cuit is of a reliable tuned R. F. type.
The Nameless Kits are furnished in
two forms, with complete instructions
for assembly. The Kit No. 3 contains
3- circuit transformers, laboratory condensers, control condenser and blue prints. This sells for $26.50, while the
Nameless Kit No. 1 contains the 3circuit transformers only, selling for

at

WasOZAR.00.

I Chicago. Ill,
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Corrected List of Broadcasting Stations
KDKA
KDLR
KDPM

KDPT
KDYL
KDPM
KDZB
KDZE
KDZ1
KFAD
KFAE
KFAF
KFAJ
KFAN

KFAJ

KFA W
KFBB

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co
Radio Electric Co
Westinghouse Eleetrie & Mfg. Co
Southern Electrical Co
Newhouse Hotel
Savoy Theatre
Frank E. Siefert
Rhode, Department Store
Electric Supply Co
McArthur Bros. Mercantile Co.
State College of Washington
Western Radio Corporation
University of Colorado
University of Idaho

Boise High School
The Radio Den (W. B. Ashford)
F. A. Buttery & Co
W. K. Asbill

Eest Pittsburgh 309

Devils Lake N. D.
Cleveland, Ohin
San Diego. Calif.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Ban Diego, Calif.

231

270
244
250
280
B.kere6eld, Calif. 210
Seattle. Wash. 270
Wenatchee. Wash. 360
Phoenix. Aria. 360
Pullman, Wash. 348
Denver, Colo. 278
Boulder. Colo. 360
Moe ow, Ida. 230
Boise. Idaho 271
Banta Aoe, Calif. 280
Havre. Mont. 360
San Diego. Calif. 278
San Luis Obispo, Calif. 218
Tacoma. Wash. 250
Sacramento. Calif. 283
Everett. Wash. 224
Laramie, Wyo. 283
Phoenix. Ariz. 238
Helena. Mont. 248

KFBC
KFBE Horn & Wanes e .-Radioland"
KFEG First Presbyterian Church
KFBK
Kimball-Upton Co
KFBL
Leese Bros
KFBU
The Cathedral
KFCB
Nielson Radio Supply Co.
The First Congregational Church
K FCC
Walla Welk. Wash.
KFCF
Frank A. Moore
Lea Angeles Cal.
Leslie E. Ria
KFCL
Ogden. Utah
KFCP
Ralph W. Flygar.
Omaha .Nebr.
KFCZ Omaha Central High School
Boise. Idaho
KFDD St. Michaels Cathedral
Tuscola. Ann.
KFDH University of Arizona
Corvallis. Oreg.
KFDJ
Oregon Agricultural College
Beaumont, Tex.
KFDM Magnolie Potraleum Co
Shreveport. Le.
KFDX First Baptist Church
Brokio e. 8. Dak.
KFDY South Dakota State College
Minneapolis, Minn.
KFDZ
Harry O.Iversoo
Portland. Oreg.
Meier & Frank Co
KFEC
tünneapnlia. Minn.
Augsburg Seminary
KFEK
Denver. Colo.
Winner Radin Corp
KFEL
Oak. Nebr.
KFEQ
J. L. Scrognio
Fort Dodge. Iowa
KFER
Auto Electric Service Co
Kellogg. Idaho
KFEY Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co.
Moberly, Mo.
KFFP
First Bepti.t Church
Sparks. Nev.
KFFR
Nevada Sate Journal (Tim Kirk)
Lamons, Iowa
KFFV
Grecelend College
Alexandria. Ls.
KFFY Pions & Murphey Music Hon..
Utica. Neb.
KFGB Heidbreder Radio Supply Co.
Baton Rouge Le.
Louisiana State University
KFCC
Chickasha, Okla.
KFOD Chickasha Radio & Electric Co
Stanford University, Calif.
KFGH Leland Stanford University
Boone, Iowa
KFCQ Crary Hardware Co
Orange. Tex.
KFCX First Presbyterian Church
Gunnison ,_Colo.
KFHA Western State College of Colorado
Noah
Ambrose
McCue
San
erbar Calif.
Fallon Co
Oskaloosa. Iowa
Penn College
KFHL
Seattle. Wash.
KFHR Star Electric & Radio Co.
Los Angeles. Calif.
E. C. Anthony. Inc.
KFl
Portland. Oreaón
KFIF
Benson Polyreeb.ic Institute
Spokane. Wash.
KFIO
North Central High School
Yakima. Week.
First Methodist Church
KFIQ
Juneau. Alaska
KFIQ
Aleska Electric Light & Power Co.
KFIX
Reorgenised Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sainte .1nd.pe.denee. Mo.
Food du Leo. Wis.
KFIZ
Daily Commonwealth and Oscar A. Hueismn
Marshalltown. Iowa
KFJB
Marshall Electncal Co
Oklahoma City. Oki,
National Radio Menufectnriog Co.
KFJF
Astoria. Ora.
Liberty Theatre (E. E. Marsh)
KFJI
Ottumwa. Iowa
KFJL
Hardee, Manufacturing Co.
Gand Forks. N. Dak.
KFJM University of North Dakota
Stevensville. Mont. (near)
KFJR Ashley C. Dixon & Son
Cedar Falls. Iowa
KFJX
Iowa State Teacher's College
Fort Dodge. Iowa
KFJY Tunwell Radio Co.
Texas National Guard. One hundred end twelfth Cavalry. Fort Worth Texas
KFJZ
Greeley. Colo.
KFKA Colorado Slate Tesehen Colle e
Milford. Kans.
KFKB Brinkley -Jonas Hospital Asencintion
Conway. Ark.
KFKQ Conway Radin L.bomtorin (Ben H. Woodruff)
Lawronoe. Kan,
KFKU The University of Kansas
Butte. Moat.
KFKV F. F. Gray
Heating., Nebr.
KFKX Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co
Butte. Mont.
KFLA
Abner R. Willson
Signal Eleetri. Manufacturing Co.
Menomioea, Mlieh.
KFLB
Fr.nllinton. Le.
KFLD Paul E. Greenlaw
Denver. Colo.
KFLE
National Educational Service
Cedar Rapids. la.
Everett M. Foster
KFLP
Albuquerque. New Mexico
KFLR University of New Memo
Ball Benito. Tau
KFLU Rio Grande Radio Bapply House
Rockford. Ill.
KFLV
Rev. A. T. Frykmau
Galveston. Tex.
KFLX George Roy Clough
Atlantic. La.
KFLZ
Atlantis Automobile Co.
Liure Rock. Ark.
KFMB Christian Churches
Fayetteville, Ark.
KFMQ University of Arkansas
Sioux City. Iowa
KFMR Moroinoside College
Minneapolis. Minn.
KFMT Dr. Gorge W. Young
Houghton. Mich.
KFMW M. G. Batmen
Northfield. Minn.
KFMX Carleton College
Shenandoah, Iowa
KFNF Henry Field Seed Co
Coldwater. Miss.
Wooten 's Radio Shop
KFNO
Warrensburg. Mo.
Central Mo. Sente Teachers College
KFNJ
Paso Robles. Calif.
KFNL Radio Broadcast Men
KFNV L. A. -Drake Battery and Radio Supply Shop
Beats Ron. Calif.
Helena, AI anima
KFNY Montana Phonograph Co
KFNZ
Royal Radio Company
Burlingame, Calif.
KFOA
Rhodes Department Store
Seattle ,Wash.
Whittier. Calif.
KFOC First Christian Church
Wallace.Ideho
KFOD Radio Shop
KFOJ
Moberly Sigh School Radio Club
Moberly. Missouri
KFOL Leslie M. Scheibe:*
Marengo. Iowa
KFON Echophone Radio Shop
Long Bar*. Calif.
KFOO Latter Day Saints University
Salt Lake City,Utah
Rohrer Elec.
Co..
KFOP
Marshfield Ore.
KFOR David City Tire & Electrfo Co
David City. Nebraska
KFOT College Hill Radio Club
Wichita. Karnes
KFOU Rommel Mfg. Co
Richmond. Calif.
K FOX
Board of Education, Technical High School
Omaha. Nebraska
KFOY Beacon Radio Servis
St. Paul, Minn.
KFPB
Edwin J. Brown
Seattle. Wash.
KFPO Garreteon and Dena.
Los Angeles. Calif.
KFPH Harold Ches. Mailand.
Salt Lake City. Utah
KFPL C. C. Baxter
Dublin. Texas
KFPM The New Furniture Co
Greenville, Texas
KFPR Los Angeles Co. Forestry Dept
Los Angeles. Calif.
KFPT Cape & Johnson
Salt Lake City. Utah
KFPV
Heintz & Kohlntoos, Inc.
San Francisco. Calif.
KFPW St. Johns M. E. Church
Carterville. Mo.
KFPX First Presbyterian Church
Pine Bluff Ark.
KFPY Symons investment Co
Spokane. 'Ws.h.
KFOA The Principia
St Louis. Mo.
KFQB The Searchlight Publishing Co
Fort Worth. Tex.
KFOC Kidd Brothers Radio Shop
Taft. Calif.
KFQD Chovin Supply Co
Anchorage. Alaska
K FQE
Dickenson -Henry Radio Laboratories
Colorado Springs. Colo.
KFQG Southern Calif. Radio A..'n
Las Angeles . Calif.
KFQH Radio Service Co
Burlingame .Calif.
FFQM Texas Highway Bulletin
Austin, Tee.
KFQN Thrd Baptist Church
Portland. Ore.
KFQP G. 8. Gnon. Jr
los a City. Ia.
K FOR
Walter L,Favene ro.
..Oklahoma City. Okla.
KFQT Texas National Guard
Denison. Texas
-

aKFH

.

256
236
360
258
252
368
254
315

360
360
231
248
261

254
268
231

233
266
226
280
275
224
254
248
273
226
250
252
261
360

240
283

468

248
252
242
226

240
273
248
252
252
242
280
258
280
246
254
273
286

250

275
283
288
283
248
234
268
256
254
236
229
240
273
254

299
261
231

266
336
266
254
234

240
234
261
231
384

236
224
246
234
234
261

240
226
231

254
248

226
224
238
242

242
242
231

268
236
268
242
283
264
221

258

207
224
226

231
268
283

284

220
252

KFQU
KFQW
KFQX
KFQY
KFQZ
KFRJ
KFRM
KFRN
KFRO
KFRU
KFRW
KFRX
KFRY
KFRZ
KFSG
KFSY
KFUJ
KFUL
KFUM
KFUO
KFUP
KFU
KFU
KFUS
KFUT

W. Riker
Holy City. Calif.
C. F. Knierim
North Bend, Wash.
Alfred M. Hubbard
Seattle. Wash.
Farmers State Bank
Belden . Neb.
Taft Radia Co
Hollywood. Calif.
Guy Simmons. Jr .
Conway, Ark.
James F. Boland
Fort Sill. Okla.
M. Laurence Short
Hanford. Calif.
Curtis Printing Co
Ft. Worth. Tex.
Okmulgee Disco. Oil and Gas Asen
Bristow, Okla.
United Churched of Olympia
Olympia. Wean.
J. Gorden Klemgard
Pullman. Wash.
New Mexico CollegeofAgricnimre and Mechanic Arts. Stato College. N. M
The Electric Shop
Hartimton, Neb.
Angelus Temple
Lae Angeles, Calif.
The Van Blanton Co
Helena,Moot.
Hoppert Plumbing and Heating Co
Breckenridge. Minn.
Thomas Goggan & Bros. Music Co
Galveston, Tex.
W. D. Corley
Colorado Springs. Colo.
Concordia Seminary
St. Louis. Mo.
Fitzsim mens General Hospital
Denver, Col.
Julius Brunton and Sons Co
San Francisco. Cal.
H. W. Peery and C. Redfield
Ogden. Utah
Louis L. Sherman
Oakland, Calif
University f Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Radio Labe
Sao Leandro, Cal.
Irvine M. Bouchard
Butte. Mout.
Virginia. Minn.
Y. M. C. A
Clarence B. Juneau
Hollywood. Cal.
Browning Bros. Co.
Ogden. Utah
Werner Bros
Ho.ywaod, Cal.
L. E.
Myers
Tacoma D
Tacoma, Wash.
G
I Electric Co.
Oakland. Calif.
Marion A. Mulrmy
Honolulu. Hawaii. Waikiki Beech
Portland Morning Oregonian
Portland. Oreg.
St. Martina College (Rob. Sebastian Ruth)
Lacy. Wash.
Times-Mirror Co.
La Angeles. Calif.
Louis Weanter
Seattle. Wash.
C. O. Gould
Stockton. Calif.
Northwest Radio Service Co
Seattle. Wash.
Bible Institute d Los Angeles. Inc.
Lee Angeles. Calif.
Warner Brother, Radio Supplies Co.
Oakland. Calif.
Tribune Publishing Co
Oakland. Calif.
Reynolds Radio Co
Denver, Colo.
Ban Joaquin Light & Power Corp
Fresno. Calif.
Tacoma. Wash.
Love Electra Co
Walter Hemrieh
K,tkah Bay. Alaska
Los Angeles Evening Express
Los Aagoles.Calil.
Denver Col.
General Electric Co....
New Mexico College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts State College. N. Mex.
Detroit Police Department
Detroit. Mich.
Hale Bros.
San Francisco, Calif.
Pasadena Presbyterian Church
Paadena. Cal.
Doubleday -Hill Electric Co
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles D. Herrold
San Jose. Calif.
V C Battery & Electric Co.
-Berkeley. Calif.
Kansas State Agricultural Collego
Manhattan. Kans.
St. Louis, M.
Post Dispatch (Pulitzer Pub. Co.)
New Arlington Hotel Co.
Hot Spring.. Ark.

253
248
333
273
240

Stockton. Calif.
Angel. Examiner
Los Angeles. Calif.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Electric Shop
Westinghouse Eleetrio & Mfg. Co.
Chicago. Ill.
KYtV
Preston D. Allen
Oakland. Calif.
KZM
Valdemar Jeneso
New Orleans, La.
WAAB
New Orleans. La.
WAAC Tuleoe Univernety
WAAD Ohio Mechanics Institute
Ciocimati, Ohio
Chicago. Ill.
WAAF Chiagn Daily Drovers Journal
Newark. N. J.
WAAM I. R. Nelson Co
Columbia. Mo.
WAAN University of hliasouri
Omaha. Nebr.
WAAW Omaha Grain Exchange
Lake Forest, Ill
WABA Lake Forest University
WABB Harrisburg Sporting Goode Co.
Harrisburg.
Sandusky. Ohio
WABH Lake Shore Tire Co.
Bangor. M.
Bangor Railway & Electric Co
WABI
Storrs. Cono.
WABL
Connecticut Agricultural College
Saginaw. Mich.
WABM F. A. Doherty Automotive and Radio Equipment Co.
LaCrosse. Wis.
WABN Ott Radio. Inc
Rochester. N. Y.
WABO
Lake Avenue Baptist Church
Haverford. Pa.
WABQQ
Haverford College, Radio Club
Toledo. Ohio
WAR
Scott High School, N. W. B. Foley
Camden. N. J.
WABU Victor Talking Machine Co.
Woneter, Ohio
WABW College of Wooster
WABX Henry B. Joy
Mt. Clemens. Mich.
Philadelphia. Pa.
WARY John Magaldi, Jr.
WABZ Coliseum Place Baptist Church
New Orleans. La.
Port Huron, Mich.
WAFD Albert B. Parfet Co
Richmond Hill, N. Y.
tVAHC A. H. Grebe & Co.
Minneapolis. Minn.
WAMD Hubbard and Co.
W. Lafayette. Ind.
WBAA Purdue University
Clemson College. 8. C.
WBAC Clemson Agrie. College
ilinneapolis, Minn.
WBAH The Dayton Co.
Paterson, N. J.
WBAN Wireless Phone Corp
WBAO James Millikin University
Decatur. Ill.
Fort Worth. Tex.
WRAP Worthem -Carter Publishing Co. (Star Telegram)
Columhue, Ohio
WBAV Errer & Hopkins Co
Wakes-Barre, Pa.
WBAX John H. Stenger. Jr
New York. N. Y.
tVBAY Western Electric Co
Reading. Pa.
WBBD Barbey Battery Service
Mattepoiett. Mare.
WBBG Irving Vermilya
Port Huron. Mich.
WBBH J. Irving Bell
Richmond, Vs.
WBBL Grace Covenant Presbyterian Church
Chicago. Ill.
WBeM H. Leslie Atlas.
Wilmington. N. C.
WBBN Blake. A. B
Petoskey, Mich.
WBBP Petoskey High School
Rosville, N. Y.
tVBBR Peoples Pulpit A.sso
New Orleaas,La.
WBBS First Baptist Church
WBBU Jenks Motor Sales Co
Monmouth, Ill.
Johnstown, Pa.
WBBV
Co
Norfolk. Va.
WBBX R ffnewJunioro High School
Charleston. S. C.
WBBY Washington Light Infantry Co. "B" 118th Id
WBBZ Noble B. Watson
Indianapolis. Ind.
Chicago, Ri.
WBCN Foster & McDonald
Grand Rapids. Mich.
WBDC Baxter Laundry Co
Takoma Park, Md.
WBES Bliss Electrical School
Baltimore. Md.
WBGA Jones Elec. & Radio 311x. Co.
Butler. Pa.
W8R
Pennsylvania State Police
Wilk..- Barre, Pa.
WBRE Baltimore Radio Exchange
Newark. N. J.
D. W. May. Inc
WBS
Charlotte. N. C.
Southern Radio Corp
WBT
Springfield. Maas.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co
WBZ
Canton. N. Y.
WCAD St. Lawrence University
Pittsburgh. P..
WCAE Kaufmann & Baer Co
New Orleans. La.
WCAC Clyde R. Randall
Columbus, Ohio
WCAH Entrekin Electric Co
University Place. Nebr.
WCAJ Nebraska Wesleyan University
Northfield. Minn.
Bt.Olal College
WCAL
Baltimore. Md.
WCAO Sanders & Stemma Co
Washington. D. C.
WCAP Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
Ben Antonin Tex.
WCAR Alamo Radio Electric Co
tlinoeapolis, Mina
WCAS W. H. Dunwoody !admen. Institute
Rapid City, S. Dak.
WCAT State College of Mine
Philadelphia Pa.
WCAU Durham & Co
Little Rock.Ark.
WCAV J. C. Dice Electric Co

360
360
270

KFUU

KFUY
KFUZ

KFVF
KFWA
KFWB
KFWC
KGB

KGO
KGU
KGW
KCY
KHJ
KHQ
KJ Q

KJR
KJS

KLS
KLX
KLZ

KMJ
KMO
KNT
KNX

KOA

KOS
KOP
KPO

KPPC
KQV
KOW
KITE
KSAC
KBD

KTHS

KTW
KUO
KUOM
KWG
KWH

LedgMyersT

First Presbyterian Church
Examiner Printing Co.
State University of Montana
Portable Wirelrs, Telephone Co.

250
263
224

246
381

220
217

266
222

27$

281
242
258
7.42

549
234
234
224
233
234

254
248

208
214
252

252

361

360
491

258
405
273
273
405
252

360
608
289
248
250
263
337
323

348
286
428
229
270
210

275
341

545
375

Seattle. Wash. 360
Ban Francisco, Calif. 246
Miss ula, Montana 244

Loa

KYop

P.

535

360
288
275
248
288
263
254

286
227

266
240
240
283
254
244
283
261

270
226
234
270
212
263
233
315
244

283

331

417
244

350

476

232
254
412
234
243
246
283
226
275
246
273
252
224
245
222
263
227

266
256
222
254

236
231
252

275

333
280
461

268
246

233
336
275
468
263

280
240
273
233
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The .lfaga:ine of the Holy

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Don't overlook the value of
RADIO AGE'S classified advertisements. Many such messages
have paved the way to independent
incomes.
The classified advertising rates
are but ten cents per word for a
single insertion. Liberal discounts
are allowed on three, six and

twelve - time insertions, of five,.
fifteen and thirty per cent, respectively. Unless placed through
an accredited advertising agency,
cash should accompany all orders.
Name and address must be included at foregoing rates and no
advertisement of less than ten
words will be accepted.

AGENTS WANTED

WRITERS

RADIO -Join our sales organization and make big
money.
in every
dersed
andaparts
the leadinsell
manufacturers. Widener of Kansas City makes 5150.00
weekly. You can do as well or better. Write today
for catalog. and discounts. Name your county. Wave land Radio Company, Div. 52, 1027 No. State St., Chi-

NEW WRITERS WANTED-Articles, stories, poems,
etc. 513,500 just paid to unknown writer.
E
Entirely new field. (No. bunk.) NOT A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE. Moving picture industry and
publishers crying for new original material. YOU
CAN DO IT. We buy manuscripts for books and magazines. Send self addressed envelope for list of 100
subjects. CALIFORNIA STUDIOS. P. O. Box 697, Los
Angeles, Calif.

is

cago,

Ill.

MANUFACTURER'S AGENT calling on Radio-Electrical Jobbers, Chicago and vicinity, has opening for 3
additional lines carrying volume business, as we cater
to large jobbers. Edelstein, 1804 McCormick Bld
Chicago.

HELP WANTED
RADIO SALESMEN and SET BUILDERS -We need
you and you need us. ; f you are reliable and well
will appoint you our
known in your community,
representative a d furnish you with standard well
advertised s is and parts at prices that will enable you
to sell at a handsome profit. Write at once for catalog and sales plan. Waveland Radio Co., Div. 53, 1027
N. State St., Chicago, III.

MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
AN OLD AND WELL ESTABLISHED MANUFACTURING COMPANY IN THE MIDDLE WEST WITH LARGE

WELL EQUIPPED PLANTS AND UNUSUAL FINANCIAL RESOURCES, DESIRING TO ENTER THE RADIO
FIELD WILL CONSIDER THE MANUFACTURE AND
SALE OF RADIO SETS OR DEVICES OF OUTSTANDING AND UNUSUAL MERIT ON A ROYALTY BASIS.
ADDRESS BOX 1A, RADIO AGE.

A PRACTICAL TUBE RECEIVING SET FOR 510,
Postpaid, less phones and tube.
Complete with
phones, tube and battery, 518.00. J. B. RATHBUN,
1067 Winona St., Chicago, Ill.

Standard soderless radio Jacks. Binding post attachPostpaid.
ants. Double circuit. One dollar bill.
Clinton Seward, Jr., New Peitz, New York, N. Y.
Three Cosmopolitan Phusiformers, each 55.50, book of
instructions included. F. A. Mall, Triopli, Iowa.

TAY SALES CO.
6

N. Franklin St., Chicago

FREE.

Everyone Interested
in RADIO
Should Write for

i4

"B"

13artintln

Catalog published. Chock
full of thousands of Radio Bargains
at the lowest prices to be found anywhere in the United States.

Parts, Supplies, Sets, Parta of
Seta, Latest Circuits.
Send for this catalog today.
We have friends in every city,
town and hamlet. Our reputation is

BATTERIES

100 VOLT EDISON TYPE "B" BATTERY, knocked
down. Parts and plans-complete, $12.50. Lane Mfg.
2937 W.

ihísFREERadioBook
The Greatest

Man wanted for this territory to sell wonderful
n
Childreñ s shoes direct, savvalue m
40'. Experience unnecessary.
ing consumer
Samples supplied. Big weekly permanent
Write today Tanners Mfg. Co., 1334C. St., Boston, Mass.

Lake, Chicago.

our bond. No red tape. Honest
merchandise. Goods shipped on apNo risk -satisfaction or
proval.
moneyrefunded. No arguments-no
money in advance. Ask this magazine about us
WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE

RADIO OFFERS
15 to 25 per cent discount on nationally advertised sets
and parts. Every item guaranteed. Tell us your needs.
IMPERIAL RADIO COMPANY, Delaware, Ohio.

Dept. E

RADIO SETS.

9

Church St.,

New York City

Chicago.

SPECIAL FOR APRIL
The Reinerte Radio Booklet, by Frank D. Pearne, fully
illustrated, and RADIO AGE. for 52.50. Price of Booklet alone is 50c. Send check, currency or money order
to RADIO AGE, 500 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago.

VOCATIONS

RADIO

Make Big Money. Safe and Lock Expert. Wayne
Strong, 3800 Lan Franco St.. Los Angeles. Calif.

RADIO SUPPLIES

DEALERS -Write for our illustrated catalog of reliable
Radio Merchandise. Roesiter- Manning Corporation,
Dept. D, 1830 Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Ten per cent discount on all standard radio parts,
ndensers to transformers to tubes, etc. Send
from
special bargains on Static for our latest price
lie loud speakers, Radiotrons, Gereliminators, portable
man silver wire, etc. RADIOGRAPH LABORATORIES.
1234 Rosemont Ave., Dept. 4, Chicago, Ill.

158

Hollbrook, Arizona.

Write for Catalog.

hour to advertise and distribute samples to consumer. Write quick for territory and particulars.
American Products Co., 2130 American Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

RADIO DEALERS

WANTED

Complete line of parts.
We Sell to Dealers Only.

90c an

RADIO CIRCUITS

WANTED -To complete
r N t RADIO AGE need
August, September, October, November,
bound or unbound. Advise price. Lloyd C. Henning,

Crosley
Day -Fan
Receiving Sets

AGENTS

RADIO CIRCUITS

STAMPS AND COINS

LibertyHoward

i

FOR SALE-3 Pfanstiehl tuning units, 3 Cardwell Condensers, 1 Bradleyometer, 2 Bradleystats. All goods
New. Earl Price, Lodi, Wis.

Genuine Foreign Stamps. Mexico War Issues.
Venezuela, Salvador and India Service. Guatemala,
China, etc., only 5c. Finest approval sheets, 50 to
60 per cent. Agents Wanted.
Big 72 -p. Lists Free.
Hussman
We Buy Stamps. Established 20 Years.
Stamp Co., Dept. 152, St. Louie, Mo.

RETAIL.

RADIO TUBES

JOIN THE RADIO Parts Exchange Club. Your parts
inspected Fee 25c), and exchanged for the parts you
need. What have you; what parts do you require?
Write us for details.
The Radio Parts Exchange Club. 112 So. Homan Ave.,

plete list, No. R -31.

Radio Jobbers
and DO NOT

SPECIAL Mastertone Radio tubes ll
$1.85 po tpaid. Nangle Co. 601 Washington Bocal. Oak Park, 111.

Our prices save you money. Lists free.
The Radio Shoppe, Box 645, East Liverpool, Ohio.

BLUEPRINTS -Make your own set from proven
original and up- to-the- minute blueprints. The followare merely three of a choice of almost one hundred
ding
types:
Bifferent
HT-1-3-Five tube neutrodynr50c.
FB-6 -Three- honeycomb regenerative -35c.
Din-4-Diode single circuit -25c.
All three of above, for 51.00.
These tested blueprints are all made up in easily
read circuit drawings. MIDLAND PRODUCTS COMPANY, 1413 Hood Ave., Chicago, Ill. Ask for our com-

We are exclusive

LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMPOUND.
discharged
Ìd rgethod
entirely. Gallon free to agents. Lightning Co., St. Paul, Minn.

100

VOLT EDISON TYPE "B" BATTERY, knocked
down.
Parts and plans- complete, 512.50. Lane
Mfg., 2937 W. Lake, Chicago.

TRY US!
RADIO DEALERS!

BATTERY COMPOUND

RADIO

75

MANUSCRIPTS

Storage "B" Battery

iá cvái Lasts Indefinitely -Pays for Itself

Economy and performance unheard of before. Recharged
at a negligible cost. Approved and listed as Standard by
leading Radio Authorities including Pap. Radio Laboratories. Pop.
ImSci. Inst. Standards. Radio News lab . Letsx Inc. and her
an insurport,at intimations. Equipped with Solid Rudber Case,
d leakage. Extta heavy ease jars. heavy
ance
acid
bagged plate.. Order yours today.
Just s4te number f batterjes
ea and we ill hlp de
rder Is received. Extra offer. 4 batteries In series 196 volts,. 513.
Fay expressman after examining batteries. 5 per cent discount for
order
now
Mad
your
rer.
b wit

SND NO

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
III.
11
1219 So. Wabash
World Radio ' A' Storages Rotten,
at the m
Aver. $18.00.
Arno.

wonderful radio hook -up and would like
to market it among various radio publication tc.,
n help you at a nominal cost. Don't be held back
we
by the inability to put your technical ideas
anylonger
into words. We will help shape your technical constructional articles so that they will BESOLD at BIG MONEY
to the best radio magazines and radio newspaper supplements. We give you free criticism and w
servi till yo,.r article is sold. Write for free descriptive
folder WILLIS ARNOLD AND ASSOCIATES. 210 E.
Ohio St.. Chic:. go.

If

you have

MONEY

a

Priers:

a

colt. 100

equigged

vili Solid

World
STORAGE BATTERIES
UWM wWW_FAE,W6M.s_yySsN

se.

RADIO
s

s

Classified Ad copy for May RADIO AGE must be in our office by March 28.

"Little Ads Mean Quick Sales
* Tested and Approved

by RADIO AGE

F

99

76
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WCAX University of Vermont
WCAZ Carthage College
WCBA Charles W. Heihachns
WCBC Unimak!, of Michigan
WGBD Wilbur C. Vol:.
WCBE 17halt Radio Co
WCBF Paul J. Milks
WCBG Howard 8. Williams (Portable)
WCBH University of Mi..
WCBI
Nicoll, Dune. & RusE
WCBJ J. C. Maus
WCBL Northern Radio Mfg. Co
WCBM Charie, Swam
WCBN James P. Boland
WCBO The Radio Shop. Ina
WCBQ First Baptist Chnreh
WCBR C. H. hleaster
WCBT Clark University. Colleens. Dept.
WCBU Arnold Wireless Supply Co
WCBV Tullahoma Radio Club
WCBW George P. Rankin. Jr.. and Maitland Solomon
WCBX Radio Shop of Newark (Henn. Lubbr.)
WCBY The Forks Electrical Khoo
WCBZ Coppotelli Bros. Music House
/VCCO Washburn-Crosby Co
WCEE Charl. E. Erba.in. VUa Olivia
WCK
S.-Baer-Fuller D. G. Co.
WCX
Free Press
WDAE Tampa Daily Tim.
WOAF Kanses City Star
WDAG J. Lauren. Merlin
WDAH Trinity Methodist Church (South)
WDAR Lit Brothers
WDAY Radio Equipment Corp.
WDBA Fred RaY
WDBB A. H. Waite & Co.. Ina
WDBC Kirk. Johnson & Co
WDBD Herman Edwin Bunn
WDBE Cilham-Schoen Elec. Co
WDBF Robert G. Phillips
WDBH C. T. Scherer Co
WDB1
Radio Special., Co.
WDBJ Richardson Wayland Electric Cord
WDBL Wise. Dept. of Marl..
WDBN Electric Light & Power Co
WDBO Rollins College
WDBP Superior State Normal School
WDBQ Morton Radio Supply Co
WDBR Tremont Temple Bap., Church
WDBS 8. M. K. Radio Corp
WDBT Taylor's Book Sono
WDBV The Strand Theatre
Radio Den
WDBW
WDBX Otto Baur
WDBY North Shore Congregational Chun*
WDBZ Boy cout,. City Hell
WDM
Church of the Covenant
WDWF
WDZ
J. L. Buds
WEAA F. D. Fallain
WEAF Amerlean Telephone & Telegraph Co
WEAH Wichita Board of Trade

1.

The Magazine of the Hour
Burlington , Vt.
Carthage . III.
Allentown.
.rbor. 111 ich
A
Zion, Ill.
New Orleans . L.

P.

P.

Pittsburgh.
Pascagoula, Mk.
Oxford.
Born., Tennesa.
Jennin. Louisiana
Houk.. Me.
Baltimore, Md.
Ft. Boni. Harrison. Ind.
Memphis. Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Providence. R. I.

M.

Worc.ter.

M.
P..

Arnold.

Tenn.
Trash...
Macon, G..

ewark. N. J.
Buck Mil Falls, Pa.
Chicago Heights. Ill.
i CM.. Minn.
near Elgin. Ill.
St. Louis. M.

ri

Detroit. Mich.
Tampa, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Amarillo.
El Paw. Tex.
Philadelphia. P..
Fargo. N. Dak.
Columbua. Cla.
Taunton. Mass.

T..

lancastor. Pa.
Arland. G.

Martinsburg. W. Va.

Young....

Ohio
Worcester. Mass.

St Petersburg. Fla.
Roanoke. Va.
Stave. Point, WI..
Bangor. Me.
Winter Park. Fla.

WEAJ
WEAM
WEAN
WEAO
WRAP
WEAR
WEAU
WEAY
WEB
WEBA
WEBC
WEBD
WEBE
WEBH
WEBJ
WEBM
WEBP
WEBT
WEBW
WEBX'
WEBY
WEEI
WEMC
WEW
WFAA
WFAM
WFAV
WFBB
WFBC
WFBD
WFBE
WFBG
WFBH
WFBJ
WFBQ
WFBR

WEST

WFBW
WFBY
WFBZ
WEI
WFUV
WFUW
WGAL.

WGAQ
WGAZ
WGBB
WGBC
WGBF
WGBG
%WISH

WGBI
WC:8K
WGBM

WGSN
WW1°
WGBP
WGBQ
WGBR
WGBS
WGRT
WGBW
WGBX
WGBY
WGI
WGN
WCR
WGY
WHA
WHAD
WHAG

WHAli

WYAM
VP4AR
WHAS
WHAV
WHAZ
W'1/3
W'4i3A
WHBB

280

344
263
236
268
242

240
244
280
229
266
250
236
246
238

254
252
226
233
268
248
416
278
275
516
365
365
263
268
394
244
236
229
258
268
278
315
268
226
229
278
252
240

Superior, Wis. 261
Salem. N. J. 234
256
Boston,
Dayton, Ohio 283
Flat...burg. bliss. 236
Fort Wayne. Ind. 258
Columbia, Tenn 268
New York. N. Y. 233
Chicago, Ill. 258
1Gngstawn, N. Y. 233
Weahington. D. C. 234
Cranston, R. f. 440
Tuscola. Ill. 278
Flint. Mieh. 250
New York. N. Y. 48S
Wichita. Kam. 280
Coro.1I V 'vers't
N. Y.
Vermilion. S. Dak. 283
University of South Dakota
Borough of North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield) ...North Plainfield, N..7 286
Providence. R. I. 273
Shepard Co
Columh.. Ohio 293
Ohio State University
Mobile. Ala. 263
Mobile Radio Co.
Mereland. Ohio 389
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Sioux City. Iowa 275
Davidson Bros. Co.
Ho.ton, Te.s 360
Iris Theatre (Will Horowitz. Jr.)
St. Louie. Mo. 273
Bellwood Co
Highland Park. N. J. 233
Electric Shop
Superior, Wi.. 242
Walter Cecil Bridges
Anderson, Ind. 246
Electrical Equipment and Semi. Co.
Cambridge. Ohio 248
Roy W. Walker
Chicago. III. 370
Edgewater Beach Broadcasting Shawn
'4444 York. N. Y. 273
Third Avenue Railway Co
Portahle 226
Radio Corporation of America
New (Manna, La. 280
E. B. Pedicord
Dayton. Ohio 270
The Dorton Coop. Industrial High fklsool
Beloit. Wig. 283
Beloit College
Nashville. Tenn. 263
Jr ,
John E.
Roalindal. Ms.. 226
Hobart Radio Co.
475
Boston.
The Editon Electric' Illuminating Ce
285
Berrien Springs, hlich
St. Louis. Mo. 280
St. Louis Universits
Dallas. Te.s 472
Doll. News at Dallas Journal
St. Cloud, Minn. 273
Times Publishing Co
University of Nebraska. Department of Electrical Eneineering..Lineoln.Nebr. 275
Eureka. M. 240
Eureka College
Kura-till. Tenn. 250
First BaDat Church
Philadelphia. Pa. 234
Gethsemane Baptist Church
8.ymour. Ind. 226
John Van De WWI.
Altoona, Pa. 261
The Wm. F. Cab. Co
New York, N. Y273
Concourse Radio Corporation
.Collegeville, Minn.. 236
St. John, UniversitY
Raleigh. N. C. 255
Wynne Radio Co
Baltimore. Md. 452
Filth Inf. Md. Natl Cu.& 5th Reg. Armors.
N. J. 231
Glotte.,. Co. Civic League
AinswortaGates Rod. Co.
Cincinnati. Ohio 309
Ft. Ben Harris' on. Md. 258
Sinned Officer
Knot College
Galatburg. ni. 254
Philadelphia.
Strawbridge and Clothier
394
G. Peers. Ward
Springfield. Mo. 252
loherly. Mo. 233
Earl William Levi.
Lancaster , P.. 248
Lancsatar Electric Supply & Conatruction Ce
Shreveport. L. 252
Youree Hotel
South Bend. Ind. 360
South Bend Tnbune
Freeport. N. Y. 244
Mir. H. Carman.. 217 Bedell St.
Memphis. Tenn. 266
First Bend. Church
Evansville. bid. 217
Finke Furniture Co.
Thrifton, Va. 226
Brietenhach's Radio Shop
(Portable) 209
Fall River Herald Puo. Co.
Scranton. P. 240
Frank 8. Megargee
John:omen. Pa. 248
Lawrence Campbell
Providence. R. I. 234
Theodore N. fifty
La Salle. II. 266
Hub Radio Shop
San Juan. P. R. 275
Dr. Krers Art.
Tampa, Fla. 250
M. L. Prime Music Co.
Menominee. Wis. 234
Stout institute
Itlershfield Broadcasting Assn.
Marshfield. Wis. 229
Cimbel Brothers
New York. N. Y. 315
Creenville. S. C. 236
Furman CnirersitY
Valley Theater.
Spring Valley. Ill. 212
University of Maine
Orono, IV.. 252
Progress Sales Co
R. R. No. 2 218
Medford Hillside. Mast. 261
American R. & R. Co
The Tribune Co
Chicago. M. 370
Federal T. and T. Co.
Buffalo. N. Y. 319
General Elec. Co.
Schen.tady. N. Y. 379
University of Wisconsin
Madison. Wi.. 515
Marquette University
Milwaukee. Wis. 280
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati. Ohio 222
Hider Supply Co
Joplin. Mo. 283
Univereitv of Rochester (Eastman School of Musk/
Rochester. N.Y. 278
SeasideHoute
Atlantic CI. N.J. 275
Couriersiournal & Louisville Tim..
Louisville. Ky. 399
Vi, .i.ningtoreilDirl. 360
Wilmirarton Electrical Specialty Co
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Sweeney School Co
Mo.
C. C. Shaffer
IC..al
23ft
Heber, Store
Stet-ens Point. Wis. 240

M.

T.

WEAL

250

280

.a.

C.

M.

Fit.

P.

load..

Ci,

Bar. E. P. Graham
Canton. Ohio 254
Chas W. Howard
Beinfoctaine. Ohio 222
Beardsley Specialty Compon.9
Rock Island. Illinois 222
WHBG John N. Skase
Harrisburg. Ponneylvania 231
WHBH Culver hlilite. AcademY
Culver. Indiana 222
Wlibl Cheraning Electric Co.
Chesaning. Mich. 227
WHK
Radio,. Comps.y
Cloveland. Ohio 273
WHN
George Schnbel
New York, N. Y. 360
WHO
Bankers Life Co
Dm Moines, Ia. 526
WIAD
Howard R. Millet
Philadelphia, Pa. 254
WEAK Journal-Stockman Co.
Omaha, Nebr. 278
WIAQ Chronicle Publishing Co.
Mariors , Md. 226
WIAS
Home Electric Co
Burlington. Iowa 283
WIK
K. & L. Co
MoKnesport. Pa. 234
wit.
Continental Electric Supply Co
Washington, D. C. 360
WI P
Cimbel Bros
Philadelphia. Pa. 509
WJAB
American Electric Co
Lin.ha, Neb. 229
WJAD Jackson. Radio Engineering Laboratories
Waco, Tema 352
WJAG Norfolk Daily News
Norfolk, Nebr. 231
WJAK Clifford L. White
Greentown. M. 254
WJAM D. M. Perham
Cedar Rapids. Iowa 268
WJAN Peoria fitar
P.tut. III. 290
WJAR The Outlet Co. (J. Samuels & Bro.)
Providence, R. I. 335
WJAS Pittaburgb Radio Supply House
Pit.hurgh, Pa. 285
WJAZ
Chicago Radio Laboratory
Chicago. Ill. 263
WJD
Denison University
GrOotOillo, Ohio 229
WJJD
Supreme Lodi. Loyal Order of Moo.
Mooseheart. III. 303
WJY
Radio Corp. of Am.
Now York, N. Y. 451
WJZ
Radio Corp. of Am..
New York, N. Y. 451
WKAA H. F. Pear
Cedar Ravi. .Iowa 278
WKAD Ch.. Loaff (Crescent Park)
East Prov idea., R. I. 240
WKAN Unit.' Battery Sorrien Co
Montgomery, Ala. 22S
WKAP Dim. W. Flint
W1CAQ Radio Corp. of Porto Rico
Elan Juan , P. R. 340
WKAR Mkt.., Agriculture College
East Lansing, Mich. 245
WKAV Laconia Radio Club
Laconia. N. H. 254
WEBE K le B Electric Co
Weisser. M.sachuaetts 231
WKBF Dutee Wilcox Flint
Cranston. Rhode Island 236
WKY
Wky Radio .hop
Okla City, Okla. 275
WLAG Cutting & W.hinston Radio Corp.
Minneapolis. Minn. 417
WLAP Wm. V. Jordan
Louisville. Ky. 236
WLAQ Arthur E. Shilling
Kelemasoo. Mi.. 293
WLAX Putnam Electric Co
Greencastle, Tod. 231
University of Minnesota
Minn.pols. Minn. 278
WLB
WLBL.
Wisconsin Sta. Dep. of Markets
Stevenepoint. Wis. 278
WLS
Sean Roebuck & Co
Chues.. Ill. 344
WLW
Mfg. Co
Cuscinnati. Ohio 422
WMAC J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith)
Ca:movie , N. Y. 261
WMAF Round Hills Radio Corm
Dortmouth Maas. 360
WMAH General Sums. Co
Lincoln. Nebr. 254
WMAK Norton Laboratorks
Lockport. N. Y. 273
WMAL Trenton Hardware Co
Trenton ,N. J. 236
WMAN Flynt Baptist Church
Columbus. Ohio 236
WMAO Chicago Dail, News
Chicago, III. 417
WMAV Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Auburn. Ala. 230
WMAY King...her. Presbyterian Church
St. Louis, Mo. 230
WMAZ Mercer University
Ga. 261
WMBF
M.= M.....
B.ch. Fla. 384
WMC
Commercial Appeal
Memphis, Tenn. 503
WMH Ainsworth-Gat. Radio Co.
Chninnuti. O. 321
WMU
DoubledalHill Elec. Co
Washuneton. D. C. 260
WNAC Shepard Storm
Boston, Mae.. 284
WNAD University of Okla...
Norman. Okla. 258
WNAL Omaha Central High School
Omaha. Nebr. 265
WNAP Wittenberg College
Springfield. Ohio 271
WNAR First Christian Church
Butler. Mo. 210
WNAT Lennie Brothers Co. (Frederick Lenoir)
Philadelphia. Pa. 234
WNAX Dakota Radio Armorer. Co
Yankton. S. Dak. 218
WNYC Dept.of Plant and Structura
New York .N. Y. 516
WOAC Page Organ Co
Lima. Ohio 269
WOAR Midland College
Fremont. Nebr. 230
WOAF Tyler Commercial College
Tyler, Tex. 331
WOAG Apollo Theater Belvidere Amusement Co.)
Belvidere. Ill. 274
Bootbma Empmeot Co
WOA1
San Antonio. Tetae 392
WOAN Vaughn ConservatorY of M.ie (James D. Vaughn)....lowrencelsurg. TOnn. 290
WOAO Lyradion Mfg. Co
Mishawaka. Ind. 159
Kenosha, Wis. 225
WOAR Lundskow_. Hen. P
WOAT Boyd M. Homo
Wilmington, D.I. 360
WOAV Pennsylvania Natio.1 Guard, 2d Battalion, 112th Infant.
Erie. Pa. 242
WOAW Woodmen of the World
Omaha. Nebr. 526
WOAX Franklyn J. Wolff
Trenton. N. J. 240
Palmer School of Chiropraetie
WOC
Davenport. Ia. 484
WOCL Hotel Jamestown. Inc
Jamestown, N. Y. 275
WO1
Iowa State College
Ames Ia. 270
WOO
John Wanamaker
Philadelphia "a. 509
WOR
L. Bomberger sad Co
Newark. N. J. 405
WORD Peopl. Pulpit Assn
,
Batavia. Ill. 275
WOS
State Marketing Burson
Jefferson City. Mo. 440
WPAB Poromylvania State College
State College, Pa. 283
WPAC MmHg:loon Radio Co.
Okmulgee, Okla. 369
WPAJ Doolittle Radio Corp
New Haven. Conn. 261
WPAK North Dakota Atricuhural Callen.
Agricultural College:N. D. 243
WPAL Superior Radio & Telephone Equipment Co
Col.abus:-Ohio 236
WPAU Concordia College
Moorhead. Minn. 266
WPAZ John R. Koch (Dr.)
Charleston. W. Va. 273
WPC
The Municipality of At16347i0 City
Atlantic City. N. J. 359
WQAA Horace A. Be.e. Jr
Parkersburg. P. 270
WQAC E. B. Gish
Amanllo. Texas 231
WQAE Moor. Radio News Sta n (Edmund B. Moon)
Springfield. Vt. 275
WQAM Electrical Equipment Co.
Miami. Pl... 283
WQAN Scranton Tirons
Scranton, Pa. 280
WQAO Calvary Baptist Church
New York. N. Y. 360
WQAS Prince-Waltor Co
Lowell. M.... 266
WQJ
Calumet Rsinbo Broadeastlug Co.
Chicago. Ill. 447
WRAA The Rice Intritute
Houston.
256
WRAF The Radio Club (fn.)
Laporte .Ind. 224
WRAK Economy Light Co
Escanaba. Miels. 256
WRAM Lombard Coll..
Galenburg. Ill. 214
WRAN Black Fiat. Eleetneal Co
Waterloo. lowa 236
WRAO St. Louis Radio Semi. Co
St. Louis. Mo. 263
WRAV Antioch College
Yellow Spring. Ohio 242
WRAW Avenue Radio Shop (Horace D. Good)
Reading. Pa. 239
WRAX Fl.on'e Cara.
Cloocest4r City, N. J. 269
WRBC Imennel Lutheran Church
Valparaiso. Ind. 276
WRC
Radio Corp. of Am.
Washington. D. C. 469
WREO Rea Motor Car Co.
Lousing. Mich. 286
WRHF WaalMmton Radio Heeorted Fund
Washington. D. C. 256
WRK
Doron Bros
Hamilton . Ohio 360
WRL
Union College
Ilehenectady. N. Y. 270
WRM
University of Minois
Urbana. III. 273
WRR
Polies and Fir. Signal Department
Della. Tee. 261
WRW
Tarrytown Radio Re. Labs
Tarryt.ra. N. Y. 273
WSAB Southeast hi isammi State Teothers Col..
Cape Girardeau, Mo. 275
WSAC Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson College. 8. C. 336
WSAD J. A. Fester Co
Providence. R. I. 261
WSAC Loren Vanderbeck Davis
fat. Petemburg. Fla. 264
WSAI
Ciorino.ti, Ohio 325
United States Playing Cards Co
WSA.1
Grove City College
Grove City. Pa. 258
WSAN Allentown CallhPublishine Co.
Allentown. Pa. 229
WSAP Seventh
York, N. Y. 263
Adventist Church
WSAR Doughty & Welch Electrical Co.
Fall River, Maaa. 254
WSAU Camp Mananfeld
Mohan. N. H. 229
WSAV
Houston. Te. 360
C. W. Vick Radio Cor.nactfon Co
WSAY Irving A.Ms (Port Chaster Chamber of Commons.. .Port Chest., N. Y. 233
WSAZ Chas. Electric Shop
Pomeroy ,Oluo 258
WSB
Atlanta Journal
Atlanta . Co. 428
WSL
J. and M. Elec. Co
Uri.. N. Y 273
WSOE School of Enirineorinir
Milwaukee. Wis 246
WSRF Hardem Sal. and Serener.
Broadlands. /11, 233
WSUT State University of
Io_ City. r..... 499
WTAB Fall River Daily Herald Publishing Co
Fall River. Mon. 248
WTAC Penn Traffic Co
Johnstown, Pa. 360
WTAF Louis I. Gallo
Nay Orleans .1.a. 212
WHBC
WHBD

WhI3F

Cr.!.

,

T..

N.

D.

Io.
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New Advertising Manager for
Zenith Radio
Thomas E. Carnahan, formerly of H.
W. Kastor and The Arnold Joerns Ad-

vertising Agencies, has been
appointed Advertising Man ager of the Zenith
Radio Corporation in Chicago.
Mr. Carnahan
is to have charge
of ell advertising, whether it
be direct mail,
outdoor, national or local display. He
should be well fitted for the position inasmuch as he has acted in the capacity
of space buyer, copy writer and production manager, while connected with the
two advertising agencies.

The Magazine of the Hour

New Gollos Receiver on Market

"Telos Radio"

Head phones are not required for the
Gollos Circuit, all stations being easily
tuned in on the loud speaker. In many
cases the loud speaker can be operated
on one step of audio frequency, the
volume being too great when plugged in
on second or third step. The second

Danziger Jones Inc., 25 Waverly
Place, New York, N. Y., an old firm
of established reputation, is marketing
a receiving set kit under the above
name. The kit is furnished in a most
complete manner and the set when
properly constructed is very efficient.
The basic design of the new "Telos"
is the same as it has been for three
years, with the added improvements of
three stages of tuned R. F. and superimposed (reflex) resistance coupled A.
F. as well.
The set can be built as a five, six, or
seven tube outfit, and will operate entirely on dry cells. It will cost less to
operate than any other set of like power.
A crystal detector can be used if desired.
This makes for increased economy of
operation.

Alpha Radio Supply Co.

Cardwell Condensers Now a

Standard

The Cardwell Condenser needs no introduction to the advanced radio fan.
They have been on the market for a large
number of years. Most amateurs consider them a standard of comparison.
This is quite an enviable reputation to
have.
In the present day market, many concerns are marketing condensers that are
especially designed to eliminate losses.
It was not necessary for the Cardwell
people to re-design their condenser for
this reason. Their condensers have always been Iow -loss. In fact, the' term
low -loss was applied to their condensers
years ago to distinguish them from condensers of the ordinary type.
Performance is the only real test of a
condenser. The Cardwell condensers have
proven their superiority because of their
scientifically correct design -small area
of contact between insulation and stator
supports, firm three -point frame, permanent alignment, accurate adjustment,
etc.
Such details permit of exceptionally
fine distance records, smooth tuning, freedom from noises and changes in capacity
at given settings.

Pearsall New Zenith Distributors
The Zenith Radio Corporation of
Chicago announce the appointment of
Silas E. Pearsall as their Eastern Jobbers.
For a number of years the name of
Silas E. Pearsall has been identified
with the Victor Talking Machine Co.
He won an enviable reputation while
acting as Victor jobbers, successfully
serving over 300 Victor Dealers. With
the advent of the radio business, the
Pearsall Company foresaw a more extensive field of endeavor in this line.
They investigated every angle and phase
of the radio industry.

Maj. bollos

step, however, is desirable and needed for
Iong distance reception. The third step
is mostly desired for Summer receptions
at weak signals on loud speaker. If a
loud speaker is not at hand and phones
are used, it will be quickly noted that the
signals come through the phones without
any deafening diaphragm rattle.
Major Anatol Gollos, the inventor of
the circuit, planned and installed the
electrical equipment in the Chicago &
Northwestern R. R. Station at Chicago,
and is the inventor of the Gollos Automatic Train Control, which was favorably reported to Congress by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Major
Gollos entered the service of the government during the war.

"Audiohm" Prevents Distortion
The Electrad "Audiohm," manufactured by the Electrad Company, Inc.,

of 428 Broadway, New York, is showing
increasing popularity among the fans
who "build their own" as well as manufacturers who have been incorporating
this new unit into their sets.
The "Audiohm" controls tone, quality
and volume remarkably and is also used
for resistance coupled amplifiers. It has
a resistance ranging from 10,000 to 120;
000 ohms and works efficiently when
placed across the secondary of the last
audio frequency transformer. Distortion is practically eliminated by intelligent use of the "Audiohm."
The "Audiohm ". is but one of the many
devices manufactured by the Electrad
Company.

The Alpha Radio Supply Company,
Inc., 611 Broadway, New York City,
have recently started production on a
new product known as Alpha Insulated
Bus -Bar Wire, (a spaghetti covered buswire).
An insulating compound is
applied to a perfect No. 14 B. & S.
round tinned bus-bar wire. This wire
is well tinned, has an even shiny surface
and covers a pure copper base.
This product is energy conserving
and will undoubtedly increase the sensitiveness of a receiving set and prevent
short circuits where one wire crosses
another. The insulation may be depended upon as permanent and will
retain its dielectric strength indefinitely.
Alpha Insulated Bus -Bar Wire is
puncture -proof and every length that
Ieaves is tested for efficiency in every
respect, including heat resisting, oil,
water and gas and acid proof.
The insulating compound is applied
directly to the wire. No cloth, cotton
or any other fabric is necessary between
the insulation and the wire. Rolled
cotton placed on the wire is impractical,
due to the fact that when stripped, it
becomes unraveled or frayed, making
an untidy job.
The wire is made in uniform, straight,
two (2) ft. lengths and is made in five
colors -gold, red, black, blue and green.

A Portable Loud Speaker
The Radiograph Laboratories, Chicago, announce they will soon begin
production of a small loud -speaker that
may be placed as a part of any portable
receiving set, whether contained in a
suitcase or in other form. This new
"Radiograph" Loud Speaker is of the
reflected tone type and is built for "dur able wear in portable receivers.

Additional Munufacturers' News on
page 79.
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Toledo. Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Cambridge. III.
Oeeeo. Wis.
Norfolk, Va.
Elgin .I11.
Baton. Mass. (portable)
Teoumeeb, Nebr.
College Station. Tex

Toledo Radio & Electric Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co
Cambridge Radio & Electric Co.
8. H. Van Gordon & Soo
Reliance Eectric Co.
Cbarlo, E. Erbstelo
Edison Electric Illuminating Co
Ruegg Battery & Electric Co.
Agricultural A Mecbaalca I College of Term
Williams Hardware Co.
Oak Leave. Broadcasting Station

WTAL
WTAM
WTAP
WTAQ
WTAR
WTAS
WTAT
WTAU

WTÁX
WTAY

The Magazine of the Hour
252
389
342
220
280
303

244
242
280

Streator, Ill. 231
Oak Park. III. 283

WTAZ
WTG
WTIC
WTX

Tbomae J. McGuire
Kansas State Agricultural College
Travelers Insurance Co.
H. G. Seal Co
WWAD Wright & Wright Joe.)
WWAE The Alamo Ball Room
WWI
Ford Motor Co
WWJ
Detroit News (Evening New. Assn.)
WWL
Loyola Univereity
WWOA Mtebigan College of Mina
(

Lambertville. N. J.
Manbattan. Hans.
Hartford. Conn.
Chicago. Ili.
Pbiladelybia, Pa.
Joliet, Ili.
Dearborn. Mich.
Detroit. Mich.
New Orleans . La.
Hougbtoo, Mich.

283
273

Ottawa. Ont.
Montreal. Quebec.
Toronto. Ont.
Edmonton, Alberta
London. Ont.
Toronto. Ont.
Vancouver, B. C.

435
410
312
455
430
410
420
295
400
316
430
410
430
430
410
450
420
440
440
400
410
313
357
455
410
430
312
329
357
384

323
268

360

242
273
352
283
214

Canadian Stations
Calgary. Alberta
Toronto. Ontario
Montreal. Quebec
Iroquois Falls. Oot.
Quebec, Quebec
Edmonton, Alberts

Calgary Herald
Star Pub. & Prig. Co
Marooni Wireless Teleg. Co. of Canada
Abitibi Power & Paper Co.
Ls Cie de L'Eveoemeot

CFAC
CFCA

CFCF
CFCH
CFCJ
CFCK
CFCN
CFC
CFCR
CFCT
CECIL/
CFCW

Radio Supply Co
W. W. Grant Radio (Ltd.)

CFLC

CF
CFRC
CFXC
CFYC
CHAC
CHBC
CHCB
CHCD
CHCL
CHCM
CHCS
CHNC

410

Calgary. Alberta
Vancouver, B. C.
Sudbury, Ont.
Violon. Britieb Col.
Hamilton. Ont.
London. Ont.
Naneimo. B. C.
Calgary. Alta.
551 Adelaide b.., London. Ont.
Saskatoon, Sakotobewan
Kingston. Ontario
Montreal. Quebec
New Westminster B. C.
Vancouver, B. C.
Halifax, Nov. Scotia
Calgary. Alberta
Toronto, Ont.
Quebec. Quebec

Radio Specialties (Ltd.)
Leureotide Air Service
Victoria City Temple
The Jack Elliott Radio Limited
The Radio Shop
Sparks Co
Henry Birks & Sons
Chas. Guy Hunter
The Electric Shop (Ltd.)
Queens University
University of Montreal
Westminster Truet Co
Victor Wentwortb Odium
Radio Engineers
Albertan Publishing Co
Marconi Company
Canadian Wireless & Elec. Co
Western Canada Radio
Exchangead)
cver
Riley A McCormack
The Hamilton Spectator
Toronto Radio Researcb

CFHCC

430
400
440
400
410
440
450
410
410
410
420
430
440
410
400
450

400

440
400
400
410
410
410
400

Vancouver. D. C.
Calgary. Alberta 415
Hamilton. Ont. 420
Toronto. Ont. 350

CHXC

C
HC
CJCA
CJGC
CJCE
CJCF
CJC1
CJCK
CJCN
CJSC

CKAC
CKCD

CKCE
CKCK
CKCO
CKCX
CKLC
CKOC
CNRA
CNRC

CNRE
CNRM
CNRO
CNRS
CNRT
CNRW

R. Booth
Nortbero Electric Co
Jarvis Baptist Cburob
Edmonton Journal
London Free Pram Prtg. Co
T. Eaton Co
Sprott-Shaw Radio Co
The News Record
Maritime Radio Corp.
Radio Corp. of Calgary
J. L. Pbillipe
Simons Agnew & Co.
Evening Telegram
La Prone Pub. Co.
Vancouver Daily Province
Canadian Iodepend. Telepbone Co
Leader Pub. Co
Ottawa Radio Association
P. Burns A Co
Wilkinson Electric Company
Wentwortb Radio Supply Co
Canadian Natl. Rye
Canadian National Railways
Canadian National Railway.
Canadian National Railways
Canadian National Railways
Canadian National Railways
Canadian National Railways
Canadian National Railways
Canadian National Railways
.1.

Kitobener, Ont.

St. Job.. New Brunswick
Calgary. Alta.
Monti Soli, Quebec
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto Ont.
Montreal, Quebeo
Vancouver. B. C.
Toronto. Ont.
Regna, Seekatcbewan
Ottawa. Ont.
Calgary. Alberta
Calgary. Alberta
Hamilton, Ont.
Moncton. N. B,
Calgary. Canada
Edmonton. Alta.
Montreal. P. Q.
Ottawa. Ont.
Regina. Bab,
Saskatoon, Sash.
Toronto. Ont.
Winnipeg. Mao.

Cuban Stations
PWX

Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
.. Habana
Haoana
Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana

Cuban Telapbone Co
Pedro ZayM
Alberto S. de Bustamante
Mario Garcia Velez
Frederick W. Horton
Frederick W. Horton
Westinghouse Elec. Co.
Roberto E. Remire.
heraldo de Cuba
Lui. Cass
E. Sanchez de Fuentes
Fauem Simon
Manuel G. Salas
Raul Perot Falcon

20W
20K
2BY
ICX
2EV

2TW

SLC
2KD

2MN
2MG

2JD

400
300
240
360
260
320
220
230
275
250
350
270
280
150

2K

2HS

20L

2WW
5EV

6KW

6KJ

6CX
6DW
6BY
6AZ

8BY
8FU
8DW

Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana

Alvaro Daza
Julio Power
Oscar Collado
Amedeo Seem
Leopoldo V. Figueroa
Frank H. Some
Frank H. Jones
Antonio T. Figueroa
Eduardo Terry
Jose Gandux,
Valentin Ullivarri
Alberto Ravelo
Andres Vinnet
Pedro C. Anden

200

180
290
210
360
340
279
170
228
300
200
250
229
279

Colon
Tuinunu
Tuinucu
Cienfiegoe
Clenfiegos
Cieofiegoe
Clenóegos
Stgo. de Cuba
Sigo. de Cuba
Sago. de Cuba

European Broadcasting Stations
British Stations

210
22Y

London
Birmingbam
Cardiff
Bournemouth
Manchester

YN
FL

Lyon
Parie (Eiffel Tower)

SIT

BM

365
475

350
375

SNO

5SC

2BD
6SL

Newcastle
Glasgow
Aberdeen
BbeSield (relay station)

400
420

4H

303

French Stations
740
2 600

8AJ
ESP

Paria
Paris

1

280
450

readers wish to show their approval of the stand taken by RADIO AGE against the Radio Corporation
of America, they can do it in the most practical way by sending in $2.50 for a year's subscription
to our magazine or, if they are already subscribers, urge a friend to subscribe. We believe the fans
are with us. Address all communications to RADIO AGE, Inc., 500 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.
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I-4,nd yourRadio Troubles for3 oc ¿n Stamps
We have laid aside a limited number of back issues of RADIO AGE for your use. Below are listed hookups to be found in
these issues. Select the ones you want and enclose 30c in stamps for each desired. The supply is limited. so enrich your
store of radio knowledge by laying in an ample stock of copies NOWT
May. 1922

April, 1924

October. 1924

-How

(fully illmtiatad)
Receiver.
-Anti-Body Capacity Hookups.
-Refitting tbe Three. Circuit Tuner.
-Iodez and first two installment. of Radio Age Data
Bbeet..
May. 1924
-Construction of a Simple Portable Set.
-Radio Panels.
-Third Installment of Radio Age Data Sheen

-Two

to make a eimple Crystal Set for SO.
September, 1922
-How to make a Regenerative Set at a low emit.

October. 1922

-How to make a Tube Unit for 523 to 837.
-How to make an Audio Frequency Amplifying Tram former.

November. 1922

-Design of portable abort -wave radio wavameter.
May, 1923

-How
Juno.

to make

portable Reinerts set for summer me.

1923

-How to build tbe new Kaufman receiver.
-What about your antenna?
December, 1923

-Building the Haynes Receiver.
-Combined Amplifier and Loud Speaker.
-A aleotive Crystal Receiver.

--Filters
J

1924

Tuning Out Interference -Wave Traps -Eliminator.
-A
Junior Super-Heterodyne.
-Push -Pull Amplifier.

-Rosenbloom Cirou)t.
March. 1924
-An Eight-Tube Super -Heterodyne.

low loos tuner.
-A
-A simple.
Tuned Radin Frequency Amplifier.
-Simple Reflex Set.

RADIO AGE, Inc.

-An Efficient Super- Heterodyne

-A Ten -Dollar

June. 1924
-Important

Factors in Constructing

Super- Heterm

-A Universal Amplifier.
Sure Fire Reflex Set.
-AAdding

--Radio

Radio and Audio to Baby Heterodyne.

Age Data Sheets.
1924

-Data Sbaa.

500 N.

-The Ultradyne
-Real Blueprints
get Reflex Bet.

of a

3 -Tube

Cl.., Tom.
Neutrodyoa and

Mid-

November. 1924

-Blueprints of

a Single Tube Loop Set and a mpaelty
Feedback Receiver.

3 -Tube Low Lo.e Regenerator.
-A
-Mastering the 3- Circuit Tuner.

--How

December. 1924

Blueprints of a New 8-Tube Suter- Heterodyne.
to Make a Receiver that Minimise. Static.
Obarger
111
Loud Speaker at a Small Cot.

-A
Tram- Atlantic DX Receiver.
de Battery
-How to Make a Home
January.

cod.

1925

-Making a Station-Findor
February. 1925

-The Englieb 4-Element Tube.
-An Audio Amplifier Without an "A" Battery.
-Data Sbeeta.
September, 1924
-How Careful Mounting Will Improve Reception.
-One Tuning Control for Hair, Breadtb Selectivity.
-Four Page. of Real Blueprints of a New Baby Heterodyne and an Aperiodic Variometer Set.
-Data Sheet..
-Filtered Heterodyne Audio Stages.

Made Buyer-Het.

Rodio and Two Audio for

-A Simple Regenerative
Sot.
for Real DX.

-A Refexed Neutrodyoe
-A Six Tube Super
-Het
-An Efficient Portable Set
-A Tuned Plate Regenerator

July.
-A
Portable Tuned Impedance Reflex.
-Operating
by
Hies.
Three-Tube Wine r d Circuit.
Circi
August. 1924
-Breaking Into Radio Without a Diagram.

-An Easily

-A
-A

Sure Shot Super-Het
Three Circuit Regenerator
Low Loss Bet.
-Blueprint. of 3 -tube Reflex

-A Real.
Marsh.

1925

-A Permanent Super-Het
-A 5-Tubs R. F. Receiver
-How to Wind Low Loa Coila
-A Short Wave Receiver
-Blueprints of

a Two-Tube Ultra Audiou
eenerative Reflex

o

...

Ile

-

Dearborn St., Chicago
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Tuning Dials Are Now Improved

79

Gain for Reflex Sets

While the engineers have constantly

Development of reflex receiving sets
is already making great progress, due
largely to the recent announcement that
the United States Navy Department
will license all reputable American manufacturers under the navy owned patents,
which are basic on reflex and radio
frequency circuits. One of the first
concerns to have its application for a
license approved by Secretary Wilbur
was the All- American Radio Corporation.
The engineering staff of this concern
has worked out a circuit which is extremely simple to build and operate,
and which will give much more than
ordinary strength from a minimum
amount of apparatus. The reflex circuit has long been recognized as about
the most economical to construct and
operate and, in the circuit here described,
three tubes will do the work of five under
ordinary circumstances.
The three tube reflex embodies two
stages of radio frequency, detector, and
two stages of audio frequency amplification. The set is highly selective and is
capable of receiving from long distances.
A crystal detector is used and gives the
circuit true and faithful reproduction.
The range of the set is not limited by the
crystal detector, as the signal is amplified
by two tubes before it reaches the detector. In this manner signals that are
too faint to be heard with a crystal set
are readily reproduced.
In contrast with many types of receiving sets that use three main tuning
dials, the reflex has but two, which
greatly simplifies tuning. The two
condenser dial settings follow each other
closely and can be accurately "logged"
so that a station can be found again by
turning the dials to the same place. The
circuit is non-oscillating and therefore
will not interfere with other receiving
sets in the neighborhood.
The wiring of the receiver is simple.
All leads are short, and usually run from
a binding post on one transformer to
the binding post on an adjacent transformer, thereby eliminating the need of
soldering connections in all but a few
places. In making the connections on
the fixed condensers, it is well to use a
small machine screw and nut, making
a bend in the wire and placing the loop
of wire under the head of the screw and
tightening. It is not advisable to solder
to the metal ends of the condenser as
the heat of the iron is liable to change
the capacity of the condenser.

striven to improve circuits and apparatus
used in radio receivers, the manufacturers
of panels and dials of Bakelite have been
busy trying to improve the appearance
and beauty of their product to keep apace.
The mechanical limitations of the average
radio fan have also been seriously taken
into consideration by the research and

design engineers.
For example, an improvement has
recently been made in such a simple
piece of apparatus as a tuning dial. The
customary set screw which has heretofore
been almost universally used in attaching
dials and knobs to the shafts of instruments has been replaced by a much better device.
A small spring bushing or chuck is
Ised. This is slipped over the end of the
haft, the dial then going over the bushing
nd the knob is screwed up tightly on the
threaded end of the chuck. As the knob
is tightened, the chuck grips the shaft
from four sides and the dial is firmly held
in place without the use of tools of any
sort.
The set screw method is lacking in
mechanical fitness. If the shaft happens
to be a trifle smaller than the hole in the
ordinary dial, the dial will not run true
and very likely will wabble and scrape
the panel at certain points. If the shaft
is a close fit, difficulty is often experienced
in getting the dial on or off of the end of
the shaft. Where instruments turn hard,
the set screw often slips and allows the
ial to turn without turning the shaft.

Bakelite Demand is Increasing
"The rapidly increasing use of bakelite
in radio sets by practically all of the
important manufacturers is of interest
to the hundreds of thousands of radio
enthusiasts throughout the country,"
declared W. R. Yates of the Continental
Fibre Company recently when interviewed on the importance of good
insulation.
The amateur may find himself more
r less confused," he said," when he reads
f the electrical properties of any of a
alf-dozen materials proposed for in-

ulation service on his radio receiver.
fe will find that each of these materials
praised for some certain quality and
i-ill end by feeling that if he could use
11 of them at the same time he would
ave the ideal substance for all purposes.
"What he really needs to know is
which one material will give him the
best and most lasting service. Probably the best way for him to discover
this material is to find out what the
great makers of really dependable radio
sets are using.
"The manufacturers have been forced
to discard many insulating materials
because they do not stand up and the
life of radio sets equipped with these
materials is short," continued Mr. Yates.
"The manufacturers have adopted the
phenolic condensation products, more
generally known under the trade name
of bakelite, either in laminated or
moulded form, and these are being
used almost universally. Bakelite has
none of the changeable qualities of other
insulating materials like rubber, and it
retains its good properties indefinitely.
"The amateur can do no better than
t o imitate the manufacturers. He will
t bus be profiting by their experience
a nd experiments and will obtain equip n tent for his -radio set that will be
S. atisfactory in every way."

Tite Magazine of the Hour

A New Metalectric Soldering Iron
The Post Electric Co., of 125 Harrison
ay., Long Island City, N. Y., have placed
a new Metalectric Soldering Iron on the
market for radio use. Instead of a bulky,
unwieldy iron of superfluous size and
weight, the Post Iron is easy to handle'
and makes soldering as "simple as writing
with a lead pencil."
The iron is guaranteed and has these
features: there is ample heat capacity;
a quarter -inch interchangeable tip is
always ready for emergencies; and the
handle is always cool. The construction
of the Metalectric Soldering Iron involves
a nickeled brass handle and flange, fitted
to which is a semi -rigid coil of spring
steel which absorbs the back flow of heat
and prevents its passing to the handle.
The soldering tip is composed of nickeled
silver, insuring minimum oxidation and
infrequent renewal of the tips.
The iron is thoroughly insulated and
furnished with eight feet of cord wire.

*
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TO A
PRACTICAL
UNDERSTANDING

Audel's Handy Book of Electricity. Price $4.
A quick simplified ready reference. givingcomplete instruction and inside information. Handy
to use. Easy to understand. For Engineers.
Professional Electricians, Students and all interested in Electricity. A reliable authority and

a handy INFORMATION worker.
Tee 1040
and2600 diarramagiveaccurate, up4o -date and complete information
on -Rules and Laws, RADIO. Storage Batter es WIRING DIAGRAMS, Power and House
Wiring. Automatic Phones. Auto Ignition,
Motor Troubles ARMATURE WINDING,
Cable Splicing. llevators and Cranes, Sign
Flashers. Transformers, Practical Management ModernApplications-READYREFERENC)t oneveryelectricalsubject. Pocket Size,
handsomely bound in flexible Red LEATHER.

Easy Terms. Shipped for Free Fzamjeetion.
No obligation to buy unless satisfied.

s

23 St,N.wYerk
FREEThe.ávdetco,ssw.
Please send me Audel's Handy Book of
EXAMINAI10II Practical Electricity for fn. examine!Ion. If satisfactory. I will send you

COUPON Lit 7 don. then U monthly until N l.
Name
Address
Occupation
Employed by
T3.102

AMBASSADOR
Low Loss Products
Master Tuning Coil
Tone Head Phones
Low Loss Condenser
High grade. standard radio producte that will increase the efficiency of any
set and add to the satisfaction of the user.
Ambassador Low Lo., Products have long
beau the choirs of particular fane. See them
empare them and yon will chopm them
too.
At Ali Good Dealer..
FREE! Send so four costa in .tam
for dia ofeiir kin wháh A mbaeaadw products
Prra
.
AMBASSADORrSALESaCOMPANY
io.
Greenwich St.. New York
326 w' Madison st.. Chicago

.

-if

Ä

Dealers
you want the best products, the fastest shipments and
the most liberal discounts, write on
your letterhead for our catalog

L1003.
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Hookups Like This One
Get Results
!
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Atore is a circuit diagram of a hookup published in
taken the radio fans by storm! Although it is but a
stations on the loudspeaker while located less than a
Hookups such as these make the ANNUAL for l92S

the RADIO AGE ANNUAL for 1925. and which has
three-tube affair. it consistently "pulled in" California
mile from two powerful Chicago broadcasting stations!
a necessity in your store of radio knowledge.

You'll Find Them in The Radio Age Annual for 1925!
BLUEPRINT
SECTION
is the predominating feature of the RADIO AGE
ANNUAL for 1925. Sixteen
pages of actual -color blueprints of every kind of hookup from the simplest one tube sets to the very latest
8 -tube super -het. The only
blueprint section ever
A

32 -PAGE

printed.

$1.00 a

Copy

HAVE YOU seen the new RADIO AGE ANNUAL for 1925?
Thousands of fans have already bought their copies, and the
end of the first edition supply is not far off. Every buyer of the
ANNUAL for 1925 has supported our contention that it is the biggest
radio dollar's worth ever published. Scores of new hookups, tried
and tested in the RADIO AGE laboratories, hundreds of isometric,
circuit and photographic illustrations, and a 32 -page blueprint section are some of the features that make this 120-page book invaluable
to the technical fan. The expert will find the latest in experimental
and multi -tube hookups, while the beginner will feel "at home" with
a galaxy of "how to do it articles written especially for him.

RADIO AGE ANNUAL
FOR 1925

$1.00 a

Copy

Some of the Features
How to read and understand hookups.
How to understand radio phenomena.

Building your first simple set.
How to select the right receiver.
Substituting a tube for a crystal-building the first tube set.
How to amplify any kind of set.
Making a reflex set.
Building your first Reinartz set.
The renowned Baby Heterodyne No. 1.
Adding audio and radio stages to the Baby Het.
How to make a battery charger.
How to make a loud speaker.
RADIO AGE ANNUAL BLUEPRINT SECTION with such
popular hookups as the aperiodic variometer, loop sets, feed-

back receivers, neutrodynes, reliez hookups, Baby Het No. 2, a
Wonder Super -Het, and others.
How to get rid of interference.
How to make an amplifying unit.
How to recognize and deal with every kind of tube trouble.
Another super-heterodyne for the super experimenters.
-Hints on tracing troubles in super-heterodyne circuits.
A three -tube long distance regenerator.
A 3 -tube set that easily receives KGO on the loud speaker
from Ohio.
Improving the ever popular Reinartz.
AND MANY OTHER UP-TO -THE- MINUTE HOOKUPS AND
ARTICLES.

RADIO AGE ANNUAL COUPON

RADIO AGE, INC.,
500 North Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Gentlemen: I want to be one of the first to get the RADIO AGE ANNUAL FOR 1925. Enclosed find $1.00.
I am not satisfied with the ANNUAL I will return it within five days and you will refund my dollar.

-

Name__
Address

City
4 -25

State
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Why Radio Receivers Differ so Widely
in the Quality of their Tone
It's all in the Overtones

A 5 -tube Receiver using the new Pfanstiehl system of tuned radio frequency

RADIO becomes less of a stunt instrument for fans
to play with and more of a musical instrument in

S

the home, people are demanding, above every other
value, TONAL BEAUTY. Clear tone, of course, but more
than that, lovely tone -all of the beauty which distinguishes
fine singing and the best in musical performance.
It is easy to get distance and volume with proper amplification. The difficulty has been to control the tone
keep it
free, flexible, full and rich.
In the average radio receiver the tone is sometimes clear,
and sometimes not. That depends upon neutralization. But it
is always flat, thin or hard. It lacks those delicate overtones
which give to the tone itself its quality or timbre. It is the
attendant overtones or harmonics which make real music.
Without them you have merely pitch.
The difference between a fine piano tone and a pure piano
tone is in the overtones. Middle "C," for instance, is Middle
"C" all the time and everywhere, as far as pitch is concerned.
But there is the widest difference in quality. One has a rich,
sweet resonance. The other is thin and bare.
The same is true of the human voice. Its charm is all in
the overtones. They identify it, make it an intimately personal
thing.
The matchless tone ofthe Pfanstiehl lies in its perfect control of the
overtones
simple thing and still the most important thing which
has as yet happened to radio.

-to

-a

the fundamental tone but also ALL the minute overtones
which accompany it in transmission and should accompany
it in reception, if enjoyable song or music is to result.
The radio stream gets out of bounds, as it were, in the set
itself. It spills over between circuits and feeds back instead
of forward. In entering the preceding circuit this feedback of
stray energy causes a disturbance in tt, the two being "out of
phase," as an electrician would say. The true forward stream
of radio energy does not mesh with the stray energy feeding
back. They conflict. Squeals and noises result. To prevent
them, neutralizing devices have been used. But these do not
work unless erfectly adjusted. And even ifthey do work, both
they and the feedback tend to blur or spoil the delicate overtones of
the true signal.

No errors to neutralize
In the Pfanstiehl there are no internal noises possible. The radio energy
is completely controlled. There is no feedback. No absorbing or neutralizing devices are used. They are not needed. How this control is
accomplished is a technical story of great interest to radio engineers,
told elesewhere in this statement. Briefly, iit consists of a new system of
reception designed to hold in leash the full forward stream of radio
energy, so that none of it spills over or escapes to cause feedback. Ml
of the overtones are thus included. And you get full tone gnahty, the
timbre which makes the emotional appeal in music and gins to the human
voire its saprenu charm.

Nothing could be simpler. Nothing could be more important, ifradio
to become the enjoyable instrument people are looking for. The simplicity of the Pfanstiehl is unique. There are no complications. Nothing
to adjust or get out of order. Operation is dependable and absolutely
quiet. In this respect distance makes no difference. No lover of music
who has once listened to a Pfanstiehl will ever be satisfied with any
other system of radio reception, its superiority is so marked.
Hear the new Pfanstiehl Overtone Receiver at your radio or music
dealer's. If he does not have one we can quickly get it to him.
is

Overtones
perfectly reproduced
Of course, no radio can receive a poor tone and make it sound

beautiful. It does not create tones. It reproduces them. Its utmost achievement is to reproduce from a distance the full
depth and individual beauty of fine music. That has not been
possible hitherto. Radio has not been able to bring in and
hold intact the full stream of radio energy embracing not only

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY
Sales Offices: 11 S. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.
Factories: Waukegan, Ill.

OVERTONE RECEIVER
t
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The popularity of the Crosley three-tube 52 at $30, has encouraged
us to offer this circuit in a new attractive cabinet with sloping
panel -the Crosley 52 Special at $35. This cabinet is large
A beautiful piece of furnienough to bold all dry cell batteries,
ture which can take its place in the living rooms of the most discriminating, The sloping panel makes operation easier and
greatly adds to the appearance of the set. Of course, the popular
Crosley 52 will be continued, It has given satisfactory loud
speaker service in all parts of the country. Continual coast to
coast reception and even foreign stations on the loud speaker
have been reported,

The Crosley one -tube 50, at only $14.50, "The Little Giant of
Radio," has astounded owners with the distant stations that it
brings in, on ear phones of course. All parts of the United States
report European stations welt heard during International Test
Week. It is the radio with which Leonard Weeks of Minot,
North Dakota, kept in constant touch with the MacMillan ex
pedition at the North Pole- For true ratio value, it is excelled
only by the other larger Crosley Radios. You can purchase
Crosley instruments from most any good dealer. All Crosley
Radios are licensed under Armstrong Regenerative U. S. Patent
1,113,149. Prices quoted are without accessories.

Prices West of Rockies add-10%

'r

Write for Complete Catalog

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
POWEL CROSLEY, JR., President
463 Sassafras St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Crosley owns and operates Broadcasting Station WLW

* Tested and Approved
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